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The HURREVAC User Guide was written by Sea Island Software Inc. for the National Hurricane Program 
(NHP) with guidance and support from the NHP's interagency partners: FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE), and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Hurricane 
Center (NHC). 

This document describes HURREVAC's functionality as of August 1, 2022. The online version of the 
HURREVAC User Guide is updated with ongoing changes to data and features within the program. To view 
the current online documentation, log in to HURREVAC and click the Help icon in the lower right corner. 
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Welcome to HURREVAC
HURREVAC (short for Hurricane Evacuation) is a storm tracking and decision support computer soft
ware tool for government emergency managers. The program tracks hurricanes using the National 
Hurricane Center's forecast and advisory products and combines this information with data from the 
regional Hurricane Evacuation Studies (HES) to assist local emergency managers in determining an 
evacuation start time. HURREVAC incorporates various National Weather Service (NWS) products to 
show the timing and severity of storm effects such as wind, storm surge, and inland flooding.

HURREVAC is a product of the National Hurricane Program, a partnership between the Federal Emer
gency Management Agency (FEMA), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Sea Island Software is the private contractor tasked 
with development, operation, and maintenance of the HURREVAC program. The USACE Baltimore Dis
trict office (Hurricane Program Office under the National Center of Expertise for Coastal Storm Dam
age Reduction) administers the contract with funding and guidance from FEMA.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        This blue divider is used throughout the User Guide to suggest best 
practices that will help you get the most out of the program's tools and features. 

[ NOTE ]        This red divider is used throughout the User Guide to highlight important details 
about a feature, suggest caution, or explain the limits of data availability.

[ For GIS Users ]        This green divider is used throughout the User Guide to highlight map 
layers that can be exported for use in GIS software.
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Resources
HURREVAC includes a comprehensive online user guide as a companion to the program.

Elements of the HURREVAC interface (like tool names, options, tabs, or headings) are generally styled 
with bold text throughout the User Guide.

In-line references to program's icons are also included (for example:   Help).

A Quick Reference Guide (18-page PDF, 674 KB) is available on the User Guides and Tutorials page of 
the HURREVAC support website.

Technical support

HURREVAC users have year-round access to technical support from Sea Island Software, the contrac
tor that develops, operates, and maintains the program.

Users can register for the program and submit questions through the support site at https:// 
hurrevac.com. Routine website contacts and emails to support@hurrevac.com are answered within 
one business day. Issues related to developing storms and other time-critical user needs are ad
dressed immediately even outside of normal business hours.

Sea Island Software maintains a toll-free support phone line at (888) 840-4089. Support calls are 
answered 24/7 during storm events.

https://hurrevac.com/learning-resources/user-guides-and-tutorials/
https://www.hurrevac.com/learning-resources/user-guides-and-tutorials/
https://hurrevac.com
mailto:support@hurrevac.com
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Program distribution
HURREVAC is an important emergency management tool for monitoring hurricane threats and deter
mining deadlines for evacuations and other operational decisions. The program has more than 
20,000 registered users in federal, state, territorial, and local governments.

As a federally funded program, the software, data feed, and technical support are provided free of 
charge to all individuals in government emergency management who request access. HURREVAC is 
not distributed beyond the government emergency management community.

For program access, visit the registration page at register.hurrevac.com. Successful registrants re
ceive an email reply within 24 hours with instructions for accessing their new user account.

Notify the HURREVAC support team at support@hurrevac.com if you change your email address so 
you can continue to receive updates about the program.

http://register.hurrevac.com
mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=Update%20of%20HURREVAC%20contact%20information
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Technical requirements
HURREVAC is a browser-based program and can be used on most computers or tablets that have a 
modern web browser such as Chrome, Firefox, or Edge.

[ NOTE ]        HURREVAC does not work in Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE11). Also, HURREVAC 
has not yet been optimized for small screens such as smartphones; however, you may still find 
some utility on those devices. HURREVAC is not available as a standalone mobile app, so there 
are no versions specific to iOS or Android.

HURREVAC is web-based, so you automatically get the latest version whenever you log in. There is no 
need to download any updates or releases like in the previous desktop version.

Tablets and touch devices can be used to navigate HURREVAC, but we recommend using a mouse for 
the best experience.

Launching the application

To enter the program, visit https://hurrevac.com and click Launch HURREVAC Application.

Screen capture of the HURREVAC support site.

https://hurrevac.com
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If you have not logged in to the application previously with a particular device and web browser, the 
next page prompts you to enter your username or email and password. Either your registered email 
address or shorter username will work in the username field.

Screen capture of the HURREVAC login page.

Account recovery

Instructions are emailed to new users who apply for program access through the registration page at 
https://register.hurrevac.com.

If you are already registered but need to restore access to your user account, click the Forgot Pass
word? link and enter your registered email address. Then, you will be sent an email with instructions 
for resetting your password.

Contact support@hurrevac.com for assistance if this recovery email does not appear in your inbox 
within several minutes or if you encounter other difficulties with regaining account access.

https://register.hurrevac.com
https://hvx.hurrevac.com/auth/realms/master/login-actions/reset-credentials
mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=HURREVAC%20Account%20Recovery
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Exploring the workspace
This page introduces the key regions of the HURREVAC workspace. Other topics in the User Guide re
fer to these regions when describing the various tools and layers in more detail.

Icons (buttons) are referenced throughout the User Guide to help you become familiar with their loca
tion and purpose.

HURREVAC's workspace features a prominent Tracking Map.

The toolbar to the right of the map contains Map Tools and Utilities, and the toolbar to the left con
tains Storm Tools.

Storm Tools contains storm-specific map layers and controls how those aspects of the forecast are 
shown.

Map Tools are for map manipulation, and the Utilities icons control basic program actions such as 
setting user preferences, printing, exporting data, opening the User Guide, and logging out.

Map Layers are organized into three tabs in the upper left section of the workspace: Storms, Condi
tions, and Resources.

The Storms tab is where you can select current and archived storms to display on the tracking 
map.
The Conditions tab contains map layers for current weather observations and forecasts that are 
not specific to any particular storm.
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• The Resources tab provides a collection of non-weather-related map layers and a library of refer
ence documents.

To quickly find a particular storm, conditions map layer, or resource, enter its name into the search 
bar near the tab headings.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Use keyboard shortcuts to adjust the size of the workspace elements. 
Press Ctrl and + at the same time to enlarge HURREVAC's icons and text. Press Ctrl and - at the 
same time to reduce the size. Your browser may also have settings to control the zoom level.

Top row: default appearance of the HURREVAC workspace (100% zoom), as a full screen (left) 
and inset view (right). 

Bottom row: the appearance of the HURREVAC workspace at a 125% zoom level in the brows
er window. Note that the sizes of icons and text are larger than the default view, and the Map 

Layers panel also takes up a wider portion of the screen.
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Toolbox, Side Panel, and Windows

The Toolbox in the lower left portion of the workspace contains features that either expand in the 
right-docked Side Panel or appear over the tracking map in a dedicated Window. The toolbox opens 
core functions of HURREVAC, which are fully described in the following sections of the User Guide.

Tools that open in the Side Panel include the following:

 Reports

 Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer

 Storm Simulator

The side panel can be hidden by clicking the   small arrows in the title bar. When the arrows are 
clicked again, the side panel reopens with all of the same tabs and selections as before.

The panel's size can also be adjusted by clicking and dragging the left margin of the panel. This can 
help you view a report with many columns, for example.

Tools that open in a window include the following:

 Tropical Weather Outlook (graphical depictions also appear on the Tracking Map)

 Text Advisories

 Evacuation Timing
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• Training modules

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        To see more of the map while working with the Side Panel or a window, 
you can collapse the panel on the left side of the workspace that contains Map Layers and 
Toolbox. Click the   small arrows in the heading next to Map Layers. When the arrows are 

clicked again, the panel reopens.
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•

Context Menu

The Context Menu is an important aspect of HURREVAC's workspace but does not appear automati
cally when you log in to the program. Access the context menu by right-clicking on the map.

As an alternative for tablets and other touch devices, select   Map Location Context Menu in the 
Storm Tools bar. A blue dot follows pointer movements to guide where you can tap or click to make 
your selection on the map.

All items in this menu have a function that relates to the specific map location that you select.

Some context menu items are only available if a particular type of map layer is also displayed. In the 
following example image, Place/Remove Surge Flags and Place/Remove Wind Timing Flags are only 
enabled because of the data on the map.

The potential uses of the context menu include the following:

Set Base Location
Create Point of Interest
Show Surge Viewer
Place Surge Flag (or remove)
Show Range Marks
Storm Info Box Here (or return to legend)
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•
•
•

Create Wind Timing Report
Place Wind Timing Flag (or remove)
Create Wind Prob Report

[ NOTE ]        When a yellow triangle flashes in the upper right part of the tracking map, it indi
cates that there was a break in the browser's constant connection to the HURREVAC server. 
Sometimes, this is due to your computer going into sleep mode or a local firewall timing out the 
connection. This can impede the automatic updates of new storms or new advisories of active 
storms, but the program should otherwise continue to operate when you begin interacting with 
it again. 

When disconnects happen, you can reload the website to get it back up to date. Or, you can 
uncheck and recheck the storm (in the Storms tab) if you expect that an updated advisory is 
available and should be displayed. This causes HURREVAC to reconnect to the server to retrieve 
that data specifically. When the internet connection is constant, HURREVAC's map automatical
ly refreshes when new advisories are available.
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Tracking Map
All map layers and storm tools are shown on HURREVAC's interactive tracking map. Here are the im
portant aspects and features of the tracking map and some options for customization.

Features of the tracking map

Zoom icons

The icons in the upper left corner of the map control incremental zooming: + to zoom in, and - to 
zoom out. Each click changes the view by one step.

You can also double-click to zoom in once or scroll the mouse wheel to zoom in and out of the track
ing map. Other options for navigating map views are described in the following topic.
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Scale

A map scale is always displayed in the lower left corner of the map. The scale is a linear reference (in 
miles) and automatically adjusts based on zoom level and with respect to the latitude of the map 
view.

Overview map

In the lower left corner, click the   double arrows to expand an inset window containing an overview 
map. This provides a wider context for the current map view, which is most useful when you are 
zoomed in to a local area. Click the arrows again to hide the overview map.
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Basemaps

In the lower right corner, click Basemap to open a menu of alternate map appearances. There are 
nine options: Streets, Imagery, Topography, Light Topography, Dark Gray Canvas, Light Gray Canvas, 
Bright Color Canvas, Light Color Canvas, and Classic.

Some basemaps are better suited to particular types of data. In general, we recommend using a sim
pler (or grayscale) basemap when plotting very colorful, complex, or nuanced layers on the map.

More detailed basemaps (like Streets, Topography, or Imagery) may be more useful when trying to 
find a particular address or looking at map data that varies on local or neighborhood scale.

Your preferred basemap can be stored as the default in   User Preferences > Map Settings.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        The Classic basemap closely matches the legacy appearance of HUR
REVAC, and may be preferred by users who want to see more prominent labels for islands. Clas
sic also shows 1-degree interval marks between lines of latitude and longitude.

Latitude and longitude lines

Lines of latitude and longitude are plotted on every basemap. Labels appear along the top and right 
margins of the map. (Latitude labels float along the International Date Line if it is in the map view.) 
The intervals vary with zoom level, down to a minimum of 1 degree.

Latitude and longitude indicator

When holding or moving the pointer over the tracking map, the latitude and longitude of the pointer's 
current position are always shown in the lower right corner of the map near Basemaps. This indicator 
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display is in decimal format and disappears when the pointer is over another region of the workspace 
or a window.

Range Marks

Range marks are concentric rings that represent distance from a point and are a useful way to illus
trate how far a storm (or other feature) is from your location of interest.

Place range marks by right-clicking on the map at the desired center, then select Show Range Marks 
from the context menu.

(If right-clicking isn't an option on your device, tap  Map Location Context Menu in the Storm Tools 
bar. Select Show Range Marks. A blue dot follows pointer movements to guide where you can tap or 
click to make your selection.)

To remove, right-click again and select Clear Range Marks.
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To change either the unit of measurement (statute miles or nautical miles) or the interval of the 
marks, go to   User Preferences > Map Settings and choose an option from the corresponding 
menu.
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◦
◦
◦

Map Tools
The icons in the Map Tools bar, located to the upper right of the Tracking Map, contain 
tools for map manipulation and location-specific functions.

Icons and their descriptions are listed in the following order:

Navigation
Zoom Box
Go to Previous Map Extent
Go to Next Map Extent
Zoom to Full Map Extent
Clip Layers
Measure Distance
Drawing Tools
Map Tools folder

Geocode Location
Census
Weather

Icons of the Map Tools bar

 Navigation

This icon is enabled by default. Navigation indicates that the map view pans around when you click 
and drag the pointer.

 Zoom Box

This icon lets you zoom in to a custom area by drawing a box on the tracking map. This allows for one 
zoom, then resets to Navigation.
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 Go to Previous Map Extent

This returns to the previous map view. Further clicks navigate to earlier and earlier extents.

 Go to Next Map Extent

After you have clicked Go to Previous Map Extent, this option is enabled. It proceeds to the next map 
view in your sequence. This is useful if you want to export or take screen captures of various map lay
ers at multiple zoom levels but keep the extents consistent.

 Zoom to Full Map Extent

This zooms to a default map view. Think of it as a way to return to the home map view.

This can be customized in   User Preferences > Map Settings. In the Geographic Area for Map Ex
tent menu, select Define New Extent. Adjust the map to the location and zoom level you want, then 
select Set to Current Display to store your preference. Click Cancel to reset.

 Clip Layers

This tool lets you clip certain map layers to only display data within the outline of the United States or 
an individual state.

When selected, a small window contains options for Input Layer (the data) and Overlay Layer (the geo
graphic boundary). Click Clip to execute.

Compatible map layers include Radar, Satellite, Forecast Rain, Observed Rain, Excessive Rainfall Out
look, and Graphical Wind Probabilities.
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•

 Measure Distance

This tool lets you click on the tracking map to illustrate custom dimensions between points. Double- 
click to end a measuring session. The icon menu contains two options:

Measure Distance draws a line, which can have multiple segments. Each 
click creates one segment. To measure one segment only, double-click 
when finished.

 Measure Area creates a polygon. Each click creates a vertex. Double- 
click when finished.
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While building the measurement, an estimated readout appears in white and updates as you move 
the pointer. Map zooming and panning is possible while the measure distance tool is in use. When fi
nalized, the lines and label are shown in yellow. Units (nautical miles or statute miles) correspond to 
your settings in  User Preferences > Map Settings.

Measurements remain on the map as long as the icon is selected (Measure Distance is highlighted in 
blue rather than Navigation), and it is possible to pan and zoom the map view.

To clear the map of measurements, click the icon again.

 Drawing Tools

This feature lets you add shapes, lines, markers, and text over the map. Drawings are anchored to 
the position at which they are placed, so their visibility changes with panning and zooming the map. 
These are useful for annotating briefing products. The Draw window can be dragged anywhere on the 
screen and contains eight options. 
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•

Draw Markers opens a window with predefined symbols. Hover the 
pointer to preview and click to place.
Draw Label opens a window in which you enter label text and select 
from a small, medium, or large font size. Click OK, then hover the 
pointer to preview and click to place. Click Cancel to exit the window. 
The same text can be placed multiple times.
Rotate lets you select any existing drawing, which highlights in light 
blue. Drag in or near the object to rotate it.
Draw Vector Polygon opens a menu with five options: Vector Polygon, 
Circle, Triangle, Square, and Hexagon. For the first option, Vector Poly
gon, click and hold to draw a custom outline (this is the orange region in the accompanying ex
ample). For the other options: click once on the map where you would like to center the polygon, 
move the pointer to preview its size and rotation, then click again to place.
Draw Line opens a menu with three options (Thin, Medium, and Thick). Click and hold to draw a 
custom line on the map.
Color opens a menu with 40 options. The default is black. Select a color to use for any subse
quent text, line, or polygon drawings.
Select Box lets you select all drawings within a custom area by dragging out a box on the track
ing map. Use this for relocating drawings.
Erase lets you remove features either individually or as a group. Click an individual drawing 
item, or drag out a box for a custom area on the tracking map. This highlights all drawings in the 
box, then prompts Remove Features? with options for Yes or No.

Examples of the types of drawings that can be added to the tracking map.
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When you exit the Drawing Tools window, the selected icon returns to  Navigation.

 Map Tools folder

 The Folder contains three different map-based applications.

Geocode Location

Geocode Location finds the coordinates for an entered address or place. It 
can also find a location if you enter specific coordinates.

The window contains five tabs, each for a different location format:

Address / Placemark lets you search for a street address, city, place or 
landmark. When searching a relatively generic place name, or an ad
dress that is likely to appear in many regions, check the box to restrict the search to current 
map view. For example, search "210 W. San Jacinto Ave, Perris, CA"  or "Langley AFB" or "Char
lotte, NC" or "Puerto Rico."
Degrees, Minutes, Seconds lets you search coordinates in the format of DDD° MM' SS.S". For 
example, 41° 59' 52.03", -122° 38' 7.41".
Degrees, Decimal Minutes lets you search coordinates in the format of DDD° MM.MMM'. For ex
ample, 41° 9.13', -78° 34.15'.
Decimal Degrees lets you search coordinates in the format of DDD.DDDDD°. For example, 
40.72206, -74.00461.
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• USNG / MGRS lets you search for locations in the format of U.S. National Grid System (USNG) /
Military Grid Reference System (MGRS). For example: 17TMH7737560452.

Click Search (or the Enter key) to navigate to that specific location at a high zoom level. An orange 
icon appears at the point along with a text window containing more details.

Click Use Locate Tool to perform a reverse geocode search. Move the pointer (with an orange preview 
icon) to a point on the map, then click once to populate the fields of the open tab with the corre
sponding data. 
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Click Add as POI to quickly store the entered location as a Point of Interest. A confirmation window ap
pears. This gives you the option to customize the POI's name and type, or edit latitude and longitude. 
Then, click Add or Cancel. These can be managed in   User Preferences > Points of Interest.

Census

Census queries demographic data for a user-drawn map region and is based on an external Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) tool for U.S. Census (American Community Survey) data. (This layer is 
only available for the United States.)
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Click and drag on the map to draw a custom region. Results open as a PDF file in a new tab, which 
can then be saved or printed. It may require a short wait to process.

Weather

Weather fetches the latest National Weather Service (NWS) forecast for a selected point on the map.
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Move the pointer (with a blue preview icon) to a point on the map, then click once to populate a win
dow with the point forecast from that local NWS office. The window is blank if there is no forecast da
ta for the selected location. 
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•

Utilities Bar and User Preferences
The icons in the Utilities bar, located to the lower right of the Tracking Map, control a vari
ety of basic actions in HURREVAC like user settings and export options.

Icons and their descriptions are listed in the following order:

User Preferences
Print/Export Map
Storm Summary
GIS Export
Help
Logout

Icons of the Utilities bar

 User Preferences

This icon opens a window that lets you set and store defaults for units of speed, units of 
distance, time zone, and several other aspects of the map display. Changes are immediately reflect
ed elsewhere in the program. User Preferences also has tabs for managing Base Location and Points 
of Interest. Those core features of HURREVAC are covered in more detail on separate pages.

The options in the Map Settings tab are as follows:

Units of Speed for Winds and Storm Movement: Miles Per Hour or Knots.
Units of Distance for Range Marks and Ruler: Statute Miles or Nautical Miles.
Interval for Range Marks: Options range from 10 Miles (for a local map view) to 500 Miles (for a 
very wide map view).
Basemap: Select from the nine options. This determines the default appearance of the tracking 
map every time you open a new session of HURREVAC. (Basemap can also be changed using 
the menu in the lower right section of the tracking map, but that does not store your selection 
as a default.)
Time Zone: By default, the time in HURREVAC is set to Match Device Setting. This aligns with the 
time display on your computer or device. (If your computer clock shows 5 PM, then HURREVAC 
also shows 5 PM.) If your area of interest or area of responsibility has a different time zone than 
your device, you can choose from the list of hourly offsets from Universal Coordinated Time 
(UTC). This option may be useful if you are preparing a map or report for a distant location and 
want to use the local time zone without changing your computer's setting. When using a custom 
time zone, any consideration for daylight saving time must be made by the user. When a custom 
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time zone is selected, you have the option to enter a Custom Time Zone Abbreviation. Many of 
the time-related fields in HURREVAC automatically update to reflect your customized time zone, 
but some products always display the time zone for which they were created. These exceptions 
are noted on topic pages throughout the User Guide.
Geographic Area for Map Extent Button: This determines the custom map view used for   
Zoom to Full Map Extent. If you want to change the default, first select Define New Extent. Ad
just the map to the location and zoom level you want, then select Set to Current Display to store 
your preference. Click Cancel to reset.
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 Print/Export Map

This tool has options to send the current map view to be printed or downloaded as a PNG file. This in
cludes any map layers, labels, or drawings on the tracking map.

In the Print/Export window, select a radio button:

To Printer opens your browser's print preview and settings.
To Graphic File downloads a PNG file called "mapExport" to your default download directory.

Then click OK or Cancel.

 Storm Summary

This creates a printable briefing document in a new tab. The report includes a screen capture of the 
current tracking map, plus the text of the Public Advisory and Forecast Discussion. The following sec
tion of the User Guide describes the Storm Summary in more detail.

 GIS Export

This tool downloads a package of storm track and wind-related layers from the actively displayed 
storm advisory. 

The files are in GeoJSON format, which can be mapped in GIS software. When clicked, a zipped folder 
is automatically saved to your default download directory.

The folder contains the following files:

advisories.json

Points for advisory locations along the observed track.
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attributes include: advisory number, UTC date and time, local date and time, direction of move
ment (degrees), forward speed (knots), maximum sustained winds (knots), storm type, and Saf
fir-Simpson category

error_cones.json

Polygons for the potential track area (error cone) at 72 hours, 120 hours, and 72 hours with fringe 
winds.

forecast_track.json

Line connecting the official forecast track positions.

forecasts.json

Points for the official forecast track positions.

attributes include: forecast hour, UTC date and time, local date and time, direction of movement 
(degrees), forward speed (knots), maximum sustained winds (knots), and Saffir-Simpson cate
gory

past_track.json

Line connecting advisory locations along the observed track.

watches_warnings.json

Lines for tropical storm and hurricane wind watches and warnings.

wind_probs.json

Points for location-based wind probabilities.

attributes include: location and probabilities for sustained tropical storm, strong tropical storm, 
and hurricane winds

wind_rings.json

Polygons for forecast wind fields.
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• attributes include: forecast hour and sustained wind speed threshold (34, 50, or 64 knots)

wind_swaths.json

Polygons for observed 34-, 50-, and 64-knot wind swaths.

A third-party file converter like mapshaper can be employed to use these layers as a shapefile or oth
er format.

 Help

Click this icon to open the complete HURREVAC User Guide in a new tab.

 Logout

Click to exit HURREVAC.

https://mapshaper.org/
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Base Location
Set a base location to mark your primary place of interest. The base location is saved to your user 
profile so that you can easily tailor reports, evacuation scenarios and storm surge maps to an area 
you frequently monitor.

Many of HURREVAC's Reports contain information on a large number of localities. Specifying a 
base location gives you the ability to limit the report results to the relevant county or state.

Right-click on any location (on land) and select Set Base Location from the Context Menu.

(The alternative is to click the  Map Location Context Menu icon and select Set Base Location. A 
blue dot follows pointer movements to guide where you can tap or click to make your selection.)
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A yellow and blue flag indicates where your base location is set. The User Preferences window auto
matically opens and displays more information about the coordinates. (This can be referenced any
time by clicking the   User Preferences icon).

From the Base Location tab, you can display the boundaries of corresponding regions by selecting the 
checkbox next to its name:

Coordinates
Evacuation Zone
County
State
FEMA Region
Storm Surge Basin
Forecast Region (NHC, CPHC, or JTWC)
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Most of these fields only have data for coastal regions of the United States and territories, but it is 
still possible to set a base location in other countries. 

The base location is automatically stored for future sessions of HURREVAC, but you must select the 
checkbox next to Coordinates if you would like the flag to appear again.

To set a new base location, repeat the preceding steps.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        If you are using HURREVAC in the United States and want to make 
sure you are placing your base location in a valid evacuation zone, go to the Resources tab to 
map evacuation zones for the area of interest. 

Once your base location is set, you can click the  flag icon near the search bar of the Re

sources tab to quickly retrieve and display the corresponding evacuation zones without 
scrolling through the entire list of localities. 

If you would like your base location to be set at a particular address or specific coordinates, use 
 Geocode Location to quickly navigate there on the tracking map.
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Points of Interest
Points of Interest (POI) are user-defined locations that you can highlight on the map or analyze for 
 Reports. There are multiple ways to add points of interest, either one at a time or imported as a 
batch.

Creating POI

The most direct way to place a point is to right-click at a specific map location and select Create Point 
of Interest from the Context Menu.

(The alternative is to click the  Map Location Context Menu icon and select Create Point of 
Interest. A blue dot follows pointer movements to guide where you can tap or click to make your se
lection.)
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You can also look up an address or coordinates with   Geocode Location and click Add as POI.

Each of these methods then causes the Add POI window to appear. There, you to assign a POI Name 
and POI Type or edit the selected coordinates if needed. The name attribute is necessary but can be 
any text you want to use. The POI Type field does not enable any different display or functionality but 
can serve as a sorting tool if you have many POI.
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The batch import option is described in the following list.

Managing POI

Display and management of POI is handled through the Points of Interest tab in the 
 User Preferences window.

To select one POI and display it on the map, check the box next to its name (in the first column of the 
table).

To select all POI, check the box in the header row of the table, to the left of the Name column. All POI 
then display on the map. Uncheck to deselect all rows.

To zoom to a POI, select a POI or group of POI, then click Zoom to Selection. If you have only selected 
one POI, this zooms to neighborhood scale. Otherwise, the zoom goes to a map view that best fits the 
selections.

To delete a POI, select a POI (or multiple POI), then click Delete Selection. Use this option carefully, as 
it will not prompt you to confirm the action, and a deleted POI cannot be retrieved.

To sort POI, click the name of the column header (Name, Type, Lat, or Lon) to sort the rows by that at
tribute in ascending order. Click again (or use the menu) to sort in descending order.

To edit an existing POI, double-click on the row you want to edit. You can change the name, and also 
edit the latitude and longitude, if needed. To confirm your changes, click Update. To reset, click Can
cel.
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To find a POI from the list, type into the search bar near the header ("Enter filter text here"). Back
space or delete the query to reset the search.

To add a new POI, click either Add New POI or Geocode Search in the footer of the window, and follow 
the steps as described previously.

To import POI, you can add a batch of POI to the existing list from an Excel (.xlsx file) spreadsheet. 
The spreadsheet must contain a single header row with these four columns in this order: NAME, LATI
TUDE, LONGITUDE, and TYPE. When your spreadsheet is ready, click Import. Then, click Browse to lo
cate the directory on your computer, network, or device where the .xlsx file is stored, and select it. Fi
nally, click Upload.

Sample Excel format for importing POI.
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The imported POI appear in the list and are selected for display on the map.

To export POI, click Export. This saves all POI stored in your workspace as a spreadsheet- 
readable .csv file in your download directory. The file has headings for Name, Latitude, Longitude, 
and Type. This is a convenient way to share POI with other HURREVAC users. Note that they must con
vert it to Excel (.xlsx file) format to import and may need to adjust the rows or columns as necessary. 

[ NOTE ]        There is no limit to the number of POI you can create, but we recommend 50 or 
fewer points for maximum efficiency. It is possible to manage a larger number of POI by import
ing from spreadsheets and deleting multiple selections, as needed. 

POI cannot be created for lines or areas (polygons). To perform more sophisticated analysis, the 
best method is to download storm advisory information from HURREVAC and load those layers 
into GIS software.
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Resources and Storm Tools
This page describes some features of the Resources tab and Storm Tools bar that are useful to know 
about before moving on to the other sections of the User Guide.

Resources tab

The Resources tab provides a collection of non-weather-related map layers and a library of reference 
documents.

Headings include the following:

State / County Boundaries
FEMA Regions
USACE Districts
Hurricane Forecast Centers
Evacuation Zones
National Storm Surge Hazard Maps
Operational Slosh Basins
Hindcast Data
Watch/Warning Breakpoints
Library

The first four checkboxes represent options for map boundaries. 
That additional context that may be of interest when preparing briefing maps for your agency or orga
nization.

Select State / County Boundaries to add more emphasis to U.S. political boundaries. Unlike 
Basemaps, these boundaries can be layered on top of data. To see counties (or parishes), the map 
view must be zoomed in to a level when the scale in the lower left corner reads 50 miles. To see 
county names, zoom in one more level.

Hurricane Forecast Centers delineates the areas of responsibility of the National Hurricane Center, 
Central Pacific Hurricane Center, and Joint Typhoon Warning Center in the Northern Hemisphere. This 
can help you anticipate when a storm in the Pacific Ocean will transfer from one forecast center to 
another.

The Library contains an NHP Guidance Document, NHP Overview and Contacts, and HES Documents.

The other folders contain resources that are explained in the following sections of the User Guide.
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Storm Tools bar

As with the Resources tab, most of the elements of the Storm Tools bar are fully outlined in the other 
sections of the User Guide according to theme: basic storm tracking, wind resources, and surge re
sources. These icons display forecast information associated with a particular storm advisory, like 
wind swath, error cone, wind probabilities, watches and warnings, and potential storm surge flooding.

Exploring the workspace introduced the   Map Location Context Menu.

Here, we'll highlight two more all-purpose tools.

 Quick Layers Options

The Quick Layers window lets you adjust the display order and opacity of map layers. Opacity can be 
controlled for individual layers or all layers at once.
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Slide Global Opacity to adjust all layers.

Select a layer, then use the arrows in the Quick Layers header to move it up or down in display priori
ty.

Most map layers from the Conditions tab or Resources tab can be pinned  so they appear in the 
Quick Layers window the next time you open HURREVAC. Check the box (or boxes) next to pinned lay
ers to add it to the map.

 Reset

This quickly clears the map by turning off all storm-related map layers, except the storm track itself.
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Tracking storms
This section of the user guide covers the basic map layers and tools for monitoring tropical activity in 
real time.

HURREVAC's storm tracking features can help you answer these questions:

Are there any active storms?
Where is the storm, and where is it going?
What are forecasters saying about the hazards?
How close will the storm get to my location?

Where to find tracking tools and reports in HURREVAC

HURREVAC's storm tracking resources are located throughout the overall workspace.
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Storm Track Symbols
Storm Status Bar
Storm Info Box and Map Legend

  Potential Track Area (Error Cone)

  Track and Swath Options

  Tropical Weather Outlook

  Text Advisories

Storm Statistics Report
Closest Approach Report

  Storm Summary

Satellite, Radar and other weather data
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Sources of storm data

HURREVAC's primary data sources are the three United States government forecast centers which to
gether cover tropical cyclone activity worldwide. Each agency has different regions of responsibility.

The National Hurricane Center (NHC) is based in Miami, Florida, and is part of NOAA. The NHC is 
responsible for the Atlantic (AL) basin (including the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico), and the 
Eastern Pacific (EP) basin that extends to 140 degrees west longitude. 
NHC website
The Central Pacific Hurricane Center (CPHC) is based in Honolulu, Hawaii, and is part of NOAA. 
The CPHC is responsible for the Central Pacific (CP) basin from 140 to 180 degrees west longi
tude and north of the Equator. Some storms that affect this basin can originate in the Eastern 
Pacific, and may have some NHC-generated products and EP basin designation. CPHC products 
generally have the same formats, definitions, and availability as those issued by the NHC. 
CPHC website
The Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) is a joint command of the United States Navy and 
United States Air Force based in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The JTWC has large area of responsibility 
that includes the West Pacific (WP), Arabian Sea (IA), Bay of Bengal (IB), South Pacific (SP), and 
South Indian Ocean (SI). Storms tracked by JTWC come with a limited set of map layers and text 
products in HURREVAC. 
JTWC website

Storm advisories

Whenever there is an active tropical cyclone, the responsible forecast center produces sequentially 
numbered advisories at 6-hour intervals.

An advisory is a package of text and graphical products issued by the forecast center for a single 
storm at a single point in time. These products describe the current location and strength of the sys
tem, along with forecast data and any watches and warnings.

Regular (complete) advisory issuance times are 0300Z, 0900Z, 1500Z, and 2100Z (UTC), which 
translates to 11 PM, 5 AM, 11 AM, and 5 PM Eastern Daylight Time (EDT).

Each storm receives its own separate advisories. The products gradually become available near the 
valid advisory time, often in the 20 minutes before the top of the hour. If there are multiple active sys
tems in a basin, it can take several minutes for all updates to come out.

When watches or warnings are in effect, intermediate advisories are issued at 3-hour intervals: 
0600Z, 1200Z, 1800Z and 0000Z (UTC), or 2 AM, 8 AM, 2 PM, and 8 PM EDT. These are indicated by 
an "A" after the advisory number (for example: 31A). An intermediate advisory contains an update of 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/?cpac
https://www.metoc.navy.mil/jtwc/jtwc.html
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the storm's position and strength, but the remaining forecast package is only updated at the next 
standard (complete) advisory.

[ NOTE ]        The NHC may issue hourly position updates when a significant storm is approach
ing landfall, but these updates are not displayed in HURREVAC. The most frequent interval is 
every 3 hours.

How to select a storm in HURREVAC

The Storms tab is where you can manage which storms — live, past, or training scenarios — to show 
and work with on the tracking map.

When opened, HURREVAC checks for any active storms and includes their names under the Active 
Storms heading. As long as the program remains connected to the internet, this heading updates 
whenever a new storm forms and/or an existing storm dissipates.

Four storms are active in this Storms tab example from 2021. 
Three are in the Atlantic (AL), and one in the Eastern Pacific (EP). 

Ida is highlighted, which indicates the 'working' storm.

Active storms are automatically plotted in HURREVAC. Often, there are multiple active storms around 
the world, and you must select the one you would like to focus on.

When you find a storm you want to investigate further, click on the text of the storm's name in the list, 
or check the box next to its name. This is the storm in "working" mode. HURREVAC plots the forecast 
track from this storm's latest advisory on the map, along with the past track from all previous 
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advisories. The storm in working mode determines the data that appears when you use many of the 
program's other map layers, text products, and reports.

If checkboxes for multiple storms are selected, only the most recently selected storm is prominently 
displayed in working mode. The other storms are plotted as simple lines.

To remove a storm from the tracking map, click the checkbox next to its name again to remove the 
selection.

When a storm ends, it is no longer displayed by default when you open HURREVAC, but it remains 
available from the Current Year Storms heading.

If you would like to work with a storm from a previous season, open the Archived Storms heading. 
Then, open a year (for example, 2020 Storms) and select the checkbox next to a storm's name.
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All Atlantic, Eastern Pacific, and Central Pacific storms since 2005 are available in HURREVAC. 
Storms in the other Pacific and Indian Ocean basins are available since 2016.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        We recommend using Atlantic storms since 2018 when learning and 
practicing HURREVAC, because the most recent storms support full use of the program's tools 
and features.

To quickly find a storm without scrolling through the lists, use the search bar to enter a name. Any 
previously selected storms are still listed alongside the search results. Click the X next to the search 
bar to reset the list of results.
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The other headings contain scenarios used for training. Simulated storms are user-generated, and 
described in more detail in Introduction to Storm Simulator. Exercise storms are added by 
HURREVAC's administrators to support live exercises. 

[ For GIS Users ]        HURREVAC's   GIS Export tool lets you download several track layers for 

each storm advisory. The zipped folder contains GeoJSON files for the storm track, forecast 
points, and error cone, along with layers for several wind products described in the next section 
of the user guide. 

Layers are only downloaded for the advisory actively showing on the map. A third-party file con
verter like mapshaper can be employed to use these layers as a shapefile or other format.   

https://mapshaper.org/
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Storm Track Symbols
This page describes all aspects of storm tracks in HURREVAC. The example images are drawn from 
several storms.

Storm track features

Center location

The storm's center is shown on the map as a white circle with a black outline.

By default, this is the position of the storm at the most recent advisory.

If you advance to a later forecast hour, the center location moves accordingly to its expected position 
at that time. This icon always shows the storm's position — past, present, or future — corresponding 
to the date and time listed in the Storm Info Box and Map Legend and Storm Status Bar.

A center location is always displayed whenever a storm is selected and cannot be turned off.

Past track (actual track behind)

The storm's past track is a thin, solid black line, with color-coded squares at the locations of all previ
ous advisories.

These squares are shaded according to the maximum sustained wind speeds observed at the time of 
the advisory: white for tropical depression (also used for remnants), blue for tropical storm, yellow for 
strong tropical storm, and red for hurricane.
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In the case of a potential tropical cyclone, the square corresponds to the sustained winds, which can 
exceed tropical-storm-force even if it does not yet have the organization to be classified as such. Simi
larly, a post-tropical cyclone can be plotted as having winds equivalent to a tropical storm or hurri
cane even if it lacks tropical characteristics.

Hold the pointer over a past track point to see its advisory number.

Click a past track point to open a window with storm information for that advisory. This window has 
the option to Navigate To that previous advisory. Click Toggle Forecast to show the forecast line is
sued for that advisory, which is described in more detail under Previous Forecast Tracks.

The past track (actual track behind) can be turned off in   Track and Swath Options. By default, it is 
set to show previous advisory positions. The appearance of the past track can be simplified to track 
line only, which hides the advisory points and color-codes the line segments according to sustained 
winds.
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[ NOTE ]        Occasionally, a storm can regenerate after dissipating. The storm retains its name 
and track history if the same disturbance is involved. In this case, a straight line connects the 
two segments of observed track in HURREVAC. This is usually not the path actually taken by the 
disturbance, but there is no advisory data to provide a more specific intermediate track.
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Forecast track and positions

There are two symbols used in HURREVAC to show the projected positions of a storm: official and 
hourly points.

Official forecast positions are placed at the coordinates included in the text of the forecast advisories. 
Their times are 9, 21, 33, 45, 57, 69, 93, and 117 hours beyond the advisory. (These times are rela
tive to the listed advisory time, which is offset by 3 hours from the synoptic time.)

For intermediate advisories, the times are 6, 18, 30, 42, 54, 66, 90, and 114 hours into the future.

Like past track, official forecast positions use square icons that are color coded according to the sus
tained wind speeds for the forecast points. These points can be labeled in Track and Swath Options.

Hold the pointer over an official forecast position to see the forecast hour.

Click an official forecast position to open a window with predicted storm information for that forecast 
hour.

Hourly forecast positions are smaller black dots interpolated between the official forecast 
positions. The hourly forecast positions create the appearance of a continuous track line.
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The forecast track can be turned off in   Track and Swath Options. By default, it is set to show the 
hourly plot. Click official forecast positions only to hide the hourly plot.

Actual track ahead

When working with an earlier advisory (or archive storm), two tracks appear ahead of the center loca
tion. The black dotted line connects the forecast positions, as described previously. But the thin, solid 
black line is the actual track ahead.

The actual track is comprised of the initial positions of all subsequent advisories. Think of it as what 
actually occurred, which you can compare against the forecast shown at that time.
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As with the past track, the squares are color-coded according to the maximum sustained wind 
speeds observed at the time of the advisory: white for tropical depression (or remnants), blue for 
tropical storm, yellow for strong tropical storm, and red for hurricane.

Hold the pointer over an advisory point to see its advisory number.

Click an advisory point to open a window with storm information for that advisory. This window has 
the option to Navigate To that subsequent advisory or Toggle Forecast to show the forecast line is
sued for that advisory.
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The actual track ahead can be turned off in   Track and Swath Options. Another way to limit the dis
play of actual track ahead is keep hidden for exercise storms, which can be useful during simulations 
and exercises where you do not want to prematurely reveal what happens with the scenario. The oth
er option is show for all storms. 

Previous forecast tracks

Overlays of forecast tracks from previous advisories are useful for illustrating shifts or trends in the 
forecast.

Clicking a past advisory point (or actual track ahead point) lets you select Toggle Forecast to view the 
forecast track issued for that time.

To clear this track, click the same advisory point and select Toggle Forecast again.

It is not necessary to show the previous forecast tracks for an intermediate advisory, because the 
forecast typically only changes at the standard advisory times.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        To turn off all manually-toggled past forecast tracks at once, click 

Reset in the Storm Tools bar.

Multiple tracks can be plotted in this way, but the more efficient way to plot forecast trends is using 
the Previous Forecast Tracks settings in   Track and Swath Options.

You can view the last 3 advisories or last 6 advisories.

Previous forecast tracks are plotted on the map as solid lines, each with a different color.
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If you navigate to a different advisory, the same number of previous forecast tracks will be shown. 
The sequence is always relative to the advisory number shown in the storm status bar or legend, and 
omits any intermediate advisories.

Small squares are still plotted at the standard forecast positions, but they appear in the color of the 
line rather than the white-blue-yellow-red system used elsewhere. The line is labeled with the corre
sponding advisory number.

Some overlap between the lines and labels may be unavoidable, especially if the forecast track has 
been consistent. It may be necessary to zoom in to see details.

Hold the pointer over a point to see the corresponding advisory number and forecast hour.

Other selected storms

When a storm is selected from the Storms tab but not highlighted as the working storm, its track ap
pears on the map as a simple line without points or advisory labels. Only the name of the storm is 
shown in small blue text.
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The line segments are color-coded according to the maximum sustained wind speeds observed be
tween the advisory points: white for tropical depression (or remnants), blue for tropical storm, yellow 
for strong tropical storm, and red for hurricane.

Advisory labels

Advisory labels are text tags placed along the track of a storm that describe its attributes at regular 
intervals.

HURREVAC automatically positions the labels, but they can be manually rearranged.
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To move a label, hold the pointer over the end of the black line that connects the advisory point to the 
label. This causes a blue dot to appear at the end of the line. Click, drag, and release the blue dot to 
move the text to a new location. These label arrangements are reset if you change the displayed 
storm or advisory.

Example of moving an advisory label.

Some storm tracks or map views may cause the labels to appear cluttered, or you may want to cus
tomize certain information for a particular briefing graphic. The types of information included in the 
label text can be adjusted in   Track and Swath Options, along with the hourly interval between la
bels. That window also lets you turn off advisory labels or determine whether they appear for past ad
visories or forecast points.
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In the first pane, Track and Swath Options are set for forecast points and 24-hour intervals. In the sec
ond pane, the options are configured for past advisories at 12-hour intervals along with a different set 

of label text.
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Storm Status Bar
The storm status bar shows the name of the selected storm, followed by its advisory number, forecast 
hour, and the valid date and time of the current display.

Use the arrows and/or lists in the storm status bar to navigate forward or back in time.

The storm status bar also matches the times, dates, and storm attributes listed in the storm info box. 

When no storm is active or selected from the Storms tab, this area is blank.

Storm status bar for Advisory 15 of Hurricane Teddy at 3 AM on Sept. 16, 2020. Other active storms 
are selected in this workspace (in thinner lines), but Teddy is prominently displayed as the 'working' 

storm.
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Storm status bar features

Storm name

If multiple storms are selected from the Storms tab, switch to another storm by clicking on the cur
rent storm name and selecting from the list.

Advisory number

By default, the most recent advisory appears when a storm is selected. For an archived storm, this is 
always the final advisory available.

When working with an active storm, the most up-to-date official forecast is always recommended. But 
you may navigate to an earlier advisory to see how forecasts have trended or to see the evolution of a 
particular product. Most of HURREVAC's storm-related map layers change in response to this selec
tion. Before generating reports, make sure that this field shows the most recent advisory.

There are two ways to change the advisory:

Click the name of the advisory to select from a list.
Click the set of left/right-pointing arrows next to the advisory to go forward and backward along 
the past track. Or, click the   right-pointing play arrow to animate all available advisories.
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You can also change the advisory with the left/right arrow keys. Press ← (left arrow) to display the 
previous advisory, or → (right arrow) for the next advisory, if available.

To change advisories while working with the tracking map, you can also click a previous advisory 
point, then select Navigate To.

Forecast hour

By default, "+0h" appears, which corresponds to the initial position of the listed advisory.

This field lets you see how the position and attributes of the storm evolve through the course of the 
forecast. The storm's position moves on the map in response to this selection. 

There are two ways to navigate forecast hour:

Click the name of the forecast hour to select from a list. For regular advisory issuances, the op
tions are 0, 9, 21, 33, 45, 57, 69, 93, and 117 hours after the synoptic time. For intermediate 
advisories, the options are 0, 6, 18, 30, 42, 54 66, 90, and 114 hours into the future.
Click the set of up- and down-pointing arrows next to the forecast hour to go forward and back
ward along the forecast track. Or, click the   right-pointing play arrow to animate all forecast 
hours.

You can also change the forecast hour with the up/down arrow keys. Press ↑ (up arrow) to advance 
the forecast hour beyond the advisory, or ↓ (down arrow) to go backward.
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Date and time

This time is based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURREVAC User Preferences. Some map 
layers may be based on times that do not correspond to the active storm. Refer to the map legend for 
more information.
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Storm Info Box and Map Legend
The legend contains explanatory information about storms and map layers. It is located in a white box 
at the bottom of HURREVAC's tracking map.

Example of the basic legend appearance.

Legend items appear when layers are turned on, and automatically clear as layers are turned off. 
Many map layers come with a corresponding row in the legend, but some do not.

Example of the legend appearance when several layers are turned on.

To minimize the legend, click the small arrow in the top right corner. Click the arrow again to restore 
the legend.
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By default, current information for the selected storm is shown as the title line of the legend area.

This includes the following:

Storm name
Advisory number
Date and time (or forecast hour beyond the advisory)
Latitude and longitude of the storm's displayed position
Maximum sustained winds
Storm movement

When working with a storm, the sustained wind speed line of the legend serves as a reminder of the 
three color-coded wind speed thresholds used throughout HURREVAC. Tropical storm (≥ 34 kt / 39 
mph) in blue, strong tropical storm (≥ 50 kt / 58 mph) in yellow, and hurricane (≥ 64 kt / 74 mph) in 
red.

Storm Info Box

HURREVAC provides the option to separate storm-specific information from the legend and place it in 
a box elsewhere on the tracking map. This includes the storm name, advisory number, date and time, 
coordinates, maximum sustained winds, and movement.
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The storm info box is anchored to the screen position rather than the map location, so it does not 
move as you pan or zoom the map view.

To place the storm info box, right-click on the map at the point where you would like to place its top- 
left corner.

Then, select Storm Info Box Here from the context menu.

If necessary, repeat this step to reposition the box.
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(If right-clicking isn't an option on your device, tap  Map Location Context Menu in the Storm Tools 
bar. Select Storm Info Box Here. A blue dot follows pointer movements to guide where you can tap or 
click to make your selection.)

To clear the storm info box and return the information to the legend, right-click again and select Re
turn storm info to legend from the context menu.
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Potential Track Area (Error Cone)
The potential track area graphic — also referred to as the error cone or track forecast cone — 
shows where the center of a tropical cyclone is most likely to move over the next five days.

The error cone surrounds the forecast track, and it gradually becomes wider throughout the forecast 
period.

[ NOTE ]        The center of a storm is expected to fall within the cone area two-thirds (67%) of 
the time, based on forecast error statistics from the past five years. A storm's hazards, however, 
can extend well beyond the cone.

Example error cone from Advisory 20 of Tropical Storm Paulette in 2020.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click  Potential Track Area in the Storm Tools bar. The menu has two options to select:

Error Cone
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• Error Cone plus Fringe Winds: tropical-storm-force winds could potentially reach the fringe of the
gray hatched area within the next three days

Only one option can be selected at a time. Open the menu and click the selected option again to 
clear the layer from the map.

If you want to display this layer along with other types of data, consider adjusting its opacity or display 
order. Click  Quick Layers Options and adjust the slider that corresponds to Error Cone. Or, move 
the cone layer below the other map layers by clicking the down arrows in the heading of the Quick 
Layers window.

Alternative error cone looks are also available in   Track and Swath Options. In the Error Cone Style 
section, the radio button next to Filled is selected by default.

Click the radio button for No Fill (Solid/Dashed) to display this layer as an outline, with solid lines for 
the three-day cone and dashed lines for the five-day cone. If fringe winds are selected, that area is 
drawn in a dotted line.

Click Filled 72hr only to display only the three-day cone.

How the error cone is defined

The NHC and CPHC issue error cones for all tropical cyclones, post-tropical cyclones, and potential 
tropical cyclones for which advisories are being issued.
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A cone is formed by setting imaginary circles along the forecast track at the 12-, 24-, 36-, 48-, 60-, 
72-, 96-, and 120-hour positions. (These times are offset by 3 hours in the HURREVAC display). The 
size of each circle is gradually larger at each forecast point, and defined so that it encloses 67% of 
the official forecast errors from that basin over the previous five years.

The cone is then formed by smoothly connecting the area swept out by the set of circles.

The sizes of the imaginary circles do not change from storm to storm or advisory to advisory — they 
only change depending on the basin and the year. For the 2022 season, error statistics are based on 
the 2017 to 2021 period.

These error statistics are different for the Atlantic, Eastern Pacific, and Central Pacific, so each basin 
has unique dimensions for its cone. Average track errors have diminished over time, so the size of the 
cone (and its imaginary circles) has also decreased compared to 10 or 20 years ago.
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These four panels show the sequence of steps in creating an example error cone. Top left: current and 
forecast positions are first plotted. Top right: imaginary circles representing the two-thirds probabilities 

are placed around the forecast positions. Bottom left: a cone is formed by smoothly connecting the 
area swept out by the circles. Bottom right: finished error cone.

Another way to picture this process is by imagining a storm that is expected to be perfectly still for five 
days. Building the error cone would simply look like concentric circles. Therefore, the cone's curvature 
and length always depend on the underlying forecast points.
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For more information

Definition of the NHC Track Forecast Cone

NHC Tropical Cyclone Graphical Product Descriptions

Appearance in HURREVAC

The error cone is valid for the advisory issuance time shown in the Storm Status Bar and changes 
when a different main advisory is selected. Intermediate advisories only update the initial position of 
the storm and therefore do not contain any new information about the forecast track or cone.

The bright white portion of error cone surrounding the forecast track represents the region in which 
the storm center is most likely track within the next 72 hours (three days).

Extending beyond the three-day cone, the transparent portion of the error cone represents the poten
tial track area out to 120 hours (days four and five of the forecast).

The cone only extends as far as the forecast. If a storm is expected to dissipate before five days, the 
cone truncates at the final point issued by forecasters.

The Error Cone plus Fringe Winds option shows a gray hatched area surrounding the 72-hour cone 
with the potential reach of tropical-storm-force winds during that time. This larger buffer area is more 
likely to include areas with potential wind impacts and is created by moving the expected Wind 
Field along the outer edges of the cone. This layer does not define the overall wind hazard, so refer 
to Wind tools and reports for a more complete assessment.

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutcone.shtml
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutnhcgraphics.shtml?#WATCHWARN
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[ NOTES ]        

The error cone does not necessarily depict the areas that will be affected by a storm's 
hazards, because it is based on the center location of a storm rather than its size. High 
winds, storm surge, and flooding rainfall can extend hundreds of miles from the center 
of a storm, and well beyond the enclosed area of the cone. Not all areas outside of the 
cone can be considered safe. Refer to wind-specific and surge-specific products for 
more details.
The error cone does not depict the real-time, storm-specific forecast confidence. The 
cone dimensions (imaginary circles) surrounding the forecast hours are the same for 
every advisory and every storm in a basin during a given season, because it is defined 
by error statistics from the five most recent seasons. The path and forward speed of a 
storm can cause the shape and length of the cone to vary, but its width perpendicular to 
the track does not expand or contract based on any individual storm scenario.
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Track and Swath Options
Customize and store preferences for how storm information is displayed in HURREVAC using track 
and swath options.

This feature controls the appearance of four layers: 

Storm tracks and labels
Wind Field
Wind Swaths
Potential Track Area (Error Cone)

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click  Track and Swath Options in the Storm Tools bar.
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The Track and Swath Options window opens. If needed, you can drag the window over any part of the 
HURREVAC workspace.

How to use track and swath options

These settings apply to the storm layers you are currently working on and also carry over to any other 
storm you switch to during your HURREVAC session.

To make these selections your default storm appearance, click Save these preferences for future ses
sions.

The window is divided into three sections: Track checkboxes, Label Options, and Error Cone, Wind 
Rings and Swath Options.

The first section controls which aspects of the storm track appear on the map. These options are de
scribed in more detail in Storm Track Symbols.

The second section lets you adjust the text contained in track labels, their spacing on the map, and 
whether they appear for past advisories and/or forecast points.

Label plot interval options are 6 hours, 12 hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours.

Label text options include the following:

Advisory number: recommended for past advisories rather than forecast points
Day of Week
Date
Time: corresponding to the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURREVAC User Preferences
Max Wind: sustained, displayed in the units selected in User Preferences
S/S Category: Saffir-Simpson scale
Pressure: millibars (mb), only available for current position and past advisories
Forward Dir/Speed: displayed in the units selected in User Preferences

The third section contains options for changing the appearance of wind field (wind rings), wind 
swaths, and error cones, which are previewed in the following images.
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Tropical Weather Outlook
The Tropical Weather Outlook (TWO) provides an overview of potential tropical activity, both in text for
mat and on HURREVAC's tracking map.

The TWO highlights all existing tropical cyclones, along with areas in the Atlantic and Central and 
Eastern Pacific basins where new storm formation is possible during the next five days. The map col
or-codes individual areas according to the probability of development. The text product describes the 
conditions in more detail and assigns formation chances to the nearest 10%.

This outlook is a helpful product to monitor throughout the hurricane season because it can often 
give you an indication of possible threats before a storm actually develops.

This is a particularly busy Tropical Weather Outlook from 8PM on Sept. 9, 2020, and is used for most 
of the following examples on this page. Note two active storms (Paulette and Rene) and four moni

tored disturbances in the Atlantic. Also note two disturbances with development chances in the east
ern Pacific.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click   Tropical Weather Outlook in the toolbox. The Tropical Weather Outlook window appears over 
the tracking map.

Click the arrows to expand the window and reveal the entire text product.

Once expanded, click the tabs to view a text discussion for the following basins:

Atlantic
East Pacific
Central Pacific
West/South Pacific and Indian Ocean

To clear this layer, click the X in the window or click the  Tropical Weather Outlook in the toolbox 
again.

About the product

Forecast centers publish these outlooks four times a day during the following storm seasons:

May 15 to November 30 for the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific basins (NHC)
June 1 to November 30 for the Central Pacific basin (CPHC)
Year-round for all other basins covered by the JTWC
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Outlooks are issued for all basins at 0000Z, 0600Z, 1200Z, and 1800Z (UTC).

For the Atlantic, this corresponds to 8 PM, 2 AM, 8 AM, and 2 PM Eastern Daylight Time.

For the Eastern Pacific: 5 PM, 11 PM, 5 AM, and 11 AM Pacific Daylight Time. 

For the Central Pacific: 2 PM, 8 PM, 2 AM, and 8 AM Hawaii Standard Time.

A special TWO may be issued at any time when important changes in areas of disturbed weather 
need to be conveyed before the next scheduled release.

Map symbols

TWOs for the Atlantic, Eastern Pacific, and Central Pacific basins are plotted on HURREVAC's tracking 
map.

This involves two types of map features: X icons and shaded areas.

The X icons mark approximate locations of existing disturbances that are being monitored for forma
tion within the next 48 hours.

The shaded areas (typically, oval or swath-shaped) are color-coded according to the potential that a 
tropical cyclone could form in that region over the next five days.

Outlook areas are shown for all three basins (Atlantic, Eastern Pacific, and Central Pacific) at the 
same time. If no features appear in a particular region, it means that forecasters do not expect tropi
cal cyclones to form there during the next five days.
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Note that three of the four outlook areas have an associated X icon, but one area (#4) is simply shad
ed without an X. Shaded areas without an X imply that a trackable disturbance or low does not yet ex

ist, but may emerge later in the forecast period.

The colors used to represent the chance of formation are as follows:

Yellow for low probability of development (0% to 30%)
Orange for medium likelihood of development (40% to 60%)
Red for high likelihood of development (70% to 100%)

Shaded areas without an X imply that a trackable disturbance or low does not yet exist, but may 
emerge later in the forecast period.
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If an existing disturbance is not expected to develop until it moves away from its current location, it is 
connected by a line to its shaded area of potential formation.

Note the disturbance marked by an X east of the Bahamas. 
It was not expected to develop until it moved into the eastern Gulf of Mexico. 

There, it eventually became Hurricane Sally.

The color of an X icon can be different from its associated polygon, because the X only represents the 
two-day probability. Chances could be higher later in the five-day period represented by the polygon.

The X is orange, indicating medium formation chances in the two-day period. 
Its corresponding shaded area is red, meaning chances are high in the five-day period. 

This ultimately became Hurricane Teddy.

Clicking on an X or shaded outlook area causes its text description to appear in a window. This dupli
cates the relevant text from the NHC or CPHC product.
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If there is an active storm, it appears with a small icon and name label. Click on the storm to bring up 
its attributes in a window. Click Navigate To to plot that storm's full track on the HURREVAC map.

 

View earlier outlooks

By default, the TWO displays the most recent outlooks. To view an earlier date and time, use the con
trols in the Tropical Weather Outlook window.

Click the Date menu to navigate through a calendar.

To change to a different outlook time on the selected date, drag the slider next to Time. Note that the 
time slider always refers to EDT.
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West/South Pacific and Indian Ocean

Outlooks for the Western Pacific, South Pacific, and Indian Ocean regions consist of a text description 
and static image due to differences in the JTWC product format.

Areas of potential formation in the basins monitored by JTWC are not plotted on the map in HURRE
VAC.

Expand the Tropical Weather Outlook window to see the entire JTWC map and text product.

HURREVAC does not maintain an archive of JTWC outlooks, so only the most recent information can 
be viewed.
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This JTWC outlook from May 19, 2022, identifies an active storm (Gina) in the South Pacific basin. 
Disturbance 93B (circled in yellow) west of Myanmar was assigned low development chances.
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[ NOTES ]        

The shaded regions indicate where a storm may develop, not necessarily the track it will 
take or the areas that will experience hazardous conditions.
This product only shows a quick summary of active storms and does not provide de
tailed information about their forecasts or hazards.
Times shown in the text TWO product are as issued by the forecast agency and may not 
match the time zone in your user settings.
Archived TWO products are available since November 2014 for the Atlantic and Eastern 
Pacific basins and July 2019 for the Central Pacific Basin.
The NHC also issues a Tropical Weather Discussion for both the Atlantic and Eastern Pa
cific, roughly between the Equator and 30 degrees north latitude. Users interested in 
reading more details about weather features, winds, and waves throughout those re
gions can find the relevant text products on the main NHC website.

For more information

NHC Tropical Cyclone Graphical Product Descriptions

NHC Tropical Cyclone Text Product Descriptions

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutnhcgraphics.shtml?#GTWO
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutnhcprod.shtml#TWO
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Text Advisories
The Text Advisories window contains four products that provide details about active storms, their as
sociated hazards, watches and warnings, and forecast rationale.

Public Advisory
Forecast Discussion
Wind Speed Probabilities
Forecast Advisory

Text advisories window over the tracking map for Advisory 31 of Hurricane Sam on Sept. 30, 2021. 
The following examples show each tab in more detail.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To view the most up-to-date products, make sure 
that the Storm Status Bar shows the most recent advisory.

Click  Text Advisories in the toolbox. The Text Advisories window appears over the tracking map.

Click on a tab to view the corresponding text product.

The products update when a different advisory or storm is selected.

To clear this window, click the X in the heading or click  Text Advisories in the toolbox again.

About the products

Text advisories are issued for all storms tracked by the NHC and CPHC, and available at the regular 
(complete) advisory times of 0300Z, 0900Z, 1500Z, and 2100Z (UTC), or 11 PM, 5 AM, 11 AM, and 5 
PM Eastern Daylight Time. 

Refer to the product header for the valid time, which may differ from the Time Zone Map Settings in 
your HURREVAC User Preferences.

While uncommon, significant changes in warnings or in the storm can prompt special issuances of 
the forecast discussion, wind speed probabilities, and forecast advisory at any time.

Public Advisory

The Public Advisory is meant to be a "rip and read" plain-language summary. The public advisory in
cludes current storm information, descriptions of all watches and warnings, a brief narrative discus
sion and outlook, a summary of hazards affecting land (if applicable), and the time of the next adviso
ry. Pertinent weather observations may also be included. Speeds are reported in miles per hour and 
kilometers per hour, and distance is reported in miles and kilometers.
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A public advisory is also routinely issued for intermediate advisories. This occurs when watches and 
warnings are in effect and is indicated by an "A" after the advisory number (for example: 31A). Inter
mediate advisories are issued at 0600Z, 1200Z, 1800Z, and 0000Z (UTC), or 2 AM, 8 AM, 2 PM, and 
8 PM EDT. An intermediate advisory contains an update of the storm's position and strength, but the 
remaining forecast package is only updated at the next standard (complete) advisory.
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Intermediate Advisory 31A was issued for Hurricane Sam because a tropical storm watch was in effect 
for Bermuda.

Forecast Discussion

The Forecast Discussion explains the reasoning for the analysis and forecast and often describes air
craft reconnaissance findings, sources of uncertainty, or factors that could cause adjustments in fu
ture forecasts. The end of the forecast discussion also contains key messages and a condensed ta
ble of the forecast track and intensity.
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Wind Speed Probabilities

This product provides a text listing of wind speed probabilities for key coastal and inland locations. 
Probabilities are provided for three thresholds and broken down by individual time periods as well as 
cumulative probabilities. The method used to generate this product is described in more detail in the 
introduction to Wind tools and reports. The companion map layer for this product is Location-Based 
Wind Probabilities.
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Forecast Advisory

The Forecast Advisory includes a summary of all current watches and warnings, plus the current and 
forecast positions, intensity, and Wind Field (out to 72 hours). All speeds are reported in knots and 
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distances are in nautical miles. HURREVAC's deterministic Wind Swaths and some wind-related re
ports are also derived from the data in this product.

[ NOTE ]        

Text advisories are only available for storms in the Atlantic, eastern Pacific, and central 
Pacific basins. A limited version of the Forecast Advisory is available for storms else
where in the Pacific and Indian oceans.
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For more information

NHC Tropical Cyclone Text Product Descriptions

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutnhcprod.shtml
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Storm Statistics Report
HURREVAC's storm statistics report lists all available past observations along the track of a storm, 
then forecast data for the next five days.

Statistics include date and time, advisory number (or forecast hour), position (latitude and longitude), 
forward motion (knots), pressure (millibars), maximum sustained winds (knots), and maximum gusts 
(knots).

Example storm statistics report for Advisory 10 of Hurricane Sam on Sept. 24, 2021.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To 
generate the most up-to-date report, make sure that the 
Storm Status Bar shows the most recent advisory.

To open the Reports tab, click   Reports in the toolbox. 
The side panel then expands on the right side of the HUR
REVAC window.

Click Create Report, then select Storm Statistics from the 
list.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Storm Statistics" fol
lowed by the name and advisory number of the storm.

Use the buttons above the report to export it for use out
side of HURREVAC. The report is not relative to any particular locations, so the Scope and Include fil
ters are not enabled. The Update option is also not enabled.

Export to Excel: generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.

Interpreting the report

Bold type indicates observed data of tropical storm strength or higher. All forecast rows are listed in 
italics.

Each row is color-coded by the intensity or status of the system at the listed time: gray for tropical de
pression, blue for tropical storm, yellow for strong tropical storm, and red for hurricane.

The report is initially sorted by ascending date and time. To sort by any other aspect (for example, to 
find when the peak winds occurred), click on the column heading once for ascending order or twice 
for descending order.
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Rows in the report correspond with storm track labels for Hurricane Sam.

[ NOTES ]        

Pressure is not available for forecast times.
The times listed in the report are displayed in 24-hour format, but correspond to the 
Time Zone Map Settings in your HURREVAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, 
keep this in mind if you are generating a report for a region that is outside of the time 
zone you typically use or for a storm that affects multiple time zones. Similarly, speeds 
are always reported in knots in this report, even if your default units are in miles per 
hour.
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Closest Approach Report
The closest approach report shows the expected distance between the center of a storm and loca
tions in the HURREVAC database, along with the date, time and relative direction of the closest ap
proach.

The official NHC, CPHC, or JTWC forecast track is used to calculate this information.

This report is based on the deterministic forecast, which does not account for uncertainty. The clos
est approach details are likely to be more reliable when a storm is at close range and/or confidence 
in the track is high, but use this report with more caution when a storm is distant (three or more days 
out).

 

Example of a closest approach report from Advisory 21 of Hurricane Sam on Sept. 27, 2021.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To 
generate the most up-to-date report, make sure that the 
Storm Status Bar shows the most recent advisory.

To open the Reports tab, click  Reports in the toolbox. 
The side panel then expands on the right side of the 
HURREVAC window.

Click Create Report, then select Closest Approach from 
the list.

You may encounter a short wait while HURREVAC gener
ates the report, which can be longer if the storm will af
fect many areas.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Closest Approach" 
followed by the name and advisory number of the storm.

Use the buttons above the report, which are described in the following list, to control the locations in
cluded in the table or export it for use outside of HURREVAC.

Scope is set to All by default, which means the report lists all available localities that lie within a 
250-mile buffer surrounding the storm's five-day Potential Track Area (Error Cone) and/or fringe
winds. If you have set a Base Location, you can filter the listed locations by Base State or Base
County. Or, click Select State and choose from the menu to filter for a state, territory, or region.
Include lets you decide whether the report lists Counties, your custom Points of Interest, or 
both. By default, the checkbox for Counties is selected. 
Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
how times have changed since a previous advisory or if a new advisory becomes available. 

To quickly find the closest approach data for a particular location without scrolling through the 
list, use the search bar near the report header to enter the name of a particular county or point of in
terest. Then, tap the Enter key or click the magnifying glass. Click the X next to the magnifying glass 
to reset the list.
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Interpreting the report

Three columns describe the location of each row.

Type: County or Point of Interest (POI)
Title
State (if applicable)

Five columns describe the closest approach for each location listed in a row.

Nautical Mi. is the distance between the center of the storm and the location (roughly defined 
by its geographic center).
Statute Mi.
Date / Time is displayed in 24-hour format, but corresponds to the Time Zone Map Settings in 
your HURREVAC User Preferences.
Azimuth is the angle measured from the specified location to the storm while at its point of clos
est approach, with "0 deg" corresponding to north, "90 deg" to east, "180 deg" to south, and 
"270 deg" to west.
Direction is the compass point that most closely corresponds to the azimuth (not to be confused 
with the storm's direction of forward motion).

To sort the report by a particular aspect, like location title, direction, or distance, click on the column 
heading once for ascending order, and click again for descending order.
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In this example, the closest approach of Hurricane Sam to St. John in the U.S. Virgin Islands (arrow) 
was calculated as 408 miles. This is expected to occur at 8 AM on Sept. 30, or 63 hours after Advisory 
21. The Storm Info Box and   Measure Distance tool confirm the distance and time listed in the re

port. The outermost extent of tropical-storm-force winds would be even closer to the island in this fore
cast, but this report only shows the distance to the storm's center. And if Sam were to track on the left
side of this error cone, the closest approach would be an even shorter distance. The direction column
shows that Sam will be positioned to the northeast of St. John while at closest approach (Sam's for

ward motion, however, is actually toward the northwest at that time).
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[ NOTES ]        

The closest approach is based on a deterministic forecast and does not reflect the pos
sible errors or sources of uncertainty in the track, strength, or size of a storm.
Inclusion in this report does not imply that a location will definitely be affected by a 
storm's wind or rain. The buffer used to create this report is intended to exclude most 
areas that are likely too distant to experience the direct effects of a storm during the 
forecast period, yet include most areas where there is at least a slight chance.
The only areas that can be analyzed outside of the continental United States are Ameri
can Samoa, Bermuda, Hawaii, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and West Pacif
ic (Guam region). Localities in Canada, Mexico, and elsewhere throughout Central Amer
ica or the Caribbean are not listed. Custom Points of interest can be used to get around 
HURREVAC's primary focus on U.S. counties and territories.
This report does not show the proximity to hazardous aspects of a storm like wind or 
surge. Use wind-specific reports and surge-related products to evaluate those hazards.
The times listed in the report are based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURRE
VAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, keep this in mind if you are generating a 
report for a region that is outside of the time zone you typically use or for a storm that 
affects multiple time zones.
When a storm is set to track very close to or directly over a county, the direction is less 
accurate because it may vary considerably across the area of a county.
When locations are included because they are at the very end of the five-day forecast 
period, the closest approach details for those areas are likely to evolve with subsequent 
forecasts.
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Storm Summary
HURREVAC's storm summary tool quickly assembles the current map view and   Text Advisories into 
a report that can be used for briefings.

Storm summary for Advisory 27 of Tropical Storm Fred.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To generate the most up-to-date summary, make 
sure that the Storm Status Bar shows the most recent advisory.

Click   Storm Summary in the Map Tools and Utilities bar.

The summary appears in a new browser tab, which is titled "Storm Summary," followed by the name 
and advisory number of the storm. This product has a simplified HTML format that may be more suit
able for printing or copying elsewhere.

About the product

The map in the storm summary is a screen capture of your workspace. All actively displayed layers 
and annotations carry over to the storm summary map, but may be cropped for a slightly wider geo
graphic region.

The text of the storm summary is the Public Advisory and Forecast Discussion from the NHC or 
CPHC advisory for the selected storm.

For storms in the JTWC areas of responsibility, the storm summary only includes a map and list of ini
tial and forecast positions and winds.
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A storm summary can often create a several-page document, but its length depends on the text 
products and printer settings.

[ NOTES ]        

The time listed in the report heading is based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your 
HURREVAC User Preferences, but all times in the text products are shown as originally 
published by the forecast agency. These time zones may not necessarily match, so keep 
this in mind to avoid discrepancies.
Map layers that show constantly changing information (like satellite, radar or observed 
precipitation) may quickly become outdated as the weather changes.
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Satellite, Radar, and other weather data
HURREVAC provides the latest satellite imagery and radar maps, along with recent estimates of light
ning strike density and wave heights. A depiction of fronts and precipitation across North America is 
also available.

Together, these map layers can give a general view of where the most extreme weather is presently 
located.

Radar mosaic of Hurricane Ida on Aug. 29, 2021, with an overlay of the wind field.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

These layers are listed in the Conditions tab.

For Radar and Satellite, expand the heading and click the radio button 
next to the product you want to display.  Radar and satellite both have 
the option of showing either the current image or an animation of data 
from the past hour.

Select the checkbox next to Lightning Intensity or Wave Heights to 
show those layers.

To view a simplified map of weather patterns over North America, ex
pand NWS Depictions and select the boxes next to Fronts and Precipi
tation.

Refer to the legend for the valid product times and keys to the color 
scale for radar and wave heights.

The other layers in the Conditions tab are described in more detail in 
the Storm surge and inland flooding tools section of the HURREVAC User Guide.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Use    Quick Layers Options to manage the appearance of multiple 

layers by adjusting the opacity and display order. For example, radar is easier to interpret when 
layered over satellite. 
You can also improve the clarity of the data by switching to a less detailed basemap, like Clas
sic.
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About the products

Satellite

A global composite of infrared imagery from geostationary weather satellites is provided by 
AerisWeather and updates approximately every 15 minutes.

Example satellite imagery for Tropical Storm Alex on June 5, 2022.

Infrared satellite imagery represents the temperatures of the cloud tops and is shown in a white-to- 
gray color scale in HURREVAC. High clouds are coldest and appear brightest white. Low clouds are 
warmer and represented by a darker gray.

Satellites are useful for assessing tropical systems that are too distant to be detected by radar. The 
brightest shading in or near a tropical system can often indicate where the most intense thunder
storm activity is taking place.
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Imagery from multiple satellites is combined to create a global composite.

Radar

HURREVAC's composite radar layer is provided by AerisWeather. The layer includes data from the 
NEXRAD Doppler Radar network in the United States as well as other regions, including western Eu
rope, Canada, Japan, and Australia. The map updates approximately every 10 minutes.

In the context of hurricane tracking, radar is most useful for observing heavy rainfall when a storm is 
near land or over land.

Radar data represents reflectivity (measured in dBZ), or how much radio energy returns to the radar 
from the meteorological target. The higher the dBZ, the stronger the return. Strong returns usually 
correspond to a greater rate of precipitation.
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In this example of radar data, the rain (green) appears to stop to the southeast of Massachusetts 
and New York. 

The rain likely extended farther offshore, but it cannot be detected by radar beyond that approxi
mate distance.

This radar mosaic is a general snapshot of rain intensity and better suited for overall awareness 
rather than detailed analysis.

[ NOTE ]        Due to the limitations of radar siting and the curvature of the Earth, radar data de
grades in quality with increasing distance from land and is unavailable across most of the 
ocean surface.

Lightning Intensity

This layer emulates GOES satellite observations of lightning strike density.

The lightning intensity map updates every 15 minutes, showing data for the previous 15-minute inter
val across an area that covers much of the Atlantic and eastern Pacific basins. The lightning density 
is mapped at 8 kilometer (5 mile) spatial resolution and does not depict individual strikes.
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This layer can be paired with the satellite imagery to identify the most intense thunderstorms over the 
oceans, beyond the reach of radar.

Example of satellite and lightning mapped together for Tropical Storm Alex on June 5, 2022. 
The storms indicated by lightning are too far from shore to be detected by radar.
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The color scale starts at light yellow, then ramps up to greater lightning density with orange, red, pur
ple, and blue. The following image shows the calculation for the data, which considers strikes, area, 
and time.

For more information, see NOAA nowCOAST.

Wave Heights

This layer shows an hourly estimate of wave heights based on NWS forecast grids, which are updated 
four times per day.

Example of wave heights associated with Tropical Storm Alex on June 5, 2022.

The maps primarily show data surrounding the United States coastline and extend into much of the 
Gulf of Mexico and western Atlantic. Wave heights are also shown for smaller regions surrounding 
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

Significant wave height is defined by the average trough-to-crest height of the highest one-third of 
waves. The spatial resolution is 2.5 kilometers (1.6 miles). The color scale for wave heights is 
mapped at 1-foot intervals from 0 to 20 feet, then 5-foot intervals from 20 to 35 feet.

https://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/rest/services/nowcoast/sat_meteo_emulated_imagery_lightningstrikedensity_goes_time/MapServer
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The wave heights layer is centered on the United States and territorial coastlines, with limited 
ocean coverage.

For more information, see NOAA nowCOAST.

NWS Depictions

These layers show a non-technical summary of today's expected weather in and near the continental 
United States. NOAA's Weather Prediction Center (WPC) issues the maps twice each day at 1200Z 
and 0000Z (UTC), or 8 AM and 8 PM EDT.

Features like cold fronts, warm fronts, stationary fronts, and troughs are drawn as lines with the con
ventional symbols.

Regions shaded in a green pattern show where rain and thunderstorms are expected. Hatched yellow 
regions indicate a potential for severe thunderstorms. Refer to the Forecast Rain and Excessive Rain
fall Outlook layers for a more detailed assessment of flooding rain potential.

https://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/rest/services/nowcoast/forecast_meteoceanhydro_sfc_ndfd_signwaveht_offsets/MapServer
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For more information, see About the National Forecast Chart.

[ NOTE ]        

These layers only show the latest available data. Previous maps are not shown in HUR
REVAC when a past advisory or archived storm is selected.

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/about_Gudes.shtml
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Wind tools and reports
This section of the user guide explains the many ways HURREVAC can display the latest wind hazard 
and timing information, both on the map and in report form.

A tropical storm or hurricane is not simply a point on a map. Winds can increase to a dangerous level 
long before the eye comes ashore and sometimes even when the center of a hurricane is hundreds 
of miles away.

To make informed evacuation decisions, it is critical to know the size of a storm's wind field, how 
track uncertainty affects your chances of experiencing high winds, and the range of possible arrival 
times.

Most of HURREVAC's wind tools and reports focus on three color-coded thresholds:

Tropical storm (greater than or equal to 34 kt / 39 mph) in blue
Strong tropical storm (greater than or equal to 50 kt / 58 mph) in yellow
Hurricane (greater than or equal to 64 kt / 74 mph) in red

These reflect sustained winds, which are a one-minute average near the Earth's surface (10-meter el
evation).

The most useful tool or report to look at in a particular situation may depend on the proximity of the 
storm and whether your area of concern is a specific point or a larger region. We recommend getting 
to know the entire suite of wind products in HURREVAC, because looking at a combination of layers 
and reports can give you a more complete understanding of the threat.

Generally, probabilistic map layers and reports are most appropriate to use when a storm is distant 
and/or uncertain. Deterministic products show more value when a storm is either very close and/or 
there is high forecast confidence. The following section of this introduction describes the difference 
in more detail.
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Where to find wind tools and reports in HURREVAC

HURREVAC's wind-related tools and reports are mainly located in three parts of the workspace.

  Wind Field (Wind Rings)

  Wind Swaths

  Graphical Wind Probabilities

  Location-Based Wind Probabilities

  Wind Timing Graphics (includes a description of Wind Timing Flags)

  Wind Watches and Warnings (includes a description of Breakpoints, which are found in the 

Resources tab)
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Wind History Report
Deterministic Wind Timing Report
Probabilistic Wind Timing Report
Wind Probabilities Reports (all areas)

Wind Timing Report for a Location (output appears in the Reports panel)
Wind Timing Flags (described in the Wind Timing Graphics topic)
Wind Probabilities Reports (at a location; output appears in the Reports panel)

[ For GIS Users ]        HURREVAC's   GIS Export tool lets you download several wind-related 

layers for each storm advisory. The zipped folder contains GeoJSON files for location-based 
wind probabilities (points), wind watches and warnings (lines), wind swaths (polygons), and 
wind field (polygons). 

Layers are only downloaded for the advisory that is actively showing on the map. A third-party 
file converter like mapshaper can be employed to use these layers as a shapefile or other for
mat. 

Understanding deterministic versus probabilistic forecasts

Deterministic

A deterministic forecast is simple to describe but does not tell the whole story about a storm. It as
sumes that the storm will simply follow the official forecast track and does not account for any uncer
tainty.

https://mapshaper.org/
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If someone only looks at deterministic forecasts, they might conclude that areas not directly in the 
path of a storm have little or no risk. However, this is not a safe assumption and the probabilistic fore
cast may already be providing important clues about a possible threat.

And, even if the center of a storm tracks within the error cone but trends toward the right or left side, 
the storm's winds inevitably affect some areas outside of the cone.

Deterministic wind forecasts are more likely to be realistic when a storm is closer to landfall and con
fidence is higher, but keep in mind that it will not be perfect.

Probabilistic

Probabilistic forecasting comes down to chances. The output is not restricted to one scenario but tells 
us what is most likely to occur and what could reasonably occur if things change.

In fact, the modelling technique used by NOAA builds 1,000 alternate scenarios roughly centered 
around a storm's official forecast. We don't see the result of each scenario in HURREVAC, but some 
scenarios have larger or smaller wind fields, some have stronger and weaker sustained winds, some 
are shifted to the left or right of the deterministic track, and some have faster or slower forward 
speeds. This is derived from the Monte Carlo method of randomly sampling alternative tracks and in
tensities from a large set of plausible forecasts. This technique also factors in the spread of the most 
recent computer model guidance. Those tracks each have realistic wind fields based on climatology 
and persistence and also account for the typical weakening that occurs when a storm interacts with 
land.

Probabilities for each of the three wind thresholds are computed on a grid, then processed as map 
layers and text products that are imported into HURREVAC.

The probabilistic method is based on reasonable or typical errors, so the eventual behavior of the 
storm is likely to be statistically represented somewhere in all of that variation even if the determinis
tic forecast turns out to be off.

That yields useful insights even before it is clear how a storm will behave. For example, the chances 
of hurricane-force winds at your location might be a low-sounding 10%. But that is significant in the 
context of a costly disaster (1-in-10 chance) and especially concerning if it increased from 5% in the 
previous advisory, and from 1% the day before. Plus, probabilistic forecasts convey threat information 
for a wider geographic area than the deterministic forecast.

Probabilistic wind timing information is better to use for planning when a storm is distant, even if it 
shows a significant range between the earliest reasonable and most likely arrival times of tropical- 
storm-force winds. As a storm gets closer, you typically see some convergence between probabilistic 
arrival times and the deterministic arrival time, so it is also helpful to pay attention to how the infor
mation trends from advisory to advisory.
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Wind Field (Wind Rings)
The wind field layer estimates the extent of sustained tropical storm and hurricane winds at a storm's 
advisory time and along its forecast track. This product is also called wind rings in HURREVAC be
cause of its concentric appearance.

The size and shape of a wind field is based on the farthest possible distance from the center of the 
storm that the winds may be felt (or are forecast to be felt) in each of its quadrants.

Wind field (wind rings) for Advisory 36 of Hurricane Dorian on Sept. 2, 2019.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click   Forecast Wind Field in the Storm Tools bar.

Click the icon again to clear the layer from the map.

The appearance of the wind field can also be adjusted from the Storm Tools bar. This is useful when 
you want to display multiple layers.
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Click  Track and Swath Options. In the Wind Field (Wind Rings) Style section, the radio button next 
to Fill is selected by default. Click the radio button for Solid line or Dashed line to change the style ac
cordingly.

To adjust the opacity of the fill or lines, click  Quick Layers Options and adjust the slider that corre
sponds to Wind Rings. Or, move the wind rings above (or below) the other map layers by clicking the 
up (or down) arrows in the heading of the Quick Layers window.
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About the product

The rings are color-coded into three ranges consistent with other HURREVAC wind products:

Tropical storm (greater than or equal to 34 kt / 39 mph) in blue
Strong tropical storm (greater than or equal to 50 kt / 58 mph) in yellow
Hurricane (greater than or equal to 64 kt / 74 mph) in red

Refer to the colors in the legend.

The extents are based on the radii listed in the NHC's Forecast Advisory, which is found in the  Text 
Advisories window.

Wind radii listed in the NHC's Forecast Advisory are the basis for the wind field in HURREVAC. The radii 
are listed in nautical miles and are the largest radii expected anywhere in that quadrant. Advisory 52 

of Hurricane Dorian is shown as an example.
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This sequence shows how the NHC's wind radii from Advisory 52 of Hurricane Dorian are used to con
struct the wind rings in HURREVAC. The Measure Distance tool is used to demonstrate the maximum 
extent in each quadrant. The northwest quadrant is highlighted in each frame to show that it matches 

the text product. Top left: 64 kt or hurricane-force winds in red. Top right: 50 kt or strong tropical- 
storm-force winds in yellow. Lower left: 34 kt or tropical-storm-force winds in blue. Lower right: the 

changes between quadrants are smoothed into rings. When a storm straddles both land and water, 
winds for inland areas (in this case, eastern North Carolina) could be an overestimate.

The wind field is valid for the advisory and forecast time shown in the Storm Status Bar and changes 
when a different advisory or forecast hour is selected.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Use keyboard shortcuts to change the displayed advisory and/or fore
cast times. 

Press ← (left arrow) to display the previous advisory or → (right arrow) for the next advisory, if 
available. 

Press ↑ (up arrow) to advance the forecast hour beyond the advisory or ↓ (down arrow) to go 
backward.

Wind field forecasts are available up to 69 hours beyond the advisory time (three days or 72 hours af
ter the synoptic time).

HURREVAC uses a linear interpolation to plot wind fields for every hour between the forecast points 
issued by the NHC. 

[ NOTES ]        

Wind fields are an inherent overestimation because they are based on the maximum wind 
extent analyzed in each quadrant. Keep this in mind when a quadrant straddles both 
land and water, as land surfaces usually experience reduced winds due to friction.
Forecast wind fields are a deterministic product and do not reflect the possible errors or 
sources of uncertainty in the track, strength, or size of a storm.
Wind rings can be plotted for a potential tropical cyclone if the sustained winds exceed 
tropical storm force, even if it does not yet have the organization to be classified as 
such. Similarly, a post-tropical cyclone can be plotted as having winds equivalent to a 
tropical storm or hurricane even if it lacks tropical characteristics.
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Wind Swaths
HURREVAC displays three types of wind swath, which can help you visualize the cumulative area af
fected by — or at risk from — a storm's winds. Each is categorized into color-coded regions of tropical 
storm, strong tropical storm, and hurricane strength.

Three wind swaths from Advisory 10 of Tropical Storm Sally on Sept. 13, 2020. Sally would ultimately 
become a hurricane and make landfall in Alabama. The forecast track (dotted line) and actual track 

(solid line) are both shown. 
Note that the Forecast - Probabilistic swath depicts the possibility of hurricane winds reaching Alaba
ma, though the Forecast - Deterministic swath only shows hurricane winds affecting Louisiana and 

Mississippi.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click  Wind Swath in the Storm Tools bar. The menu has three 
options to select:

Forecast - Deterministic shows the forecast wind impact area 
over the next 69 hours (3 days or 72 hours after the synoptic 
time). This is based on the official NHC, CPHC or JTWC fore
cast and does not account for any uncertainty or error. 
Forecast - Probabilistic shows the larger region that has at 
least a 10% chance of experiencing those wind speeds in the 
next 69 hours (3 days, or 72 hours, after the synoptic time). 
Not all of this area will be impacted, but all points within have at least some chance of experi
encing winds.
Past - Actual shows the estimated wind history of the storm.

Only one layer can be selected at a time. Open the menu and click the selected option again to clear 
the layer from the map.

The appearance of the wind swath can also be adjusted from the Storm Tools bar. This is useful when 
you want to display it alongside other layers.

Click  Track and Swath Options. In the Wind Swath Style section, the radio button next to Fill is se
lected by default. Click the radio button for Solid line or Dashed line to change the style accordingly.
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To adjust the opacity of the fill or lines, click  Quick Layers Options and adjust the slider that corre
sponds to Wind Swath. Or, move the wind swath above (or below) the other map layers by clicking the 
up (or down) arrows in the heading of the Quick Layers window.

About the product

All three swaths are color-coded into ranges consistent with other HURREVAC wind products:

Tropical storm (greater than or equal to 34 kt / 39 mph) in blue
Strong tropical storm (greater than or equal to 50 kt / 58 mph) in yellow
Hurricane (greater than or equal to 64 kt / 74 mph) in red

Refer to the colors in the legend.

The wind swath is valid for the advisory shown in the Storm Status Bar and changes when a different 
advisory is selected.

The forecast - deterministic swath is derived from all the radii listed in the Forecast Advisory, which is 
found in the  Text Advisories window. Essentially, it is a specific composite of all the forecast wind 
fields (wind rings). Though this layer alone is not recommended for decision-making, it does reveal 
the areas that would be listed in the Deterministic Wind Timing Report. This depiction is less realistic 
when a storm is distant but possibly more applicable in the last few advisories before landfall.

The forecast - probabilistic swath is based on the Graphical Wind Probabilities layers. By nature, this 
covers a larger area than where the winds will ultimately be experienced. If your location of interest is 
not within this swath, it is not likely to experience significant winds during the next three days. This 
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layer shows probabilities from all active storms in the Northern Hemisphere, so more than one swath 
region may appear on the map.

The past - actual swath is derived from the initial (issuance hour) wind fields of all previous advi
sories, and interpolates the areas in between to create a smooth composite. This is a good option for 
post-storm analysis and can be used in conjunction with the Wind History Report. Keep in mind that 
this layer may be an overestimate, especially over land.
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Graphical Wind Probabilities
Graphical wind probabilities are one of the most important products to understand and monitor regu
larly when there are active systems in the tropics. These maps communicate possible impacts that 
may not be apparent from looking at a storm's forecast track and error cone.

There is one map layer for each of these three sustained wind thresholds: tropical storm (34 kt / 39 
mph), strong tropical storm (50 kt / 58 mph), and hurricane (64 kt / 74 mph). 

The maps show the cumulative probabilities that winds will be met (or exceeded) during the five-day 
forecast period due to Northern Hemisphere tropical systems.

Only areas with a 5% or greater probability are shaded on the map.

Graphical wind probabilities associated with Advisory 23 of Hurricane Henri on Aug. 21, 2021.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Use the  Clip Layers tool (found 

in the Map Tools bar) to exclude offshore data and only show 
probabilities for land areas in the United States or a particu
lar state.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click  Graphical Wind Probabilities in the Storm Tools bar. The 
menu has three options to select:

Tropical Storm: overall probability of sustained winds greater 
than or equal to 34 kt / 39 mph
Strong Tropical Storm: overall probability of sustained winds 
greater than or equal to 50 kt / 58 mph
Hurricane: overall probability of sustained winds greater than 
or equal to 64 kt / 74 mph

Only one layer can be selected at a time. Open the menu and click the selected option again to clear 
the layer from the map.

If you want to display this layer along with other types of data, consider adjusting its opacity or display 
order. Click  Quick Layers Options and adjust the slider that corresponds to Wind Probabilities. Or, 
move the probability layer below the other map layers by clicking the down arrows in the heading of 
the Quick Layers window.

A less detailed or grayscale basemap may also make this layer easier to interpret.

About the product

All three options use the same 
color scale, with 5% as the mini
mum probability and 90% as the 
maximum. Refer to the legend 
for colors and valid forecast pe
riod.

The probabilities are valid for 
the advisory issuance time 
shown in the Storm Status 
Bar and change when a differ
ent advisory is selected.

Graphical wind probabilities are 
issued at the regular 
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advisory times of 0300Z, 0900Z, 1500Z, and 2100Z (UTC), or 11 PM, 5 AM, 11 AM, and 5 PM East
ern Daylight Time.

HURREVAC sources the data from NOAA's National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD), which com
bines storm-based wind probabilities throughout the Northern Hemisphere from the NHC, CPHC, and 
JTWC. 

This layer is not storm-specific, so you may see multiple shaded regions that depict all active storms 
in the Atlantic and Pacific basins at the time of issuance.

The NDFD composite is typically not available until shortly after the valid advisory time, so this layer 
may update 10 minutes after other storm-specific products are available in HURREVAC.

When zoomed out, the graphical wind probabilities (tropical storm) layer valid on Aug. 19, 2021, 
shows data for Henri in the Atlantic, along with Grace in the Gulf of Mexico, Linda in the eastern Pacif

ic, and Omais in the western Pacific.

This product takes track, intensity, and size uncertainties into account. The modeling technique is de
scribed in more detail in the introduction to Wind tools and reports. 

These layers generally correspond to the Probabilistic Wind Timing Report and Wind Probabilities Re
ports and are also referenced in the Wind Timing Report for a location.

This product depicts the overall chances of exceeding a wind threshold during the entire forecast pe
riod but does not tell you the timing or duration of those winds. Refer to Wind Probabilities 
Reports and other timing reports for more information.
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[ NOTES ]        

The mapped probabilities are location specific and cannot be interpreted as the chance 
of winds occurring within or throughout any region, such as a state. For example, if 60% 
is the highest probability anywhere in North Carolina, it does not mean that the overall 
chance of occurrence in North Carolina is 60%.
The hurricane layer does not communicate any information about severity beyond the 
Category 1 threshold. The hurricane layer will not show data if the storm has little or no 
chance of approaching that intensity during the forecast period.
Probabilities that may seem small (like 10%) can still be very significant in the context of 
a potentially catastrophic event.
Graphical Wind Probabilities are not available for Southern Hemisphere storms, the 
northern Indian Ocean basin, and Northern Hemisphere storms prior to 2006.

For more information

Tropical Cyclone Wind Speed Probabilities Products (PDF file)

NHC Tropical Cyclone Graphical Product Descriptions

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/about/pdf/About_Windspeed_Probabilities.pdf
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutnhcgraphics.shtml
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Location-Based Wind Probabilities
Location-based wind probabilities are another way to visualize potential wind hazards from an ap
proaching storm. The NHC and CPHC generate these probabilities for key coastal and inland sites 
that may be affected by a storm's path, as well as some offshore locations, like buoys.

Each site has a grouping of three color-coded boxes. The numbers represent the cumulative probabil
ity that a specific location will exceed sustained tropical storm (blue), strong tropical storm (yellow), 
and hurricane-force (red) winds sometime within the five-day forecast period.

 

Location-based wind probabilities for Advisory 23 of Hurricane Henri on Aug. 21, 2021. The inset 
shows the highest probabilities for each of the three thresholds at Montauk Point, N.Y. The exact posi

tion and location label are revealed by zooming in.
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•
•
•

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click   Location-Based Wind Probabilities in the Storm Tools bar.

Click the icon again to clear the layer from the map.

The display of this layer is zoom-dependent, so it is usually not possible to see all of the data at the 
same time. When the map is zoomed out to a wide view, multiple locations are clustered into one 
icon showing the highest chance within that group. Zoom in to reveal more of the locations, along 
with their name labels.

About the product

The three boxes are color-coded like the other HURREVAC wind products:

Tropical storm (greater than or equal to 34 kt / 39 mph) in blue
Strong tropical storm (greater than or equal to 50 kt / 58 mph) in yellow
Hurricane (greater than or equal to 64 kt / 74 mph) in red

Refer to the colors in the legend.
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•

Each box refers to the probability of sustained (one-minute average) surface wind speeds of at least 
that particular threshold at the labeled point.

The probabilities are valid for the advisory shown in the Storm Status Bar and change when a differ
ent main advisory is selected. Intermediate advisories update only the initial position of the storm 
and therefore do not contain any new information about wind speed probabilities in the forecast peri
od.

These numbers match the last (right) column of the NHC's Wind Speed Probabilities product, which is 
found in the  Text Advisories window. The numbers also relate to the Graphical Wind Probabilities 
and probabilistic wind swath map layers. Due to the density of data and icon grouping, you may need 
to zoom in to see more consistency between the location-based number icons and map shading.

[ NOTE ]        

This product depicts the overall chances of exceeding a wind threshold during the five- 
day forecast period but does not tell you the timing or duration of those winds. Refer to 
Wind Probabilities Reports and other timing reports for more information.
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Wind Timing Graphics
Ideally, hurricane preparations and evacuations can be completed before winds reach tropical storm 
strength. But that arrival time can be uncertain, especially when a hurricane threat is still days away. 
There can be less time to prepare if a storm speeds up, expands in size, or veers in a different direc
tion. Moreover, the timing of wind is not obvious just from looking at a forecast track or error cone, 
because winds spread out from a storm's center.

The NHC models a large range of plausible scenarios, then issues two probabilistic wind timing 
graphics to help decision-makers understand the most likely arrival and earliest reasonable arrival 
times of sustained tropical-storm-force winds during the five-day forecast period.

HURREVAC also harnesses this wind timing data to build the Probabilistic Wind Timing Report, Wind 
Timing Report for a location and Evacuation Timing Reports.
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Wind timing graphics for Advisory 16 of Tropical Storm Elsa on July 4, 2021. At left, Most Likely Arrival. 
At right, Earliest Reasonable Arrival. 

Note that the overall boundaries occupy the same area in both versions of the product, even though 
the respective timing lines have different spacing and labels. Timing information is only mapped for lo

cations that have at least a 5% chance of experiencing sustained tropical-storm-force winds in the 
next five days. 

Note also that the difference between the times is negligible close to the storm's observed location, 
but approximately 12 hours apart for most points in Florida.
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•
•

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click  Tropical-Storm-Force Wind Timing Graphic in the Storm 
Tools bar. The menu has two options to select:

Most Likely Arrival
Earliest Reasonable Arrival

Only one layer can be selected at a time. Open the menu and click 
the selected option again to clear the layer from the map.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]      
  Wind timing graphics and 
Graphical Wind Probabili
ties are often shown to
gether to communicate 
both the potential timing 
and chance of occurrence. 

To layer timing on top of 
the probabilities, click 

Quick Layers Options in 
the Storm Tools bar. 
Change the display order 
by selecting a layer to 
move, then clicking the up 
(or down) arrows in the 
heading of the Quick Lay
ers window. 

The timing information only corresponds to the Tropical Storm wind probabilities layer, not 
Strong Tropical Storm or Hurricane.
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About the product

The NHC and CPHC create both graphics for all tropical cyclones, post-tropical cyclones, and potential 
tropical cyclones for which advisories are being issued. The definitions below are adapted from the 
NHC's product description.

Most Likely Arrival: This graphic identifies the time before or after which the onset of tropical-storm- 
force winds is equally likely (50th percentile, or median). This graphic would be more appropriate for 
users who are willing to risk not having completed all their preparations before the storm arrives.

Earliest Reasonable Arrival: This graphic identifies the time window that users at individual locations 
can safely assume will be free from tropical-storm-force winds. Specifically, this is the time before 
which there is no more than a 1-in-10 (10%) chance of seeing the onset of sustained tropical-storm- 
force winds. Preparations should ideally be completed before this time for those with a low tolerance 
for risk.

The products are valid for the advisory issuance time shown in the Storm Status Bar and change 
when a different main advisory is selected. Intermediate advisories update only the initial position of 
the storm and therefore do not contain any new information about wind timing in the forecast period.

Both graphics have the same general appearance. The map legend differentiates the Most Likely Ar
rival product by labeling it in red text.

Timing information is only mapped for locations that have at least a 5% chance of experiencing sus
tained tropical-storm-force winds.

The labeled lines are spaced at 6-hour intervals for the first day of the forecast period, then 12-hour 
intervals out to five days (unless the storm is expected to dissipate sooner).

This product takes track, intensity, and size uncertainties into account. The modeling technique is de
scribed in more detail in the introduction to Wind tools and reports. 
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•

•

•

•

[ NOTES ]        

Labeled lines reference 8 AM and 8 PM in the local time zone corresponding to where 
the storm is located at the time of the advisory. When a storm located in the Eastern 
Time Zone is expected to cross into the Central Time Zone, all labels still reference the 
Eastern Time Zone.
Pay attention to the difference between the times at your location of interest and how 
the difference is trending between advisories. The range may be significant when a 
storm is far away, but it usually diminishes as a storm gets closer to the location. Once a 
storm is relatively close, deterministic timing products may also be reliable enough to 
use when making decisions.
Wind timing graphics are only available for Atlantic and eastern Pacific storms since the 
2018 season and central Pacific storms since 2019.
Wind timing graphics only represent the arrival of tropical storm intensity and do not de
pict the timing of stronger thresholds, such as strong tropical storm or hurricane.

For more information

NHC: Arrival of Tropical-Storm-Force Winds Graphics

Wind Timing Flags

Wind timing flags let you label this graphic with specific times at multiple points of your choosing.

The wind timing map layer must be displayed, and the flag must be placed somewhere with valid da
ta (between the timing lines). 

The flags correspond to the time of arrival layer actively shown on the map and update if you switch 
to the other layer or change to a different advisory. Flags for Earliest Reasonable Arrival appear in 
light blue, and Most Likely Arrival is a darker blue.

These flags are only compatible with wind timing graphics.

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/arrivaltimes/
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Wind timing flags placed across Florida demonstrate how to achieve intermediate labels between the 
lines of the wind timing graphic layers. Red boxes highlight a flag placed near Naples for Tropical 

Storm Elsa, using the same advisory as the previous example. The earliest reasonable arrival time of 2 
PM Monday (right) is 11 hours before the most likely arrival time of 1 AM Tuesday (left).

To place a flag, right-click on the map at the point where you would like it to go. Then, select Place 
Wind Timing Flag from the context menu. If the data layer is not compatible with wind timing flags, 
gray text indicates that the tool is not enabled and cannot be clicked.

(If right-clicking isn't an option on your device, tap Map Location Context Menu in the Storm Tools 
bar. Select Place Wind Timing Flag. A blue dot follows pointer movements to guide where you can tap 
or click to make your selection.)

Repeat to continue adding flags.

To remove a wind timing flag, right-click again and select Remove Wind Timing Flags from the context 
menu. You have the option of removing the flag nearest to the point you clicked or removing all flags 
from the map.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        It is not necessary to place wind timing flags with street-level preci
sion, as you might with Surge Flags, because the underlying data does not have enough resolu
tion to show meaningful differences across a single locality. But you may want to reference 
Points of Interest to speed up placing flags at particular sites that are spread throughout a re
gion. 

With this in mind, it is recommended to summarize the flags by general time of day rather than 
an exact time ("late afternoon" versus "4 PM").
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Wind Watches and Warnings
HURREVAC plots official watches and warnings for tropical storm and hurricane winds. This product is 
displayed as lines along coastal areas, and the segments are color-coded according to the type of 
alert.

Wind watches and warnings are issued by the NHC, CPHC, and other national meteorological services 
throughout the Atlantic and eastern Pacific basins. Lead times for hurricane watches and warnings 
are tied to the anticipated arrival of tropical-storm-force winds.

Wind watches and warnings in effect for northern portions of the Bahamas and southeastern United 
States during Hurricane Dorian on Sept. 3, 2019.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click   Watches and Warnings in the Storm Tools bar.

Select Wind Watches/Warnings from the menu.

Click the selection again to clear the layer from the map.

Watches and warnings are only visible when you are working with 
a particular storm advisory that has valid products. The watch 
and warning layers change as you navigate through advisories in 
the Storm Status Bar.

Refer to the colors in the legend, and find additional watch and warning descriptions in the Public Ad
visory and Forecast Advisory products in the  Text Advisories window.

About the watches and warnings

The following table describes the difference between hurricane and tropical storm watches and warn
ings, according to NHC definitions.

Type Color Meaning

Tropical 
Storm 
Watch

Yel
low

An announcement that sustained winds of 34 to 63 knots (39 to 73 mph or 
63 to 118 km/hr) are possible within the specified area within 48 hours in 
association with a tropical, subtropical, or post-tropical cyclone.

Tropical 
Storm 
Warning

Blue
An announcement that sustained winds of 34 to 63 knots (39 to 73 mph or 
63 to 118 km/hr) are expected somewhere within the specified area within 
36 hours in association with a tropical, subtropical, or post-tropical cyclone.

Hurri
cane 
Watch

Pink

An announcement that sustained winds of 64 knots (74 mph or 119 km/hr) 
or higher are possible within the specified area in association with a tropical, 
subtropical, or post-tropical cyclone. Because hurricane preparedness activi
ties become difficult once winds reach tropical storm force, the hurricane 
watch is issued 48 hours in advance of the anticipated onset of tropical 
storm force winds.
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Hurri
cane 
Warning

Red

An announcement that sustained winds of 64 knots (74 mph or 119 km/hr) 
or higher are expected somewhere within the specified area in association 
with a tropical, subtropical, or post-tropical cyclone. Because hurricane pre
paredness activities become difficult once winds reach tropical storm force, 
the warning is issued 36 hours in advance of the anticipated onset of tropi
cal storm force winds. The warning can remain in effect when dangerously 
high water or a combination of dangerously high water and waves continue, 
even though winds may be less than hurricane force.

Watches and warnings may be issued or updated at the regular advisory times of 0300Z, 0900Z, 
1500Z, and 2100Z (UTC), or 11 PM, 5 AM, 11 AM, and 5 PM Eastern Daylight Time, or as needed 
with intermediate advisories. Intermediate advisories are available when watches and warnings are 
in effect, and issued at 0600Z, 1200Z, 1800Z, and 0000Z (UTC), or 2 AM, 8 AM, 2 PM, and 8 PM 
EDT.

Some locations can have both a hurricane watch and tropical storm warning in effect at the same 
time. In those situations, tropical storm winds are expected but higher hurricane winds are still possi
ble. On the map, the blue tropical storm warning is nested inside the pink hurricane watch. Note that 
this is the case for the Georgia coast in the example images.

This product incorporates forecast uncertainty by encompassing an area larger than where the winds 
will ultimately be experienced. Every warned location may not receive winds of that strength, but the 
expectation is that those winds will occur somewhere in the warning area.

In contrast to Surge Watches and Warnings (which are drawn on the map in a gridded pattern that ex
tends into estuaries and tidal rivers), wind watches and warnings are shown as simple lines between 
breakpoints.

Breakpoints are pre-defined coastal locations that delimit the extent of watches and warnings. These 
locations are designated by the NWS for the United States and by other countries for their areas of re
sponsibility. For a small island, like Bermuda or Dominica, one breakpoint is sufficient.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Display Hurricane and Tropical Storm Breakpoints to label the geo
graphic extent of wind alerts. Expand Watch/Warning Breakpoints in the Resources tab. For 
point labels to appear, the map must be zoomed to the local level.
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[ NOTES ]        

Wind watches and warnings are separate from surge watches and warnings. Surge and 
wind products may overlap, or some parts of the coastline may only be subject to one 
type of hazard at a particular time. The hazard timing may also vary, so refer to all prod
ucts from the NHC and local NWS offices for further details.
Wind watches and warnings for inland areas may be issued in coordination with local 
NWS offices, but these are not displayed in HURREVAC.
If a hurricane loses tropical characteristics (becomes a post-tropical cyclone or extrat
ropical) but is expected to retain winds of hurricane or tropical storm force, the NHC con
tinues to issue equivalent wind watches and warnings.
Watches and warnings are usually also issued for a disturbance that poses the threat of 
becoming a storm and affecting land but has not yet fully organized (potential tropical 
cyclone).
The watch and warning lines follow the coast in a general way that is best suited for 
viewing on regional maps but may not conform precisely on local map views.
Watches and warnings are available for archived storms, but the issuance criteria and 
lead times have changed over time. Prior to 2010, the NHC and CPHC issued hurricane 
warnings when hurricane wind conditions were expected within 24 hours and hurricane 
watches when hurricane conditions were possible within 36 hours. Tropical storm warn
ings were issued where tropical storm wind conditions were expected within 24 hours 
and tropical storm watches when that threat was possible within 36 hours.

 

For more information

Hurricane and tropical storm watch/warning breakpoints

Hurricane and tropical storm watches, warnings, advisories and outlooks

 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/breakpoints/
https://www.weather.gov/safety/hurricane-ww
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Wind History Report
HURREVAC's wind history report lets you quickly create a table of localities that may have been affect
ed by sustained tropical storm and hurricane winds.

For each location, the report lists the timing of winds exceeding three specific thresholds: tropical 
storm (34 kt / 39 mph), strong tropical storm (50 kt / 58 mph), and hurricane (64 kt / 74 mph). 

From that information, you can analyze the number of locations exposed, order of impact, and/or the 
duration of the winds.

Wind history report for Hurricane Hanna in July 2020. Hurricane force winds naturally occupy a small
er swath than tropical storm force winds. The hurricane column of the report reflects this by showing a 

smaller number of affected counties and for a shorter period of time.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        The companion map layer for this report is Wind Swath > Past - Actual. 
To visualize the progress of the storm alongside the report listings, display Wind Field as well 
and navigate through the past advisories. 

Use   Track and Swath Options to differentiate the appearance of the wind rings and wind 

swath with Fill, Solid line, or Dashed line. 

Expand the size of the Side Panel to see the entire report.

This wind history report for Hurricane Hanna was computed from the last advisory, but the 
map shows an advisory near landfall to illustrate an example using the wind field and wind 

swath layers. Hurricane winds began to affect Willacy County, Texas, (shown by an arrow) at 4 
PM on July 25. One listed location, Calhoun County, already saw the end of tropical storm 

winds by this point.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To 
generate the most complete report, make sure the 
Storm Status Bar shows the final advisory (or most re
cent advisory available if the storm is in progress).

To open the Reports tab, click  Reports in the toolbox. 
The side panel then expands on the right side of the 
HURREVAC window.

Click Create Report, then select Wind History from the 
list.

You may encounter a short wait while HURREVAC gener
ates the report, which can be longer if the storm affected 
many areas.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Wind History" followed by the name and advisory number of the 
storm.

Use the buttons above the report to control the locations included in the table or export it for use out
side of HURREVAC.

Scope is set to All by default, which means the report lists all available localities that intersect 
the storm's past wind swath. If you have set a Base Location, you can filter the listed locations 
by Base State or Base County. Or, click Select State and choose from the menu to filter for a 
state, territory, or region.
Include lets you decide whether the report lists Counties, your custom Points of Interest, or 
both. By default, the checkbox for Counties is selected. 
Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
conditions at a different advisory or if a new advisory becomes available. 

To quickly find wind history for a particular location without scrolling through the list, use the search 
bar near the report header to enter the name of a particular county or point of interest. Then, tap the 
Enter key or click the magnifying glass. Click the X next to the magnifying glass to reset the list.
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Interpreting the report

This report is a generalized analysis based on the Past - Actual wind swath map layer and is created 
by interpolating each wind field reported at the issuance time of past advisories.

If winds did not exceed a threshold at a location, the start and end times are listed as "n/a" in that 
column.

The wind history report does not show the absolute strength or category of the wind, just that a 
threshold was exceeded between the listed times. Refer to post-storm products from the NHC, WPC, 
or local NWS offices for a listing of observed sustained winds or gusts.

[ NOTES ]        

The times listed in the report are based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURRE
VAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, keep this in mind if you are generating a 
report for a region that is outside of the time zone you typically use or for a storm that 
affects multiple time zones.
Wind history is based on map products that depict the maximum extent of winds in each 
quadrant of a storm, so overestimation is possible.
Counties not affected by a storm are not listed in this report. The only areas that can be 
analyzed outside of the continental United States are American Samoa, Bermuda, 
Hawaii, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and West Pacific (Guam region). Locali
ties in Canada, Mexico, and elsewhere throughout Central America or the Caribbean are 
not listed. Custom Points of interest can be used to get around HURREVAC's primary fo
cus on U.S. counties and territories.
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Deterministic Wind Timing Report
The deterministic wind timing report shows when — and for how long — specific wind thresholds are 
expected to be exceeded at locations in the forecast path of a storm.

Timing is based on the forecast - deterministic wind swath, which extends three days from the adviso
ry time but does not account for uncertainty.

The report categorizes start and end timing for three thresholds: tropical storm (34 kt / 39 mph), 
strong tropical storm (50 kt / 58 mph), and hurricane (64 kt / 74 mph).

Deterministic timing products are subject to more error than probabilistic products, so it is better to 
use this report when a storm is relatively close to your area of interest and forecast confidence is 
high.

Deterministic wind timing report for Advisory 26 of Tropical Storm Isaias on Aug. 3, 2020. The storm 
was centered near South Carolina at the time, and the wind swath was projected to affect much of the 
Eastern Seaboard. Only partial results are visible. Use the Scope menu or the search bar to filter the 

long table of results.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Expand the size of the Side Panel to see the entire report. 

The companion map layer for this report is Wind Swath > Forecast - Deterministic. To visualize 
the progress of the storm alongside the report listings, display Wind Field as well and advance 
through the forecast hours in the Storm Status Bar.

This example also shows Advisory 26 of Tropical Storm Isaias, but the results are filtered to 
South Carolina to yield a shorter list. Hurricane winds are expected to start at 9 PM in Horry 

County (shown by an arrow), or 10 hours after the advisory time. This is illustrated by the map 
layers, with wind rings advanced 10 hours to 9 PM.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To 
generate the most up-to-date report, make sure that the 
Storm Status Bar shows the most recent advisory.

To open the Reports tab, click  Reports in the toolbox. 
The side panel then expands on the right side of the 
HURREVAC window.

Click Create Report, then select Deterministic Wind Tim
ing from the list.

You may encounter a short wait while HURREVAC gener
ates the report, which can be longer if the storm will af
fect many areas.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Deterministic Wind 
Timing" followed by the name and advisory number of 
the storm.

Use the buttons above the report to control the locations included in the table or export it for use out
side of HURREVAC.

Scope is set to All by default, which means the report lists all available localities that intersect 
the deterministic wind swath. If you have set a Base Location, you can filter the listed locations 
by Base State or Base County. Or, click Select State and choose from the menu to filter for a 
state, territory, or region.
Include lets you decide whether the report lists Counties, your custom Points of Interest, or 
both. By default, the checkbox for Counties is selected. 
Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
how times have changed since a previous advisory or if a new advisory becomes available. 

To quickly find wind timing for a particular location without scrolling through the list, use the search 
bar near the report header to enter the name of a particular county or point of interest. Then, tap the 
Enter key or click the magnifying glass. Click the X next to the magnifying glass to reset the list.
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Interpreting the report

Each start and end time is accompanied by a number in parentheses. This is the forecast hour (after 
the advisory) that corresponds to the listed date and time.

If winds are not expected to exceed a threshold at a location, the start and end times are listed as "n/ 
a."

If winds are ongoing in a location at the advisory time, the value in the start time column is "Existing."

Double-click on a location name to open a Wind Timing Report for a location in a new tab. That report 
includes probabilistic time of arrival and time of departure products alongside the deterministic 
times.

Use caution when interpreting times at the end of the three-day forecast period. The End(hrs) column 
may list the time when the data cuts off 70 hours after the advisory, which is not necessarily when 
winds will end in reality.

The deterministic wind timing report does not show the absolute strength or category of the wind at 
any point, just that a threshold may be exceeded between the listed times. Refer to additional prod
ucts from the NHC or local NWS offices for details about sustained winds or gusts.

[ NOTES ]        

The times listed in the report are based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURRE
VAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, keep this in mind if you are generating a 
report for a region that is outside of the time zone you typically use or for a storm that 
affects multiple time zones.
Deterministic wind timing reports are based on map products that forecast the maxi
mum extent of winds in each quadrant of a storm, so overestimation is possible.
Counties not affected by a storm are not listed in this report. The only areas that can be 
analyzed outside of the continental United States are American Samoa, Bermuda, 
Hawaii, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and West Pacific (Guam region). Locali
ties in Canada, Mexico, and elsewhere throughout Central America or the Caribbean are 
not listed. Custom Points of interest can be used to get around HURREVAC's primary fo
cus on U.S. counties and territories.
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Probabilistic Wind Timing Report
The probabilistic wind timing report shows when a storm's sustained winds are expected to begin at 
multiple locations.

The report lists earliest reasonable and most likely start times for two thresholds: tropical storm (34 
kt / 39 mph) and strong tropical storm (50 kt / 58 mph). The time of arrival information is based on 
the Wind Timing Graphics, which extend up to five days from the advisory time.

Cumulative wind probabilities for the five-day forecast period are also included.

This product accounts for forecast uncertainty, so it is typically better to use when a storm is still two 
or more days away from your area of interest.

Probabilistic Wind Timing report for Advisory 18 of Hurricane Douglas on July 24, 2020. Times of ar
rival for Strong TS winds (yellow columns) are not listed for Kauai County because the cumulative 

probability (5 day WSP) is below 5%.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To 
generate the most up-to-date report, make sure that the 
Storm Status Bar shows the most recent advisory.

To open the Reports tab, click  Reports in the toolbox. 
The side panel then expands on the right side of the HUR
REVAC window.

Click Create Report, then select Probabilistic Wind Timing 
from the list.

You may encounter a short wait while HURREVAC generates 
the report, which can be longer if the storm will affect many 
areas.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Probabilistic Wind Timing" followed by the name and advisory 
number of the storm.

Use the buttons above the report to control the locations included in the table or export it for use out
side of HURREVAC.

Scope is set to All by default, which means the report lists all available localities that intersect 
the graphical wind probabilities layer. If you have set a Base Location, you can filter the listed lo
cations by Base State or Base County. Or, click Select State and choose from the menu to filter 
for a state, territory, or region.
Include lets you decide whether the report lists Counties, your custom Points of Interest, or 
both. By default, the checkbox for Counties is selected. 
Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
how times have changed since a previous advisory or if a new advisory becomes available. 

To quickly find wind timing for a particular location without scrolling through the list, use the search 
bar near the report header to enter the name of a particular county or point of interest. Then, tap the 
Enter key or click the magnifying glass. Click the X next to the magnifying glass to reset the list.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        The companion map layers for this report are Wind Timing Graphics 
and Graphical Wind Probabilities. 

Though the report contains timing information for the strong tropical storm threshold, only the 
tropical storm threshold is depicted by the timing graphics. Place Wind Timing Flags to label 
this information at points between the time of arrival lines. 

Expand the size of the Side Panel to see the entire report. 

To label localities, turn on State / County Boundaries in the Resources tab.
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Advisory 18 of Hurricane Douglas is also used for this example. At the easternmost point of 
Maui County (shown by an arrow), the most likely arrival time of sustained tropical storm force 
winds is 8 AM Sunday (July 26), or 45 hours after the advisory time. The probability of 67% al

so corresponds to the color legend of the graphical wind probabilities map layer. 

Note that these times in the report are similar to wind timing flags placed on the storm-facing 
side of these counties. The report reflects the earliest arrival time anywhere within a county. 

Timing flags can show a range of a few hours across a county, or even several hours across a 
large one like Hawaii County.

Interpreting the report

This report is broken down into two thresholds — tropical storm and strong tropical storm — and in
cludes three columns for each threshold. 

5 day WSP: This column references wind speed probabilities, the cumulative probability that the 
location will experience sustained winds of that threshold during the five-day forecast period.
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EARLIEST (hrs) identifies the earliest reasonable arrival time of sustained winds of that thresh
old at a location. A user can safely assume the wind is unlikely to arrive before that time. Specif
ically, this is the time before which there is no more than a 1-in-10 (10%) chance of seeing the
onset of those winds. Preparations should ideally be completed before this time for those with a
low tolerance for risk.
MOST LIKELY (hrs) identifies the time before or after which the onset of sustained winds is
equally likely (50%). This would be more appropriate for users who are willing to risk not having
completed all their preparations before the storm arrives.

Each arrival time is accompanied by a number in parentheses. This is the forecast hour (after the ad
visory) that corresponds to the listed date and time.

Only locations with at least a 5% probability of sustained tropical storm force winds are included in 
the report. Times are only listed in the strong tropical storm column if the probability of that threshold 
is 5% or greater, otherwise the times are listed as "n/a."

When winds are ongoing in a location, the advisory time (0 hours) is listed.

Wind departure times are not included in this report.

Double-click on a location name to open a Wind Timing Report for a location in a new tab. That report 
includes time of departure products and enables a comparison with deterministic timing (if avail
able).
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Wind timing report for Maui County, Hawaii, at Advisory 18 of Hurricane Douglas. The time of arrival 
information corresponds to the probabilistic wind timing report, but this location-specific report has a 
different format that also includes deterministic timing and time of departure data. This report is de

scribed in more detail on a separate page.
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[ NOTES ]        

The times listed in the report are based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURRE
VAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, keep this in mind if you are generating a 
report for a region that is outside of the time zone you typically use or for a storm that 
affects multiple time zones.
The probabilistic wind timing report does not show the absolute strength or category of 
the wind at any point, just that a threshold may be exceeded after the listed time. Refer 
to additional products from the NHC or local NWS offices for details about sustained 
winds or gusts.
Counties not affected by a storm are not listed in this report. The only areas that can be 
analyzed outside of the continental United States are American Samoa, Bermuda, 
Hawaii, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and West Pacific (Guam region). Locali
ties in Canada, Mexico, and elsewhere throughout Central America or the Caribbean are 
not listed. Custom Points of interest can be used to get around HURREVAC's primary fo
cus on U.S. counties and territories.
Pay attention to the difference between the times at your location of interest, and how 
the difference is trending between advisories. The range may be significant when a 
storm is far away, but it usually diminishes as a storm gets closer to the location. Once a 
storm is relatively close, deterministic timing products may also be reliable enough to 
use when making decisions.
Wind timing products are only available for Atlantic and eastern Pacific storms since the 
2018 season and central Pacific storms since 2019.
This report may show locations not affected by the selected storm, because it is linked 
to the graphical wind probabilities layer which depicts all active storms in the Atlantic 
and Pacific basins at the time of issuance. Filter the results using the Scope menu.
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Wind Probabilities Reports
HURREVAC can create reports to show the chances of sustained winds from a storm over the next 
five days and when those winds may begin. One type of wind probabilities report lists all locations 
that may be affected, and the other type is generated for a specific location by right-clicking.

Wind probabilities are listed for three thresholds: tropical storm (39 mph or 34 kt), strong tropical 
storm (58 mph or 50 kt), and hurricane (74 mph or 64 kt).

Each report is further broken down by chances of wind onset during successive time 
intervals. Intervals with at least a 1% probability of onset are emphasized with brighter background 
colors. Cumulative probabilities of occurrence are also included in parenthesis.

This product accounts for uncertainty, because values are related to the Graphical Wind 
Probabilities map layers.

These reports can also be used to understand the most likely timing of onset for hurricane-force 
winds. 
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Wind Probabilities (all locations)
 

Wind probabilities report for Advisory 44 of Tropical Storm Eta on Nov. 11, 2020. The scroll bar on the 
side of the table indicates that this report includes hundreds of rows.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To 
generate the most up-to-date report, make sure that the 
Storm Status Bar shows the most recent advisory.

To open the Reports tab, click  Reports in the toolbox. 
The side panel then expands on the right side of the 
HURREVAC window.

Click Create Report, then select Wind Probabilities from 
the list.

You may encounter a short wait while HURREVAC gener
ates the report, which can be longer if the storm will af
fect many areas.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Wind Probabilities" 
followed by the name and advisory number of the storm.

Use the buttons above the report to control the locations included in the table or export it for use out
side of HURREVAC.

Scope is set to All by default, which means the report lists all available localities with probabili
ties. If you have set a Base Location, you can filter the listed locations by Base State or Base 
County. Or, click Select State and choose from the menu to filter for a state, territory, or region.
Include lets you decide whether the report lists Counties, your custom Points of Interest, or 
both. By default, the checkbox for Counties is selected. 
Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
how probabilities have changed since a previous advisory or if a new advisory becomes avail
able. 

To quickly find wind probabilities for a particular location without scrolling through the list, use the 
search bar near the report header to enter the name of a particular county or point of interest. Then, 
tap the Enter key or click the magnifying glass. Click the X next to the magnifying glass to reset the 
list.
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Interpreting the report

This report features color-coded rows for sustained (1-minute average) wind thresholds, which are 
grouped by location:

34kt Winds (39 mph, tropical storm, blue)
50kt Winds (58 mph, strong tropical storm, yellow)
64kt Winds (74 mph, hurricane, red)

If a particular location only has probabilities for the lowest threshold, the yellow and red rows are not 
shown. Up to three rows can appear per location if it has probabilities for all three thresholds. Refer 
to the Spd column to see which thresholds are applicable to a location.

The columns contain seven time intervals: four 12-hour intervals during the first 48 hours of the fore
cast, then three 24-hour intervals between 48 and 120 hours.

Probabilities are given in the format of ITP(CTP), where: 

Individual Time Period is the probability of wind onset during a particular 12-hour or 24-hour 
time interval listed in the column, for example: 1AM Thu to 1PM Thu (Hrs 24-36).
Cumulative Time Period is the probability of wind onset having occurred at any time up to and 
including a column,

Example 1

In Example 1: the numbers highlighted by a box — 41 (58) — are interpreted as a 41% chance of tropi
cal storm force wind onset between 1 AM and 1 PM Thursday in Alachua County, Florida. This is the 
highest individual number in the tropical storm row, which means it is the most likely window of onset 
for that threshold. The number in parenthesis means a 58% cumulative chance that those sustained 
winds begin by 1 PM Thursday. This is derived from adding the individual time period probabilities in 
the row from left to right (1 + 16 + 41 = 58). Cumulative probabilities continue to increase slightly to 
62% during the following time period, then level off after 1 AM Friday.

[ NOTE ]        HURREVAC reports the highest probability within the area of a county. This is im
portant to keep in mind when analyzing elongated or discontinuous counties (like Monroe 
County in Florida, Dare and Hyde Counties in North Carolina, St. Martin Parish in Louisiana, 
and Suffolk County in New York).
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The minimum threshold for inclusion in this report is 5%. When the onset chance is less than 1% dur
ing an interval, the report lists "X."

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        The companion map layer for this report is Graphical Wind Probabili
ties. Displaying both side-by-side can help you visualize and narrow down the most vulnerable 
localities. 

In this example, the hurricane wind probabilities layer for Advisory 44 of Tropical Storm Eta only 
covers a relatively small area of Florida's Gulf Coast. 

The report results are narrowed to Pinellas County by entering its name in the search bar adja
cent to the table. The cumulative hurricane wind probability shown in the report (12% in the 
row shaded in red) matches the contour range on the map.
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Wind Probabilities (at a location)

Wind probabilities report for Advisory 44 of Tropical Storm Eta on Nov. 11, 2020. This version of the 
wind probabilities report focuses solely on a location near Clearwater, Florida, represented by a black 

map marker. This report uses the same underlying data as the previous examples, but is formatted dif
ferently.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be se
lected from the Storms tab. 
To generate the most up-to- 
date report, make sure 
that the Storm Status Bar 
shows the most recent ad
visory.

Right-click on the map at 
the point where you would 
like to generate a report. 
Then, select Create Wind 
Prob Report from the con
text menu.

(If right-clicking isn't an op
tion on your device, tap 

Map Location Context 
Menu in the Storm Tools 
bar. Select Create Wind 
Prob Report. A blue dot fol
lows pointer movements to 
guide where you can tap or 
click to make your selection.)

The report opens in a new Side Panel tab titled "Wind Probabilities at Location" followed by the name 
and advisory number of the storm.

Three buttons in the row above the report let you export or update the information. The Scope and In
clude features are not enabled for location-specific reports.

Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
how probabilities have changed since a previous advisory or if a new advisory becomes avail
able. 

You can generate reports for other locations by repeating the process. When you have multiple tabs 
containing reports for various locations, refer to the   map marker that corresponds to the report 
that is actively shown.
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Interpreting the report

This report features three color-coded columns for sustained (1-minute average) wind thresholds:

34kt Winds (tropical storm, blue)
50kt Winds (strong tropical storm, yellow)
64kt Winds (hurricane, red)

Probabilities are given in the format of ITP(CTP), where:

Individual Time Period is the probability of wind onset during a particular 6-hour time interval, 
for example: 07pm Wed to 01am Thu.
Cumulative Time Period is the probability of wind onset having occurred at any time up to and 
including the listed interval.

Example 2

In Example 2, the numbers highlighted by a box — 44 (70) — are interpreted as a 44% chance of trop
ical storm force wind onset between 1 PM and 7 PM Wednesday at the selected point, which is near 
Clearwater, Florida. This is the highest individual number in the tropical storm (34k Winds) column, 
which means it is the most likely window of onset for that threshold. The number in parenthesis 
means a 70% cumulative chance that those sustained winds begin by 7 PM Wednesday. This is de
rived from adding the individual time period probabilities in the column from top to bottom (1 + 25 + 
44 = 70). Cumulative probabilities continue to increase gradually to 89% during the following time 
periods, then level off by 1 AM Friday.

Note that the most likely onset window in the hurricane (64k Winds) column appears about 12 hours 
later and is less dispersed.

The time intervals range from hour 0, which is the synoptic time (typically, 3 hours before the adviso
ry time), to hour 120 (five days).

Table cells with at least a 1% onset probability are emphasized with brighter background colors.

When the onset chance is less than 1% during an interval, the report lists "X."

The latitude and longitude of the selected point are listed in bold near the heading of the report.
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[ NOTES ]        

These reports are meant to show chances of wind onset during any particular time inter
val, not chance of occurrence during a particular time interval. Winds of a certain 
threshold may last longer than the intervals highlighted in this report. Refer to the Prob
abilistic Wind Timing Report for time of departure information.
The graphical wind probabilities layer is not storm-specific, so the all locations report for
mat shows data for every active storm. For example, if one storm is threatening Hawaii, 
another is in Texas and a third is heading for New England, filter the results using the 
Scope menu.
The times listed in the report are based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURRE
VAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, keep this in mind if you are generating a 
report for a region that is outside of the time zone you typically use or for a storm that 
affects multiple time zones.
Counties where there are no forecast probabilities are not listed in the report. The only 
areas that can be analyzed outside of the continental United States are American 
Samoa, Bermuda, Hawaii, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and West Pacific 
(Guam region). Localities in Canada, Mexico, and elsewhere throughout Central America 
or the Caribbean are not listed. Custom Points of interest can be used to get around 
HURREVAC's primary focus on U.S. counties and territories.
The probabilities are location specific, and cannot be interpreted as the chance of winds 
occurring within or throughout any region, such as a state. For example, if 60% is the 
highest probability anywhere in North Carolina, it does not mean that the overall chance 
of occurrence in North Carolina is 60%.
Hurricane wind probabilities do not communicate any information about severity beyond 
the Category 1 threshold.
Probabilities that may seem small (like 10%) can still be very significant in the context of 
a potentially catastrophic event.
Wind Probabilities are not available for Southern Hemisphere storms, the northern Indi
an Ocean basin, and Northern Hemisphere storms prior to 2006.
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Wind Timing Report for a Location
HURREVAC's location-specific wind timing report provides time of arrival, time of departure, and cu
mulative wind probabilities for a single point on the map.

Most Likely arrival and departure times are listed alongside the more conservative Earliest Reason
able and Latest Reasonable times. Deterministic arrival and departure times are also provided when 
available.

This report focuses on two sustained wind thresholds: tropical storm (34 kt / 39 mph) and strong 
tropical storm (50 kt / 58 mph).

The fastest way to generate this report is by right-clicking on the map, but it can also be created by 
selecting a location name listed in either the Deterministic Wind Timing Report or Probabilistic Wind 
Timing Report.
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Example of a wind timing report for a point near Southampton, New York, from Advisory 20 of Tropical 
Storm Henri on Aug. 20, 2021.
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How to create the report

First, a storm must be se
lected from the Storms tab. 
To generate the most up-to- 
date report, make sure 
that the Storm Status Bar 
shows the most recent ad
visory.

Create from the map

Right-click on the map at 
the point where you would 
like to generate a report.

Then, select Create Wind 
Timing Report from the 
context menu.

(If right-clicking isn't an op
tion on your device, tap 

Map Location Context 
Menu in the Storm Tools 
bar. Select Create Wind 
Timing Report. A blue dot 
follows pointer movements 
to guide where you can tap or click to make your selection.)

The report opens in a new Side Panel tab titled "Wind Timing at Location" followed by the name and 
advisory number of the storm.

Three buttons in the row above the report let you export or update the information. The Scope and In
clude features are not enabled for location-specific reports.

Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
how probabilities have changed since a previous advisory or if a new advisory becomes avail
able.

You can generate reports for other locations by repeating the process. When you have multiple tabs 
containing reports for various locations, refer to the   map marker that corresponds to the report 
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that is actively shown. The selected coordinates are also shown in bold type after the report introduc
tion.

Create via another report

If you have already generated a deterministic wind timing report or probabilistic wind timing report for 
the most recent advisory, select the name of a listed county or point of interest to create its location- 
specific report.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Wind Timing:" followed by the name of the location, then name 
and advisory number of the storm (for example, "Wind Timing: New Haven, CT HENRI #19").

[ NOTE ]        The times and probabilities could be slightly different depending on whether the 
report is based on a point of interest, coordinates from a map click, or a county selected by 
name. Timing data and probabilities can sometimes vary significantly across the extent of a 
county. HURREVAC lists the earliest time of arrival for any part of a county and likewise for lat
est time of departure. This is something to be aware of when analyzing a county that is large 
(Hawaii County, Hawaii), elongated (Plaquemines Parish, La.; Charleston County, S.C.; or Suffolk 
County, N.Y.), or discontinuous (Monroe County, Fla.; Dare and Hyde Counties, N.C.; Maui and 
Kauai Counties, Hawaii; or St. Martin Parish, La.).

Interpreting the report

This report is broken down into two sections — tropical storm and strong tropical storm — and each 
section contains time of arrival and time of departure.

Both sections list the 5 day total WSP (wind speed probabilities) near the heading: the cumulative 
probability that the location will experience sustained winds of that threshold during the five-day fore
cast period.
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Example of a wind timing report for a point near Southampton, New York, from Advisory 20 of Tropical 
Storm Henri on Aug. 20, 2021. The Wind Timing Graphics and Graphical Wind Probabilities layers are 

displayed, but the report also includes information that is not available from any map layers.

Earliest Reasonable identifies the earliest reasonable arrival time of sustained winds of that thresh
old at a location. A user can safely assume the wind is unlikely to arrive before that time. Specifically, 
this is the time before which there is no more than a 1-in-10 (10%) chance of seeing the onset of 
those winds. Preparations should ideally be completed before this time for those with a low tolerance 
for risk.

Most Likely is based on the midpoint of all simulations. In the context of arrival, it is equally likely 
(50%) that winds would arrive before or after the listed time. This would be more appropriate for 
users who are willing to risk not having completed all their preparations before the storm arrives. In 
the context of departure, there is a 50% chance that sustained winds could end by the listed time, 
but users would risk the equal chance that those winds could continue past that time.

Latest Reasonable identifies the latest reasonable departure time of sustained winds of that thresh
old at a location. As with earliest reasonable arrival, a user can develop a margin of greater safety 
based around a 10% chance and assume the wind is unlikely to continue past this time. There is no 
corresponding map layer for this data.

Deterministic is based on the deterministic forecast wind swath, which extends three days from the 
advisory time and does not account for any forecast error or uncertainty.
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In this example, the three time of arrival entries for tropical-storm-force winds (highlighted in the in
sets) have a 12-hour range. The corresponding map layers illustrate the times listed in the report.

The hours column of the report references the forecast hour (after the advisory) that corresponds to 
the listed date and time.

Reports can only be generated for locations with at least a 5% probability of sustained tropical-storm- 
force winds. "No Data" appears when probabilities are too low and also when the deterministic wind 
swath does not affect the selected location.

When winds are ongoing in a location, the advisory time (0 hours) is listed.
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[ NOTES ]        

The time of departure information is generated by the NHC, but it is not a publicly avail
able product. Time of departure is intended to help with recovery efforts and cannot be 
construed as an all clear for the general public. The timing only relates to wind, and 
does not reflect other potential hazards such as flooding rain, storm surge, or post- 
storm damage that could make it unsafe for the public to return to an area.
Pay attention to the difference between the times at your location of interest and how 
the difference is trending between advisories. The range may be significant when a 
storm is far away, but it usually diminishes as a storm gets closer to the location. Once a 
storm is relatively close, deterministic information may also be reliable enough to use 
when making decisions.
The times listed in the report are based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURRE
VAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, keep this in mind if you are generating a 
report for a region that is outside of the time zone you typically use.
Details for hurricane wind thresholds or overall wind intensity are not included in this re
port. Refer to additional products from the NHC or local NWS offices for details about 
maximum sustained winds or gusts that could be experienced in your area.
Wind timing products are only available for Atlantic and eastern Pacific storms since the 
2018 season and central Pacific storms since 2019.
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Evacuation timing tools
A central feature of HURREVAC is its ability to keep local emergency managers apprised of how many 
days and hours a community has to plan and prepare for a threatening storm.

HURREVAC can incorporate a coastal community's unique evacuation considerations with the latest 
official forecast to calculate a suggested Evacuation Start Time, or last possible time by which an 
evacuation could be initiated if it is to be completed before the arrival of hazardous tropical-storm- 
force winds.

The decision to evacuate a community may not be simple and should be made in consultation with 
local and state officials. The advantage of fine-tuning your evacuation start time in HURREVAC is that 
you can base decisions on the most up-to-date projections for a storm's track, intensity, and size.

Emergency managers can also use HURREVAC's guidance to coordinate the timing of other protective 
actions relative to a storm's arrival and quickly reference the reports that can help inform their deci
sions.
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Where to find evacuation tools and reports in HURREVAC

HURREVAC's evacuation resources are mainly located in three parts of the workspace.

Evacuation Scenarios
Timeline Actions
Timing Arcs

Evacuation Timing Report

Evacuation Zones
Hurricane Evacuation Studies (HES Documents)
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How is the evacuation start time calculated?

HURREVAC calculates Evacuation Start Time using input from the official storm forecast and the Hur
ricane Evacuation Studies (HES) for the county or parish of concern.

The NHC’s Wind Timing Graphics are used to determine how soon within a five-day forecast period 
the tropical-storm-force winds may arrive in a locality. Two hazard start times are offered for the emer
gency manager’s consideration: a conservative "earliest reasonable" time of wind onset and a less 
conservative "most likely" time of onset.

A clearance time scenario is selected by the emergency manager using guidance provided in the 
HES document for the region. This selection is typically guided by identifying which evacuation zones 
delineated in the HES process have potential for storm surge inundation given the present storm fore
cast. A number of other real-time factors (like tourist population and public response) may also influ
ence the selection of a specific clearance time scenario.

The evacuation start time is calculated by subtracting the number of hours in the clearance time sce
nario from the arrival time of tropical-storm-force winds, as shown in the accompanying diagram. 
HURREVAC reports evacuation start times as a range because both the "earliest reasonable" and 
"most likely" wind onset times are factored in.

https://hurrevac.com/outside-links/hurricane-evacuation-studies/
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Here is a simplified demonstration of how evacuation start time is calculated. In this made-up sce
nario, the arrival time of tropical-storm-force winds is 8 PM Saturday. Based on the HES data, this Cat
egory 3 hurricane causes a clearance time scenario of 36 hours to be selected. The result of the evac

uation start time calculation is 8 AM Friday.

Hurricane Evacuation Studies

Hurricane Evacuation Studies (HES) assess the vulnerability of a population to hurricane threats and 
provide information and critical planning factors that guide state, local, tribal, and territorial govern
ments in hurricane evacuation and response plans.
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The National Hurricane Program (NHP) provides technical assistance by conducting HES in coastal 
hurricane-prone states. HES are federally supported, state managed, and locally executed.

The five HES components are Hazard Analysis, Vulnerability Analysis, Behavioral Analysis, Shelter 
Analysis, and Transportation Analysis.

These studies establish the evacuation zones and clearance times found in HURREVAC. Clearance 
times estimate the number of hours it takes to move a threatened population to safety, given various 
factors.

HURREVAC is also a resource for viewing the HES documents, along with related materials when 
available.

This example shows the two ways to find HES documents: in the Library folder of the Resources tab or 
in the Evacuation Scenarios tab of the Evacuation Timing window.

To find the HES for your state or territory, expand Library in the Resources tab. Then, expand HES 
Documents.

Click on a state or territory to open a directory of downloadable resources in a new browser tab. Ma
terials may include individual report chapters, GIS shapefiles, GeoPDFs, and previous versions of the 
HES. (Some documents may be large files.)
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The Evacuation Scenarios tab also links to the applicable HES document for the selected state and 
county (or parish).

HURREVAC has HES information for the following states and territories:

Alabama
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida (links to the Florida Division of Emergency Management website)
Georgia
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mississippi
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Texas
Virgin Islands
Virginia
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Evacuation Zones

In this example, the flag icon next to the listing for Dare County, North Carolina, indicates that the 
user's base location is set in that county.

To view evacuation zones on the map in HURREVAC, expand Evacuation Zones in the Resources tab.

Select the checkbox next to a state (or territory) to view all zones in that region. A larger state with 
many localities may take more time to load.

Or, expand a state then select the checkbox next to a county (or parish) to display zones for that local 
area. Multiple localities can be selected. Click the checkbox again to clear the selection from the 
map.

Evacuation zones are also referenced in User Preferences. When a user sets their base location on 
the map, the corresponding zone is stored by default and can also be displayed on the map via that 
window.
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[ NOTE ]        Evacuation zones are quite different from state to state because local emergency 
managers consider factors like topography, transportation network, and population to draw the 
zones. In some states, zones may also cross multiple jurisdictions and do not necessarily con
form to the boundaries of a single county or parish. 
 
Due to this variety, evacuation zones are color-coded in HURREVAC, but their names are not 
listed in the map legend. Click (or tap) a zone to display its name on the map.
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Evacuation Scenarios
HURREVAC's Evacuation Scenarios tool contains the clearance times from each state's Hurricane 
Evacuation Study (HES). In most cases, the scenarios are broken down for each coastal county or 
parish included in the study area.

Select from the pre-defined parameters listed in the tool to narrow down the range of scenarios and 
find a clearance time that best applies to a particular storm situation.

For example, stronger storms can threaten a larger population, which can lead to additional zones 
evacuating, increasing the clearance time. Other variables that can increase evacuation clearance 
times include high tourist occupancy or the expectation of a slow public response.

These selections yield a length of time in hours, which is used by HURREVAC to calculate the time by 
which an evacuation decision (if any) needs to be made.

A list of relevant scenarios can be stored in your user profile, then readily applied to the Evacuation 
Timing Report and Timing Arcs.
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Example evacuation scenarios for Dare County, North Carolina.

[ NOTE ]        HURREVAC cannot advise you on which scenario to select or whether an evacua
tion is necessary. These decisions should be made after studying your HES document, consult
ing with local and state officials, and reviewing the latest NHC/CPHC and NWS forecasts. 

Apart from exercises, it is recommended that you select scenarios based on the current storm 
threat, then remove or make adjustments to the list as the situation evolves or a new storm ap
proaches.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

The Evacuation Sce
narios tab of 
HURREVAC's Evac
uation Timing window 
contains all configura
tion settings.

The results are ap
plied in the Evacua
tion Timing 
Report, along with 
any Timeline Actions 
you have also saved.

How to use evacuation scenarios

Use the lists to specify your state (or territory) and county (or parish). If you have defined a base 
location in HURREVAC, the corresponding jurisdictions are listed by default. A different location 
can also be picked from the lists. Selecting a new locality enables Use Base Location. If clicked, 
it reverts the selection to your default.
In most cases, the tool shows a link to the HES that pertains to the selected locality. If you want 
to reference or understand the scenarios listed in the filters, click to open the document in a 
new browser tab (for Florida, the link opens the study website). Note: Technical reports may be 
stored in the form of large PDF files.
Filter the scenarios by making selections from the lists of parameters. Depending on the state 
and locality, there can be as few as one filter or as many as seven. The following section de
scribes the parameters in more detail. 

Note that the range of "Total evacuation hours" (in red text above the filters) may be quite large 
to start, but gradually narrows down and converges on one number as you make more selec
tions.
Select Add Scenario. The evacuation scenario is then stored and listed in the Saved 
Scenarios section. Any number of scenarios can be saved in this way.

To remove a scenario from the list, select the checkbox next to it and click Delete Selection.
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Understanding the evacuation scenario parameters

Each state's HES incorporates different factors. Some considerations — like evacuation zone, re
sponse rate, and seasonal population — are used in most areas. Other filters are unique to a particu
lar state.

Here are some brief descriptions of the filters you may need to apply when choosing a scenario, or
dered from most common to least common (this is not necessarily the order in which the tool 
presents the filters).

You can also hold the pointer over the filter name to see its description.
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If you have additional questions about how to interpret these parameters or apply them to your local 
area, contact your state's hurricane planner.

Common filters

Evacuation Zone

A pre-defined geographic area in which people have been advised to evacuate.

Response

The duration and number of hours the public will take to get ready and start evacuating once an 
evacuation declaration has occurred. This is all the time used for preparation to leave the 
evacuee's house before they start to drive. For example, if officials call for evacuation at 6 AM 
and residents take about 8 hours to make the decision to leave, pack, and get on the road, then 
the response time is considered 8 hours. 

The default response is typically moderate, unless there is a reason to adjust up or down. A par
ticularly menacing storm that has received extensive media attention may provoke a fast re
sponse by the public. The response may be relatively slow for an evacuation announced during 
the overnight hours, a storm threat that emerges quickly without days of media attention, a situ
ation with lower public awareness over a holiday weekend, or when there is already heavy rain 
or inclement weather that hampers preparations ahead of the storm.

Seasonal Population

Consideration of evacuation traffic associated with transient population cohorts who visit but do 
not reside in an evacuation area. This can include tourists, shoppers, employees, etc. 
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This tends to be time dependent. For example, Labor Day weekend could bring very high tourist 
occupancies, but a weekday in late October may find low tourist occupancies.

External Regions Evacuating

Outside of the HES area, this parameter defines the geographic scope of other states' evacua
tion activity. When HES areas share portions of the Evacuation Route System, the addition of 
evacuation traffic from other states or study regions contributes to congestion and longer clear
ance times.

Scope of Reported Time

In a regional evacuation, the local time represents the amount of time needed to evacuate only 
that subset of the entire area.

Roadway Modification

Temporary traffic operation strategies such as contraflow and "evaculane" to increase capacity 
in the outbound direction.

Evacuation Participation Rate

The percentage of households in the officially designated evacuation zone that evacuate.

Less common filters

Background Traffic

Vehicles engaged in normal travel activities that are not part of an active evacuation. (Maine, 
New York, and Texas)
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Destination

The impact of a set percent of evacuees headed to a specific destination as opposed to using 
the optimum routes to leave the risk areas. (Maryland)

Evacuation Phasing

A strategy in which the evacuations of different zones are initiated at different times, usually be
ginning with the area at greatest risk. (Delaware)

Evacuation Shadow (Shadow Evacuees)

Household evacuation from areas that are not officially designated as part of an evacuation 
zone. (Maryland)

Internal Regions Evacuating

Within the HES area, this parameter defines the geographic scope of the evacuation scenario. 
When regions within a study area share portions of the Evacuation Route System, the addition 
of traffic from the neighboring region contributes to congestion and longer clearance times. 
(Maine and Virginia)

Scenario

Florida: The base scenarios were developed to estimate a series of worst-case scenarios and 
are identical for all eleven Regional Planning Councils (RPCs) across the state. These scenarios 
assume 100% of the vulnerable population evacuates and includes impacts from counties out
side the RPC area. The operational scenarios were developed by the RPCs in coordination with 
local county emergency managers and are designed to provide important information to emer
gency management personnel to plan for different storm events.
Other states: Scenario names are taken directly from the HES. Consult the HES to determine 
their meaning and parameters. 
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Scenario Type

Whether evacuation operations will be statewide or will only affect specific regions. (Louisiana)

Storm Direction

Direction from which a storm is approaching the coastline. (Virginia)

Town

The specific town within the county to which the clearance time pertains. (Connecticut, Massa
chusetts, and Rhode Island)

[ NOTES ]        

Evacuation scenarios are generally only available for coastal counties or parishes of hur
ricane-prone states. If you do not see your county in the list, it is because it was not in
cluded in the HES. Consult with your state's hurricane planner for information on any 
possible changes. This official can elaborate on when the HES was published and if 
there are plans to update the study.
The list of evacuation scenarios must be curated by each user and cannot be exported 
to or imported from another user's profile.
This feature does not display the real-time evacuation status of localities. HURREVAC 
does not track whether evacuations have been announced or the extent of any orders.
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Timeline Actions
Timeline actions can be used to coordinate and keep track of your agency's custom hurricane pre
paredness and response procedures, relative to the timing of various storm events.

These may be actions like sending out mass communications or preparing roadways. Refer to your 
agency's plans or guidelines for appropriate items to enter.

Timeline actions are intended to complement Evacuation Scenarios. Timeline actions rely on manual 
user inputs rather than presets drawn from a study but can be applied and interpreted in a similar 
way when a storm is approaching. Unlike evacuation scenarios, timeline actions can be created for a 
larger number of inland counties and many locations outside of the continental United States.

Hypothetical examples of Timeline Actions created for Dare County, North Carolina.
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3.

5.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Custom timeline ac
tions can be config
ured in the Timeline 
Actions tab of 
HURREVAC's Evac
uation Timing win
dow.

The results for time
line actions based on 
the arrival of tropical- 
storm-force winds are 
applied in the Evacua
tion Timing 
Report, along with any Evacuation Scenarios you have also saved.

How to use timeline actions

Use the lists to specify your state (or territory) and county (or parish). If you have defined a Base 
Location in HURREVAC, the corresponding jurisdictions are listed by default. A different location 
can also be picked from the lists. Selecting a new locality enables Use Base Location. If clicked, 
it reverts the selection to your default.
Enter a Timeline Item Abbreviation (up to 10 characters) and Timeline Item Description (up to 50 
characters), for example, "Bridge" and "Close Memorial Bridge to traffic."
Enter the Time offset (in whole hours). Then, click the radio button for Before Trigger Point or Af
ter Trigger Point.
Choose a Storm Trigger Point. Click the radio button for one of these options:

Arrival of Tropical-Storm-Force Winds (34 kt / 39 mph)
Arrival of Strong Tropical-Storm-Force Winds (50 kt / 58 mph)
Closest Approach of Eye

Select Add Timeline Item. The timeline action is then stored and listed in the Saved Timelines 
section.

To delete a timeline action, select the checkbox next to it and click Delete Selection.

An existing timeline action cannot be edited. To make a change, create a new entry and delete the ac
tion that is no longer needed.
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[ NOTE ]        

All timeline actions must be manually entered. They cannot be exported to or imported 
from another user's profile.
Timeline actions based on arrival of strong tropical-storm-force winds (50 kt / 58 
mph) and/or closest approach of the eye cannot be used for an Evacuation Timing Re
port.
Timeline actions with a time offset set to After Trigger Point cannot be used for Timing 
Arcs or an Evacuation Timing Report.
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Timing Arcs
Timing arcs are a graphical way to see when protective actions should be taken in advance of an ap
proaching storm.

Timing arcs can be based off saved Evacuation Scenarios, custom Timeline Actions, or both.

HURREVAC determines the size (radius) of the arc by multiplying the number of hours needed for an 
action by the average forward speed of the storm in the hours before the wind hazards arrive at the 
chosen location, assuming a direct hit.

For example, a county's action may be triggered 10 hours before tropical-storm-force winds arrive. 
The storm in question is forecast to have an average forward speed of 12 mph as it approaches. 
Therefore, the radius of the timing arc is 10 x 12 = 120 miles (speed x time = distance).

That county would want to make a decision about the action by the time the tropical-storm-force wind 
field touches or crosses into the arc.

Therefore, timing arcs are unique to each locality and each storm. Arcs also vary between advisories 
when the forecast speeds up or slows down. A faster-moving storm yields a larger arc, but a slower 
storm yields a smaller arc.
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Example timing arcs for Dare County, North Carolina, applied to Advisory 40 of Hurricane Dorian. The 
outermost arc (purple) corresponds to a 34-hour evacuation scenario. The innermost arc (orange) is 

based on a 6-hour custom timeline action. In this example, there is still time to make decisions regard
ing those actions because Dorian's outermost wind field is still distant from the arcs.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

The Timing Arcs tab 
of HURREVAC's 
Evacuation Timing 
window contains all 
configuration and dis
play settings. When 
selected, arcs appear 
on the map.
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How to use timing arcs

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab.

All evacuation scenarios and timeline actions saved to your user profile are listed as options in the 
Timing Arcs tab. Click a checkbox in the Show Arc column to display that scenario on the map.

If you would like the arcs to be visible each time you open HURREVAC, click Save Arc Selections. (To 
undo this, clear each checkbox and click Save Arc Selections again.)

Multiple arcs can be displayed, and each is drawn in a different color. Refer to the map legend for de
tails, or hold the pointer over the edge of a timing arc to display its label.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        The companion map layers for this feature are   Forecast Wind 

Field and Wind Timing Graphics in the Storm Tools bar. Both are valid for the advisory and 
forecast time shown in the Storm Status Bar and change when a different advisory or forecast 
hour is selected. 

To move a wind field forward in time along the storm's forecast track, press ↑ (up arrow) to ad
vance the forecast hour beyond the advisory, or ↓ (down arrow) to go backward. 

Note the date and time when the outermost (tropical-storm-force) wind ring touches the timing 
arc. This is the approximate time by which a decision should be made about the action.
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Two of the timing arcs from the previous example are plotted, with relevant details highlighted 
in red boxes. The wind rings for Hurricane Dorian are advanced to the hour at which the tropi
cal-storm-force winds are forecast to intersect with the arc, as shown by an arrow. The times 

listed in the legend represent the approximate deadlines for initiating or deciding on those ac
tions. For the 34-hour evacuation scenario (first image), the resulting time is 3 PM Wednesday. 

For the 6-hour timeline action (lower image), the time is 4 PM Thursday.

The decision time can also be approximated by noting how the lines on the wind timing graphic 
intersect the timing arc.
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Timing arcs are based on the deterministic forecast, so be mindful of how the forecast may evolve 
and cause your timeline to change.

Ideally, the distance between the storm and the arc would gradually decrease as a storm moves 
smoothly toward the arc. In reality, this visualization can jump from advisory to advisory because both 
the storm and its forecast usually change. Such shifts can happen when a new advisory increases 
the extent of the wind field or speeds up the forward speed of the storm, resulting in a wider arc.

If the 34-knot ring is already within the arc, the intended start time (or decision time) has already 
passed.

Timing arcs only appear on the map when a storm is still approaching a location. Once the storm 
passes, its forward speed can no longer be computed and the timing arc is not displayed.

The forward speed of a storm can be manually adjusted to explore how a faster- or slower-moving 
storm would affect the arcs and timing. Use this feature with caution, because it deviates from the of
ficial NHC, CPHC, or JTWC forecast. To do so, select the checkbox next to Override Forward Speed. A 
notification window appears to confirm your selection. Then, enter a speed (in mph) and click Apply 
Speed. Click the checkbox again to clear the selection and restore settings based on the official fore
cast.
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[ NOTES ]        

Timing arcs are configured around the geographic center of a jurisdiction. The less com
pact a county or parish is, the more potential for error may exist. Wind fields are also an 
approximation, so if a storm expands or contracts in size before arrival, that may also af
fect the results.
Timing arcs are not created for Timeline Actions with a time offset set to After Trigger 
Point.
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Evacuation Timing Report
HURREVAC's evacuation timing report shows the earliest and latest times for initiating population pro
tection actions.

This report creates evacuation timelines by combining the latest information from probabilistic Wind 
Timing Graphics with clearance times from user-selected Evacuation Scenarios. Results can also be 
listed for custom Timeline Actions that are based on the arrival of tropical-storm-force winds (34 kt / 
39 mph).

Evacuation timing reports are available when your area of interest has a 5% or greater probability of 
tropical-storm-force winds within the next five days.

The report can be configured to focus on multiple timing scenarios for one locality or to evaluate tim
ing scenarios across many separate localities.

Example evacuation timing report for Dare County, North Carolina, based on Advisory 40 of Hurricane 
Dorian.
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[ NOTE ]        Evacuation timing reports do not evaluate the necessity of an evacuation. Evacua
tion times listed in these reports provide guidance on when an evacuation should start if a de
cision to evacuate is made. Evacuation decisions are complex and should be made only after 
consultation with emergency management officials and NWS forecasts. 

The purpose of this report is to determine how long you can reasonably afford to wait before 
beginning an evacuation. The advantage of delaying the start for as long as possible is so that 
your decisions are based on the most accurate storm forecast, while still allowing enough time 
for preparations to be completed if needed. 

Coordination with surrounding counties (or parishes) and state emergency management offices 
is recommended so that all users of the program are looking at reports based upon the same 
parameters.

How to create the report

First, a storm must be selected from the Storms tab. To 
generate the most up-to-date report, make sure that the 
Storm Status Bar or Storm Info Box shows the most re
cent advisory. Evacuation scenarios and/or timeline ac
tions (arrival of tropical-storm-force winds 34 kt / 39 
mph) must also be stored in the   Evacuation Timing 
window.

To open the Reports tab, click  Reports in the toolbox. 
The side panel then expands on the right side of the 
HURREVAC window.

Click Create Report, then select Evacuation Timing from 
the list.

The report opens in a new tab titled "Evacuation Timing" 
followed by the name and advisory number of the storm.

Use the buttons above the report to control the locations included in the table or export it for use out
side of HURREVAC.

Scope is set to All by default, which means the report lists all available evacuation scenarios 
and timeline actions for every locality that is saved to the user profile. If you have set a Base Lo
cation, you can filter the listed locations by Base State or Base County. Or, click Select State and 
choose from the menu to filter for a state, territory, or region.
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Export to Excel generates an Excel file that contains the data from the report. Click to save the 
file to your browser's default download directory. The spreadsheet is not formatted.
Export: Click to open a new browser tab that contains the report in simplified HTML format. This 
standalone version may be more suitable for printing or copying elsewhere.
Update: Click to generate the report again, which may be necessary if you would like to analyze 
how times have changed since a previous advisory or if a new advisory becomes available. 

Interpreting the report

This report includes a row for all saved scenarios and saved timelines in your user profile. Following 
the columns from left to right lets you see how the calculations work.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Depending on your preferred configuration and level of detail, you may 
want to adjust the number of scenarios in the   Evacuation Timing window to result in a 

smaller report. Or, you can generate a more comprehensive report, then focus on the most rele
vant row(s) of the output. 

Scenario names are abbreviated in the evacuation timing report. Hold the pointer over the Sce
nario column to see the full description of a particular row.

Expand the size of the Side Panel or adjust the width of the columns to see the entire report 
alongside the map. 

Click a column name to sort rows by ascending or descending order.
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Earliest Reasonable TS Onset Time: The time before which there is no more than a 1-in-10 (10%) 
chance of seeing the onset of sustained tropical-storm-force winds. In other words, one can safely as
sume the area will be free from tropical-storm-force winds before that time. Preparations should ide
ally be completed before this time for those with a low tolerance for risk.

Most Likely TS Onset Time: The time before or after which the onset of tropical-storm-force winds is 
equally likely (50%). This would be more appropriate for users who are willing to risk not having com
pleted all their preparations before the storm arrives.

Evac Clearance Time: The pre-defined number of hours required for each evacuation scenario or 
timeline action that is listed. This only changes based on user selections. It does not automatically 
change in response to the forecast.

Earliest Evac Start Time: (Earliest Reasonable TS Onset Time - Evac Clearance Time = Earliest Evac 
Start Time) Essentially, this is the most risk-averse deadline for a decision or action. Depending on 
the user and the situation, this added buffer of time may or may not be necessary.

Latest Evac Start Time: (Most Likely TS Onset Time - Evac Clearance Time = Latest Evac Start Time) 
This approach involves more tolerance that winds could arrive earlier than the listed time.

TS Probability: This is the location-specific chance of experiencing sustained tropical-storm-force 
winds (34 knots / 39 mph) over the next five days. The probability (and its trend) can be evidence to 
inform a decision.

Example evacuation timing report for Dare County, North Carolina, based on Advisory 40 of Hurricane 
Dorian. This highlights the factors that go into calculating the earliest evacuation start times.
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This example uses the same report as the previous image, but highlights the factors that go into calcu
lating the latest evacuation start times.

[ NOTES ]        

Evacuation timing reports are only available for locations listed in the Evacuation Sce
narios or Timeline Actions tabs. This report is only compatible with timeline actions 
based on arrival of tropical-storm-force winds (34 kt / 39 mph).
The timing results can vary from the Timing Arcs method due to the different data in
volved in their calculations.
Pay attention to the difference between the times at your location of interest and how 
the difference is trending between advisories. The range may be significant when a 
storm is far away, but it usually diminishes as a storm gets closer to the location.
The times listed in the report are based on the Time Zone Map Settings in your HURRE
VAC User Preferences. To avoid discrepancies, keep this in mind if you are generating a 
report for a region that is outside of the time zone you typically use or your locations 
span more than one time zone.
The wind timing products that enable this report are only available for Atlantic and east
ern Pacific storms since the 2018 season and central Pacific storms since 2019.
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Intentionally blank
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Storm surge and inland flooding tools
HURREVAC incorporates a number of NOAA NHC and WPC products to help users visualize and plan 
for storm surge and inland flooding threats.

This section of the user guide explains all of the map layers, tools, and resources related to inunda
tion hazards.

Several planning resources are always available throughout the year. Use the Storm Surge (SLOSH) 
Explorer, National Storm Surge Hazard Maps, and Surge Viewer to map out vulnerable areas or inter
act with various scenarios that could lead to storm surge flooding.

When there's an approaching storm to monitor, HURREVAC displays Surge Watches and Warnings 
and Potential Storm Surge Flooding maps for coastal areas.

Freshwater flooding potential can be displayed with the Forecast Rain, Excessive Rainfall Outlook, 
and River Flood Outlook layers. Keep track of real-time data with the Observed Rain maps, River 
Gages, and Tide Stations.

After landfall, emergency managers can support response and recovery efforts using the new Surge 
Hindcasts.
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Where to find surge and flooding tools in HURREVAC

HURREVAC's flooding and surge-related tools are located across several parts of the workspace.

Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer
Surge Hindcasts

  Surge Watches and Warnings (includes a description of Additional Storm Surge Communica

tion Points, which are found in the Resources tab)

  Potential Storm Surge Flooding

Surge Viewer
Surge Flags

National Storm Surge Hazard Maps (MOMs)
Operational SLOSH Basins
Hindcast Data (download directory)

Forecast Rain
Observed Rain
Excessive Rainfall Outlook
River Flood Outlook

•
•

River Gages
Tide Stations
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Important terms to know

Get the most out of these surge and flooding tools by becoming familiar with some terms that come 
up frequently.
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Storm surge

Storm surge is an abnormal rise of water generated by a hurricane or intense storm, over and above 
the predicted astronomical tide. Storm surge is usually expressed in terms of height above normal 
tide levels.

The actual height of water caused by the combination of storm surge and astronomical tide is called 
storm tide. To simplify this, HURREVAC displays water height as the inundation above local ground lev
el (see the Inundation entry).

Hurricanes build storm surge when their strong winds push water toward shore. But many factors 
shape exactly how high the surge can be for a given storm or at a particular location. Weather factors 
include storm intensity, forward speed, size, angle of approach to the coast, and central pressure. Ge
ography also plays a role. The slope of the continental shelf makes some areas more vulnerable than 
others. The shape of the coastline can also funnel surge into estuaries, sounds, or rivers.

Learn more at the NHC storm surge website.

Inundation

Inundation is the flooding of normally dry land, expressed in height above ground level. In HURREVAC, 
inundation chiefly describes the effects of storm surge. The scope and severity of inundation can be 
affected by a complex combination of factors including above-normal tides, levee failures, and heavy 
rainfall.

SLOSH

SLOSH stands for sea, lake, and overland surge from hurricanes. It is the computer model used by 
the National Hurricane Center to estimate storm surge heights resulting from historical, hypothetical, 
or real-world predicted hurricanes.

HURREVAC does not actually perform SLOSH modeling. The NHC creates the output, then HURREVAC 
ingests the data and displays it in a user-friendly way.

SLOSH works by modelling a particular region along the coast, called a basin, and applying meteoro
logical parameters. (The following entry describes basins in more detail.)

Storm surge can be very sensitive to slight changes in storm behavior, so there is great value to ac
counting for forecast uncertainty. Instead of creating a surge forecast from one model run, an ensem
ble incorporates many different runs, each based on slightly different possibilities.

When this is done for an active storm, the range of output is used to identify a realistic worst-case 
scenario. This is shown in the Potential Storm Surge Flooding maps.

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/
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When SLOSH is run many times for hypothetical hurricanes, the composite output gives us powerful 
planning tools called maximum envelope of water (MEOWs) and maximum of MEOWs (MOMs). The 
following entries on MEOWs and MOMs describe these in more detail.

Visit the NHC SLOSH website to learn more.

SLOSH basin

SLOSH basins are local coastal regions delineated for storm surge modeling.

As of 2022, twenty SLOSH Basins cover the entire Atlantic and Gulf coastlines of the United States, 
plus Southern California, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, His
paniola, and the Yucatán Peninsula.

MEOWs

MEOW stands for maximum envelope of water. It is a type of SLOSH model output that incorporates 
many hypothetical storms with parallel tracks.

The input is based on a particular storm intensity (Saffir-Simpson wind category) and specific forward 
speed and direction, but the output implies an uncertain landfall location somewhere within a basin.

The result is a composite map showing the maximum surge for all locations throughout a basin. It is 
not known which of the parallel tracks and which landfall location caused the maximum surge at any 
particular point, just that this is the near worst-case scenario for that given combination of storm 
characteristics. Each basin's MEOW scenarios are rooted in the storm climatology of that region.

MEOW output is not storm-specific, meaning no single storm would create the inundation that is 
mapped. MEOWs can still be useful when there's a hurricane threat that:

a) is still too distant to prompt watches, warnings, or Potential Storm Surge Flooding maps, but
b) there is some sense of its eventual track, forward speed, and strength.

In HURREVAC, you can interact with MEOWs using the Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer or Surge Viewer. 
Both tools let you filter certain speeds or intensities, while combining a range of different directions.

MOMs 

MOM stands for maximum of MEOWs. 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/slosh.php
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It is a composite SLOSH model output that identifies the greatest water height that could be pro
duced by storms of a single category, regardless of direction, forward speed, or landfall location.

As with MEOWs, no particular storm will create the inundation shown in MOM output. MOMs are 
more general than MEOWs by nature and are most useful as a long-range planning tool for absolute 
worst-case scenarios.

Unlike MEOWs, MOMs are not basin specific. To create MOMs, the NHC Storm Surge Unit carefully 
merges overlapping SLOSH basin output into a seamless nationwide map. Learn more about the 
process at the NHC surge website.

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/nationalsurge/
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Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer
HURREVAC's Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer lets users interact with gridded, high-resolution map lay
ers for hypothetical inundation scenarios.

This is mainly a long-range planning tool, because it contains SLOSH model output that is not tied to 
any one storm and does not change with current conditions. However, SLOSH Explorer can be used to 
assess general risks from a hurricane that is not yet close enough to prompt watches and warnings.

Two types of products can be shown in the explorer: MOMs and MEOWs.

Both products are generated by the NHC's Storm Surge Unit. Despite their different definitions, both 
MOMs and MEOWs are displayed as the height of water above ground level (in feet) and use the 
same color scale. All model output in the explorer is set for high tide.

The introduction to the Storm surge and inland flooding tools section describes the underlying con
cepts in more detail.

The following table and diagram describe how each product can be applied.

MOMs (Maximum of MEOWs) MEOWs (Maximum Envelope of Water)

MOMS model the National Storm Surge Hazard.
MEOWs are customizable basin-specific com
posites.

MOMs provide a general worst-case surge threat 
for a given category because they encompass 
the most scenarios.

MEOWs are more specific than MOMs, but not 
as specific as official NHC products.

In the SLOSH Explorer, the only option for MOMs 
is choosing a category.

The SLOSH Explorer lets users select category, 
forward speed, and mix multiple storm direc
tions for MEOWs.

Use MOMs for planning/mitigation throughout 
the year, or readiness when storm hazards are 
more than 72 hours away. 

MOMs can be the better product to look at when 
storm trajectory and speed are unknowable or 
very uncertain.

Use for readiness when storm hazards are still 
more than 48 hours away. MEOWs are useful 
once there is some general sense of a storm's 
direction, forward speed and intensity, but 
landfall location is too uncertain and Potential 
Storm Surge Flooding maps are not yet 
available. 

MEOWs may also be useful to look at during ex
ercises, or in conjunction with HURREVAC's 

 Storm Simulator.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        To get the most out of SLOSH maps, use with HURREVAC's Surge 
Flags and Surge Viewer.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

To open Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer, click  Storm Surge in the 
toolbox.

The side panel then expands on the right side of the HURREVAC win
dow. It can be hidden by clicking the  small arrows in the title bar of 
the panel. When the arrows are clicked again, the panel reopens.

Click the   question mark to get help. The HURREVAC user guide 
opens in a separate browser tab or window.

The bottom section of the panel contains Surge Hindcasts, which is 
SLOSH modeling of real-world storms that have already occurred. This 
feature is described in more detail on a separate page.
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How to use SLOSH Explorer

First, consider whether you want to look at National MOMs or Blended or Single MEOWs, and click 
the corresponding radio button. 

Next, become familiar with the behavior of the clickable filters in the panel.

Blue shading indicates a filter is not selected.
Green shading indicates a filter selection was made active by clicking. Click again to clear the 
selection.
Gray shading indicates a filter is not applicable to the basin and cannot be selected.

The three buttons beneath the filters control what is displayed on the map.

Click Display on Map to make the output appear. Once this button is clicked, it changes to Re
move from Map.
Click Update to reload new data on the map after choosing different filters.
Click Export Data to download a zipped GeoTIFF file for the data you have selected. The "For GIS 
Users" section describes this in more detail.
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Displaying National MOMs

Select National MOMs, click a Category, then click Display on Map.

Only one category can be displayed at a time.

Category 5 data is only available for areas where landfall from a storm of that intensity is considered 
realistic, like the U.S. mainland south of the Virginia-North Carolina border, the Yucatán/Belize basin, 
Hispaniola, American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

Tropical storm (TS) only displays data for the Hispaniola basin.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        The Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf Stream current can be fa
vorable areas for hurricanes to rapidly intensify. Planners in adjacent parts of the Southeast 
United States are often encouraged to consider a storm scenario that is one category higher 
than the official forecast.

Displaying Blended or Single MEOWs

To start, select Blended or Single MEOWs. Note that the panel expands with more options.

The available filters for MEOWs vary depending on the basin and are based on a realistic range of 
storm scenarios for that region.

When you are finished making selections, click Display on Map. If you change the filters, click Update 
to refresh the map layer.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        MOMs and MEOWs are complex layers that may be easier to interpret 
on a darker or grayscale basemap or when zoomed in to locality or neighborhood scale.

Description of filters

Category

Only one category can be selected at a time.
Tropical storm (TS) and Category 5 are not enabled for some basins.
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Basin

Consider your location or region of interest and which SLOSH basin (or basins) to look at.
If you have defined a base location in HURREVAC, the basin associated with that location ap
pears by default in the list.
A different basin can also be picked. When a new choice is selected from the Basin list, that en
ables Apply Base Location. If clicked, it reverts the selection to the user's default basin.

Direction

This means the direction the storm is moving toward as it crosses the basin.
At least one direction must be chosen, but you can select as many as you need or even select 
all options. For example: if a storm is moving toward the northwest, you may also want to select 
the west-northwest and north-northwest directions to account for a possible shift in its track.
In basins where PARALLEL is enabled for selection, this refers to a storm track oriented along 
the coastline that does not result in a direct strike.

Speed

Only one forward speed can be selected at a time.
Units are in miles per hour.

Tides

High tide is the default scenario. Most basins do not enable a tide selection because it is not 
necessary.
A tide choice only appears for the Providence/Boston basin. Click S of Cape Cod or N of Cape 
Cod, depending on whether your locations of interest are north or south of Cape Cod.
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[ NOTES ]        

No particular storm will create the extent of inundation depicted on these maps. Though 
MEOWs are more specific than MOMs, MEOWs still encompass a wide range of parallel 
storm tracks representing many potential landfall locations throughout the basin.
SLOSH basins are periodically updated, either to reflect improved data or incorporate re
cent coastal changes. A basin update may entail both new point values and a new geo
graphic extent of the basin itself.
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[ For GIS Users ]        Click Export Data to download a zipped GeoTIFF file for the data you have 
selected. A confirmation window appears, providing options for the extent of data to download.

The file name describes the variables in the scenario. 

For example, your selected scenario is a Category 3 hurricane in the Cape Hatteras/Pamlico 
Sound basin, with blended directions of north, north-northeast, northeast, and parallel, and a 
forward speed of 15 mph. 

Click Current Layer Only to download the mapped MEOW output. 
The TIF file name is "ht3_MEOW_inundation-nnennepar315i2-2022-03-15T15 29 05.791195":

"ht3" is the code for the basin.
"nnennepar" is an abbreviation for north, northeast, north-northeast, and parallel.
"3" is the category (where applicable, interpret category "0" as tropical storm).
"15" is the forward speed.
"i2" is the tide (this is almost always a default high tide, except in circumstances de
scribed in the preceding section on tides).
The remainder of the file name consists of a date and time stamp.

A similar naming convention applies to files in All MEOWs for this Basin.
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Surge Hindcasts
Surge Hindcasts, one of HURREVAC's newest tools, lets you view street-by-street inundation estimates 
shortly after a hurricane landfall.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click   Storm Surge in the toolbox to open Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer. In the Hindcasts section 
at the bottom of the panel, select from the Choose storm list. Click Display on Map.

Click Update after selecting a new storm you want to view, or Remove from Map to clear the layer.

[ For GIS Users ]        The hindcast maps can also be exported as a GeoTIFF file. Click Export 
Data to download. Or, to view the download directory, expand Hindcast Data in the Resources 
tab and click SLOSH Hindcast Data.
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About the data

The NHC's Storm Surge Unit generates the hindcasts by calibrating a SLOSH model run to the storm's 
track and real-time observations. Hindcasts are typically posted in the day or days immediately follow
ing landfall.

Eleven storms from the 2020 and 2021 Atlantic seasons are available: Isaias, Laura, Sally, Beta, 
Delta, Zeta, Eta, Fred, Henri, Ida, and Nicholas.

Right-click and place Surge Flags to label the data. The maps do not show data for leveed areas, 
which appear in a hatched pattern.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Hindcasts can be useful down to neighborhood level, so you may need 
to change to a more detailed basemap. Then, adjust the layer opacity in  Quick Layers Op

tions to make it easier to see roads or features.
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[ NOTES ]        

Surge hindcasts are intended for emergency management use (not public distribution) 
to support response and recovery operations within the first week after landfall.
Hindcasts are not available for storms prior to the 2020 Atlantic season.
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Surge Watches and Warnings
The National Hurricane Center issues storm surge watches and warnings to highlight areas along the 
Gulf and Atlantic coastlines of the United States that have a significant risk of life-threatening inunda
tion from an approaching storm.

Surge watches are issued where surge inundation of 1 foot or greater is possible within the next 48 
hours. Surge warnings are issued when this threat is within 36 hours.

Panels showing the evolution of storm surge watches and warnings across the Gulf Coast as Hurri
cane Ida approached in August 2021.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click   Watches and Warnings in the Storm Tools bar.

Select Surge Watches/Warnings from the menu.

Click the selection again to clear the layer from the map.

About the watches and warnings

The following table describes the difference between a storm surge watch and warning.

Storm Surge Warning Storm Surge Watch

The danger of life-threatening inundation from 
rising water moving inland from the shoreline 
somewhere within the specified area, generally 
within 36 hours, in association with a tropical, 
subtropical, or post-tropical cyclone. 

The warning may be issued earlier when other 
conditions, such as the onset of tropical storm- 
force winds, are expected to limit the time avail
able to take protective actions for surge (e.g., 
evacuations). 

The warning may also be issued for locations not 
expected to receive life-threatening inundation 
but which could potentially be isolated by inun
dation in adjacent areas.

The possibility of life-threatening inundation 
from rising water moving inland from the shore
line somewhere within the specified area, gener
ally within 48 hours, in association with a tropi
cal, subtropical, or post-tropical cyclone. 

The watch may be issued earlier when other 
conditions, such as the onset of tropical storm- 
force winds, are expected to limit the time avail
able to take protective actions for surge (e.g., 
evacuations). 

The watch may also be issued for locations not 
expected to receive life-threatening inundation 
but which could potentially be isolated by inun
dation in adjacent areas.

The NHC issues these products approximately 48 hours before the possibility of life-threatening storm 
surge. That projected time could be sooner than the arrival of hazardous winds and well in advance 
of the storm's center.
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The watch and warning extents are subject to change every 6 hours and released about 30 minutes 
after the regular advisory times of 0300Z, 0900Z, 1500Z, and 2100Z (UTC), or 11 PM, 5 AM, 11 AM, 
and 5 PM Eastern Daylight Time.

In contrast to Wind Watches and Warnings (shown as lines between breakpoints), surge watches and 
warnings are depicted on the map in a gridded pattern and can extend into estuaries, sounds, and 
tidal rivers.

This product incorporates forecast uncertainty and is based on a large ensemble of SLOSH model 
simulations.

The Potential Storm Surge Flooding product is issued whenever a storm surge watch or warning is ef
fect. In some cases, Potential Storm Surge Flooding maps can be issued up to 60 hours ahead of the 
event, based on forecaster confidence.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Display Additional Storm Surge Communication Points to view more 
geographic context for surge watches and warnings. Expand Watch/Warning Breakpoints in the 
Resources tab.  For point labels to appear, the map must be zoomed to the local level.
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[ NOTES ]        

Actual inundation areas may differ from these maps due to forecast uncertainty. Refer
ence the Potential Storm Surge Flooding layer to view the reasonable worst-case water 
height.
Surge watches and warnings are separate from wind watches and warnings. Surge and 
wind products may overlap, or some parts of the coastline may only be subject to one 
type of hazard at a particular time. The hazard timing may also vary, so refer to all prod
ucts from the NHC and local NWS offices for further details.
Storm surge watches and warnings do not take into account wave action or freshwater 
flooding from rainfall. Refer to the rainfall and river flooding layers in the Conditions tab 
for information on inland flood hazards, along with warnings from local NWS offices.
Factors that are taken into account for this product include flooding due to storm surge 
from the ocean, including adjoining tidal rivers, sounds, and bays; normal astronomical 
tides; land elevation; and uncertainties in the track, landfall location, intensity, forward 
speed, and size of the storm.
Storm surge watches and warnings are only available for archived Atlantic storms that 
have threatened the U.S. mainland since 2017.

For more information

NHC Storm Surge Watch/Warning Graphic

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/warning/
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Potential Storm Surge Flooding
The NHC issues Potential Storm Surge Flooding maps to show where life-threatening inundation 
could occur and how high the water could rise over land.

These products are typically available when a hurricane is close enough to the U.S. mainland to 
prompt watches and warnings, but can be issued up to 60 hours ahead of the event, based on fore
caster confidence.

These maps depict a reasonable worst-case scenario for storm surge, based on probabilistic 
SLOSH modelling. Inundation is represented as water height above ground level (in feet) and shown 
in ranges rather than exact values.

This product is based on current forecast data and is intended for use within approximately two days 
of the onset of hazardous conditions.

A comparison of potential storm surge flooding maps ahead of Hurricane Ida. At right, the intertidal 
zones of coastal Louisiana are masked to show where surge threatened land that is usually dry and its 

potential severity. Leveed areas also clearly stand out.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Click  Potential Storm Surge Flooding in the Storm Tools bar. The 
menu has two options to select:

Potential Flooding with Tidal Mask: Areas that would periodi
cally be wet due to normal astronomical high tides (typically 
wetlands) are covered in a gray mask, which emphasizes land 
with a risk of unusual inundation.
Potential Flooding without Tidal Mask: This shows all storm surge inundation, including places 
that routinely flood during high tides.

Only one layer can be selected at a time. Click the selected option again to clear the layer from the 
map.

About the product

Inundation heights are color-coded into four ranges:

1 to 3 feet above ground (blue)
Greater than 3 feet above ground (yellow)
Greater than 6 feet above ground (orange)
Greater than 9 feet above ground (red)

Leveed zones are excluded and shown with hatched lines, due to the complexity of predicting over
topping in those areas. The NHC recommends consulting local officials for flood risks near levees.

The mapped heights have a 1-in-10 (10%) chance of being exceeded. This is determined by running 
the SLOSH model many times. This ensemble takes into account the possible track, speed, size, and 
intensity scenarios for the storm. In other words, only 10% of the simulations produced storm surge 
higher than the value that is depicted for any given location.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Place Surge Flags to add labels to the map. Flags display height in 
ranges that correspond to the map legend.

Maps are initially available upon first issuance of hurricane watches or warnings or storm surge 
watches or warnings. In some cases, potential storm surge flooding maps may be issued up to 60 
hours ahead of the onset of hazards, based on forecaster confidence. A tropical storm watch or warn
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ing may prompt issuance of these surge maps when a particularly vulnerable part of the coastline is 
threatened.

Updates are issued every six hours while storm surge watches and warnings remain in effect. The 
maps are typically available 45 minutes to one hour following the regular advisory times of 0300Z, 
0900Z, 1500Z, and 2100Z (UTC), or 11 PM, 5 AM, 11 AM and 5 PM, Eastern Daylight Time.

This slight delay is due to the processing time required to produce the map. 

[ NOTES ]        

Actual inundation areas may differ from these maps due to changing forecasts.
Surge hazards do not necessarily arrive at the same time as wind hazards. Refer to local 
NWS office products for more tide and timing details.
Potential Storm Surge Flooding maps do not replace floodplain maps or evacuation zone 
maps, as they are all based on different factors.
Land elevation is already taken into account when these maps are created, so the water 
height is always referenced to ground level at any given location. Potential storm surge 
flooding is not referenced to mean sea level or a particular tidal datum. 
Potential Storm Surge Flooding does not take into account wave action, freshwater 
flooding from rainfall, flooding inside levees, or overtopping of levees. Refer to the rain
fall and river flooding layers in the Conditions tab for information on inland flood haz
ards, along with warnings from local NWS offices.
Factors that are taken into account include flooding due to storm surge from the ocean, 
including adjoining tidal rivers, sounds, and bays; normal astronomical tides; land eleva
tion; and uncertainties in the track, landfall location, intensity, forward speed, and size 
of the storm.
Maps are only available for archived storms beginning with the 2016 season.
This product is only issued for the Gulf and Atlantic coastlines of the continental United 
States.
Maps are not issued for intermediate advisories.
This is a probabilistic product, not a deterministic forecast, so it is not directly compara
ble with the post-storm analysis shown by Surge Hindcasts.

For more information

Potential Storm Surge Flooding / Tips for Emergency Managers (PDF file)

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/PotentialStormSurgeTips-em.pdf
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Surge Viewer
"Would storm surge be higher from a fast-moving hurricane or a slower one?"

"What direction of storm track would lead to the worst-case inundation in this neighborhood?"

"What is the potential range of storm surge from a Category 3 hurricane?"

HURREVAC lets you plan for a variety of scenarios without making you compare every storm surge 
map. The location-based storm surge viewer quickly filters all SLOSH MEOW output by category, for
ward speed, and direction.

An interactive bar chart reveals how different hurricane characteristics could affect the range of inun
dation for a particular point on the map.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Storm surge values are sensitive to slight changes in location and ele
vation, so zooming into local or neighborhood level helps you get the most accurate results 
from surge viewer. 

Though it isn't necessary to have any other layers active while using surge viewer, it may help to 
display MEOW layers from the   Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer so you know you're selecting a 

location that is subject to inundation risk. 

Surge viewer is also driven by MEOW output, so it's helpful to think of these as complementary 
tools. If you find a discrepancy between surge viewer and SLOSH Explorer, check that the same 
options are mixed and/or filtered for display.

How to use Surge Viewer

To open surge viewer, right-click on the map at the point you would like to query. Select Show Surge 
Viewer from the context menu.

(If right-clicking isn't an option on your device, tap 
 Map Location Context Menu in the Storm Tools bar. Se
lect Show Surge Viewer. A blue dot follows pointer move
ments to guide where you can tap or click to make your 
selection.)

Once the surge viewer window appears over the map, a 
locator icon also shows up at the selected point on the 
map.

Only one location can be queried at a time. To look at a 
new area, just repeat the right-click/selection steps at 
another point and the data in the viewer automatically 
updates.

[ HURREVAC HINT ] Use HURREVAC's Points of Interest tool as a reference, especially if you 
want to query values near a specific address.
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If the selected point has no surge data or is inside a leveed area, a red error message appears in the 
window and the rest of the viewer is blank.

To exit, click X in the corner of the surge viewer window.

About the data

The columns arranged along the x-axis of the chart represent the varying possibilities for a storm di
rection. That means the compass point a storm is moving toward, not its point of origin or wind direc
tion.

"PAR" is an option for certain SLOSH basins where a storm's center might parallel the coastline in
stead of making landfall.

The y-axis shows water height (in feet) above ground level.

The two overlapping bars show the upper and lower (teal and blue, respectively) range of values for 
the selected filters.

Two areas in the window provide additional reference about the data. The blue title bar at the top 
shows the latitude and longitude of the selected point. The associated SLOSH Basins are listed in the 
lower right corner.

The chart initially depicts all SLOSH MEOW modeled scenarios of category and forward speed (in 
miles per hour).

To narrow the range of scenarios, click individual storm categories and/or forward speeds to remove 
them from consideration. Note how the bars change.

Or, click those options again to add those scenarios back into consideration. Multiple choices can be 
selected.

The range between the upper and lower bars usually diminishes as fewer speed and category options 
are selected. The blue and teal bars show up side-by-side once the selections would yield the same 
surge value for a given direction (for example, both are 3 feet for the west direction in the following 
image). 

The options for speed and category vary for different SLOSH basins, but are consistent with the selec
tions available in the SLOSH Explorer panel. Two SLOSH basins have additional filters for tide scenar
ios: Providence/Boston (north or south of Cape Cod) and Southern California (two daily high tide 
heights).
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Surge viewer for a point on Anna Maria Island, Florida. The SLOSH Explorer panel and surge viewer 
are set up with similar filters for a Category 3 hurricane moving at 15 mph. All directions are displayed 
on the map, which reflects a peak height of 12 feet at our selected point. This is confirmed by placing 
a surge flag (inset). From surge viewer, we can infer that this maximum value would be caused by a 

storm moving toward the north-northeast. 
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Surge viewer shows the same scenario as the preceding image — Category 3 hurricane moving at 15 
mph — but only the east-southeast direction is shown on the map layer. Notice how the orange-colored 

9-foot value on the grid matches the uppermost bar chart for the same east-southeast direction in
surge viewer. This is confirmed by placing a surge flag (inset).

Examples

Here are two more examples of surge viewer using a point on Anna Maria Island, Florida, which is a 
barrier island at the mouth of Tampa Bay.

The first example shows surge viewer when only Category 3 is selected, and three forward speed op
tions are shown from lowest to highest.

This example only shows one variable selected at a time for the sake of simplicity, but you can select 
multiple categories and speeds. 
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Notice that both the upper and lower ranges of water height get higher with increasing forward speed 
of a storm. This suggests that there's more inundation risk at this location from a faster storm versus 
a slower one. In other places, the opposite may be true.

The highest surge potential would come from storms moving generally toward the northeast, regard
less of speed. That's roughly perpendicular to the shape of the region's coastline. A storm moving par
allel to this coastline (from southeast to northwest) could still bring substantial inundation, but it 
would not set up the overall worst-case scenario.

Example 1a: Category 3 at 5 mph. 
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Example 1b: Category 3 at 15 mph. 
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Example 1c: Category 3 at 25 mph.

 

In the second example, all forward speeds from 5 mph to 25 mph are selected for consideration. 
Three categories are then shown in order of increasing strength.

As with the first example, the worst-case scenarios for each category would occur with storms that 
are generally moving toward the northeast.

Naturally, the upper range of surge potential increases with higher storm categories. But the lower 
ranges are largely unchanged.

Theoretically, a Category 5 storm could produce anywhere from 2 feet to 21 feet of surge at our se
lected location, depending on the hurricane's forward speed and point of landfall in the region.
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Example 2a: Category 1 with all speeds applied. 
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Example 2b: Category 3 with all speeds applied. 
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Example 2c: Category 5 with all speeds applied.

[ NOTES ]        

Surge viewer only works for locations within SLOSH basins where there is valid data.
If a particular storm category does not yield a surge value at the selected point, it is not 
shown as a clickable option at all in surge viewer. For example, if no SLOSH runs show a 
Category 1 causing inundation at the selected point, but higher categories do, then the 
viewer would only show options to toggle Categories 2 and above.
Likewise, the viewer does not show clickable options for directions, speeds, or cate
gories that are not modeled for a basin to begin with, such as a Category 5 in the North
east.
Though Category "0" (tropical storm) is an option for certain basins in the SLOSH Explor
er, it is not a clickable option in surge viewer.
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Surge Flags
Customize your view of HURREVAC's storm surge maps by placing surge flags. Whether you'd like to 
label sites scattered across a state or focus on a particular neighborhood, surge flags can help you 
compare the severity of inundation.

Surge flags have different background colors depending on the layer they are applied to. 
White: SLOSH MOM or MEOW output. Yellow: Hindcasts. 

Pink: Potential Storm Surge Flooding.

How to use surge flags

First, turn on a storm surge-related data layer so it is visible on the map. The layers compatible with 
surge flags are as follows:

Potential Storm Surge Flooding: Potential Flooding with Tidal Mask or Potential Flooding Without 
Tidal Mask
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• Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer: MOMs, MEOWs, and Surge Hindcasts

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Storm surge values are sensitive to slight changes in location and ele
vation, so zooming into neighborhood level helps you place surge flags most accurately. If your 
goal is to sample surge values for sites across a wider region, this may require zooming in and 
out.

To place a flag, right-click on the map at the point where you would like it to go.

Then, select Place Surge Flag from the context menu. If the data layer is not compatible with surge 
flags, gray text indicates that the tool is not enabled and cannot be clicked.

(If right-clicking isn't an option on your device, tap Map Location Context Menu in the Storm Tools 
bar. Select Place Surge Flag. A blue dot follows pointer movements to guide where you can tap or 
click to make your selection.) 

Repeat to continue adding flags.

To remove a surge flag, right-click again and select Remove Surge Flags from the context menu. You 
have the option of removing the flag nearest to the point you clicked or removing all flags from the 
map.

If you turn off the data layer that was the basis for the surge flags, the flags are hidden from view. 
Surge flags reappear on the map when the data layer is displayed again. 
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About the data

The values shown by surge flags are in units of feet and match the layer legend.

Flags placed on SLOSH MOM or MEOW layers have a white background. Flags placed on a hindcasts 
layer appear with a light yellow background.

Flags placed on potential storm surge flooding layers are shaded in pink and do not show specific val
ues. Their labels correspond to the ranges in the legend: >1, >3, >6, or >9. Flags placed in the inter
tidal zone show "ITZ."

Surge flags are linked to the displayed data layer. If the data layer is updated, either by switching to a 
new storm advisory or a different filter in the SLOSH Explorer, the values displayed by the surge flags 
automatically update along with the changing map data.

Surge flags do not update if you switch between different data types, like Potential Storm Surge 
Flooding and SLOSH output. In that case, you must place new flags to label the data.

Example of surge flags showing up to 21 feet of inundation from Hurricane Laura in southwestern 
Louisiana. 

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Use HURREVAC's Points of Interest tool as a reference for placing 
surge flags, especially if you want to repeatedly query values in specific areas.
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Flags placed in leveed areas or outside of SLOSH Basins display "X."

Flags placed in areas without a data value show "Dry," though this does not rule out freshwater flood
ing.

Though the legend for the color scale on MOMs, MEOWs, and hindcasts tops out at >10 feet, the 
surge flags can display point values up to 21 feet.

[ NOTES ]        

Be aware of SLOSH basin boundaries, and use caution when interpreting "Dry" results 
on flags near basin edges since there may not be any valid data. It could be necessary 
to view two neighboring basins, one at a time, to perform a complete analysis.
Surge flags are not available to use with the National Storm Surge Hazard Maps (Nation
al MOMs) layers listed in the Resources tab.
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National Storm Surge Hazard Maps (MOMs)
National Storm Surge Hazard Maps let users explore worst-case storm surge hazards throughout the 
United States without having to select a particular SLOSH Basin. The maps also cover American 
Samoa, Hawaii, Hispaniola, Guam, Puerto Rico, Southern California, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the 
Yucatán/Belize basin.

The layers show the SLOSH model's MOM output for each hurricane category.

MOMs are intended as a long-range planning tool and will not accurately represent what a specific 
hurricane would do. Rather, this layer shows the worst inundation that any modeled hurricane can 
bring to coastal areas.

National and sample local views of the Category 4 layer.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Expand National Storm Surge Hazard Maps in the Resources tab.

Click the radio button next to one of these five options:

Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Category 5

[ For GIS Users ]        This folder also contains the download directory containing zipped GeoT
IFF files of MOM data. Click SLOSH MOM Data to open the link and refer to the ReadMe text file 
for details.

About the data

This layer was generated by the NHC Storm Surge Unit by carefully merging MOMs for individual 
SLOSH basins into a national grid. 

Values shown on the maps are color-coded into four ranges:

Up to 3 feet above ground (blue)
Greater than 3 feet above ground (yellow)
Greater than 6 feet above ground (orange)
Greater than 9 feet above ground (red)

Leveed zones are excluded and shown with hatched lines, due to the complexity of predicting over
topping in those areas.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        To improve visibility of the data, try adjusting the opacity with 

 Quick Layers Options, or using a darker basemap.

Category 3 layer for the vicinity of St. Petersburg, Florida, on the "Dark Gray Canvas" basemap.

[ NOTES ]        

No particular storm will create the extent of inundation depicted on MOM maps.
Category 5 output is not available for areas where landfall from a storm of that intensity 
is considered unrealistic, like the U.S. mainland north of the North Carolina–Virginia bor
der and Hawaii. Southern California is limited to Category 1 and Category 2 layers.
Surge Flags cannot be placed on these maps.

For more information

NOAA: National Storm Surge Hazard Maps

https://noaa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=d9ed7904dbec441a9c4dd7b277935fad&entry=1
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SLOSH Basins
SLOSH basins are local coastal regions delineated for storm surge mapping. These basins form the 
extent of the MEOW data that users can view in HURREVAC's   Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

To display the boundaries of the active SLOSH basins, expand Opera
tional Slosh Basins in the Resources tab. Select the checkbox next to 
SLOSH Basins.

SLOSH basins are also referenced in other areas of HURREVAC:

When a user sets their base location on the map, the corre
sponding basin changes by default in User Preferences.
In  Storm Surge (SLOSH) Explorer, the basin associated with 
the user's base location is shown by default in the Basin list.
In Surge Viewer, the lower right corner of the window displays the 
corresponding basin for the point chosen on the map.

[ For GIS Users ]         This folder also contains the download directory containing zipped GeoT
IFF files of MEOW data. Click SLOSH MEOW Data to open the link.
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About the data

As of 2022, SLOSH basins cover the following:

The entire Atlantic and Gulf coastlines of the United States
Southern California, south of Point Conception, including the Channel Islands
Hawaii
Puerto Rico, including Vieques and Culebra
The U.S. Virgin Islands
Guam
American Samoa
Hispaniola, including Haiti and the Dominican Republic
The Yucatán Peninsula from Paraíso in the Mexican state of Tabasco to Trujillo, Honduras, in
cluding all of Belize and Guatemala's Caribbean coastline

[ NOTE ]        

SLOSH basins are periodically updated, either to reflect improved data or to incorporate 
recent coastal changes. A basin update may entail both new point values and a new ge
ographic extent of the basin itself.

For more information

NHC SLOSH Basin Coverage

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/slosh.php#COVERAGE
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Forecast Rain
HURREVAC users have many options for checking the latest precipitation forecasts from the 
NOAA Weather Prediction Center (WPC). Maps can show a sequence of expected daily rainfall 
amounts or a multiday period that best captures the cumulative effect of an approaching storm.

Forecast rain for Cumulative Days 1–3 during Hurricane Ida on Aug. 29, 2021.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        For easier viewing, try turning on State/County Boundaries in the Re
sources tab, switching to a less-detailed basemap, or adjusting the opacity in   Quick Layers 

Options.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Expand Forecast Rain in the Conditions tab.

Click the radio button next to one of these ten options:

Next 6 hours
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4–5
Day 6–7
Cumulative Days 1–2
Cumulative Days 1–3
Cumulative Days 1–5
Cumulative Days 1–7

About the data

The mapped contours represent the expected precipitation (liquid-equivalent, in inches) averaged on 
the scale of a 20-by-20 kilometer grid. Higher amounts are always nested inside lower amounts.

The maps show more detail where lighter rain is forecast, shown as 0.25-inch contour intervals for 
amounts below 2 inches. The detail decreases where heavier rain is expected, with 5-inch contour in
tervals mapped where forecasts exceed 10 inches. 

In this product, "Day" refers to a series of consecutive 24-hour periods starting at either 12Z or 0Z (8 
AM or 8 PM Eastern Daylight Time). Refer to the valid date and time in the product legend.

The cumulative maps show total amounts predicted within the respective range of days.

WPC forecasters update the Day 1, Day 2, and Day 3 forecast maps four times daily at 0530Z, 
0900Z, 1730Z, and 2100Z (1:30 AM, 5:00 AM, 1:30 PM, and 5:00 PM EDT).
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Use the   Clip Layers tool (found 

in the Map Tools bar) to exclude offshore rain amounts and 
only display data for land areas in the United States or a par
ticular state.

Maps for Day 4 through Day 7 are issued daily at 0400Z and 1600Z (midnight and noon EDT).
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[ NOTES ]        

WPC forecasters coordinate with the NHC, but tropical advisories are issued on a differ
ent schedule than these precipitation forecasts. There is potential for a rain forecast to 
be outdated by several hours if the track forecast for a storm has a substantial or sud
den shift.
The actual rainfall amounts may not be distributed as smoothly as the maps depict, es
pecially in the warm months when thunderstorms can cause amounts to vary widely 
over short distances.
Expect that forecasts will evolve, especially for the periods beyond Day 3 when uncer
tainty is naturally higher. Refer to local NWS offices for the latest flood warnings.
These rain forecasts are deterministic, but the WPC also issues maps that can help 
users interested in knowing the likelihood of outlier scenarios that are heavier or lighter 
than the official forecast. Visit the WPC website for probabilistic precipitation 
guidance for more information.
Forecast rain maps in HURREVAC only cover the contiguous United States and the im
mediately adjacent portions of Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean region.
These layers only show the latest forecasts issued by the WPC. Previous forecasts are 
not shown in HURREVAC when a past advisory or archived storm is selected.

For more information

WPC Product Information: Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts (QPFs)

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/pqpf/conus_hpc_pqpf.php
https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/fam2.shtml#qpf
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Observed Rain
Use HURREVAC to display NOAA's observed rain layer to keep track of recent rainfall trends that may 
lead to freshwater flooding.

Observed 24-hour rainfall during Hurricane Ida on Aug. 29, 2021. Note that some of the highest 
amounts fell outside of the area experiencing hurricane or tropical storm-force winds.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        For easier viewing, try turning on State/County Boundaries in the Re
sources tab, switching to a less-detailed basemap, or adjusting the in  Quick Layers Options.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Expand Observed Rain in the Conditions tab.

Click the radio button next to one of these three options:

Last 72 Hours
Last 48 Hours
Last 24 Hours

About the data

The layer is a radar estimate of quantitative precipitation accumula
tion, in inches, and is updated hourly by NOAA.

Refer to the legend for the valid range, date, and time.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Use the  Clip Layers tool (found 

in the Map Tools bar) to exclude offshore rain amounts and 
only show data for land areas in the United States or a partic
ular state.

[ NOTES ]        

Observed rainfall is only available for the contiguous United States and its immediate 
surroundings.
Since this layer is based on radar data, the accuracy diminishes with increasing dis
tance from the NEXRAD radar network or in areas where complex terrain interferes with 
radar coverage.
In a rapidly changing flash flood situation, the map values may become outdated be
tween hourly updates.
These layers only show the latest available observations. Previous maps are not shown 
in HURREVAC when a past advisory or archived storm is selected.

For more information

NOAA nowCOAST product guide

https://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/rest/services/nowcoast/analysis_meteohydro_sfc_qpe_time/MapServer
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Excessive Rainfall Outlook
Excessive rainfall outlooks (EROs) are particularly important to monitor because they highlight inland 
flash flooding threats driven by tropical systems and their remnants. This product can also be used to 
assess the potential for flooding downpours that may hamper evacuations and preparations ahead of 
a hurricane.

Example Excessive Rainfall Outlook map. Hold the pointer over the layer to display a label. In this ex
ample, "SLIGHT (≥ 15%)" is valid for southern Georgia and portions of the Florida Panhandle.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Expand Excessive Rainfall Outlook in the Conditions tab.

Click the radio button next to one of these four options:

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Cumulative Days 1–3

About the data

These outlooks are issued by the NOAA Weather Prediction Center 
(WPC).

Color-coded risk categories show the daily probability of receiving rainfall that would be heavy enough 
to trigger flash flooding within 25 miles of a point.

Therefore, the map is best interpreted on a national, regional, or statewide scale, rather than zoomed 
into a particular locality.

The probability is less than 5% for all areas where no colors are displayed.

The following table describes the color-coded risk categories, which were updated in February 2022.

Risk cat
egory

Color Meaning

Probability of rainfall ex
ceeding flash flood 
guidance within 25 
miles (40 km) of a point

Marginal 
risk

Green
Isolated flash floods 
possible

At least 5% 
(greater than or equal 
to 5%)

Slight 
risk

Yel
low

Scattered flash floods 
possible

At least 15% 
(greater than or equal 
to 15%)

Moder
ate risk

Red
Numerous flash floods 
likely

At least 40% 
(greater than or equal 
to 40%)
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        If you want to show the excessive 
rainfall outlook only for a particular state, use the   Clip 

Layers tool in the Map Tools and Utilities bar.

High risk
Ma
genta

Widespread flash 
floods expected

At least 70% 
(greater than or equal 
to 70%)

In this product, "Day" does not refer to a specific calendar day. Rather, it means the 24-hour period 
beginning at 12Z (UTC) and ending at 12Z the following day (8 AM and 8 PM Eastern Daylight Time, 
respectively). Refer to the legend, which is labeled with the end of the valid 24-hour period.

WPC forecasters update the Day 
1 outlook map three times 
throughout the day at 0830Z, 
1600Z, and 0100Z (4:30 AM, 
noon, and 9 PM EDT), or more 
often as conditions warrant.

Maps for Days 2 and 3 are is
sued daily at 0830Z and updat
ed by the WPC at 2030Z (4:30 
AM and 4:30 PM EDT).

[ NOTES ]        

These outlooks do not necessarily indicate the areas subject to river flooding or lengthi
er inundation. For this information, reference the nearby River Flood Outlook and Fore
cast Water Level layers in the Conditions tab, along with local NWS products.
Excessive rainfall risks may or may not be directly related to a tropical system. For de
tails, read the latest WPC forecast discussion.
The ERO is only available for the contiguous United States.
These layers only show the latest outlooks issued by the WPC. Previous outlooks are not 
shown in HURREVAC when a past advisory or archived storm is selected.

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/discussions/hpcdiscussions.php?disc=qpferd
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For more information

WPC Product Information: Excessive Rainfall Outlooks

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/fam2.shtml#excessrain
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River Flood Outlook
The River Flood Outlook (RFO) can be used to assess inland flood hazards posed by hurricanes or 
tropical remnants during the next five days.

The river flood outlook (RFO) associated with Hurricane Ida on Aug. 29, 2021. Note that some of the 
river gage locations in the shaded outlook regions were expected to flood in the coming days, though 

others were not. This reflects the generalized and regional nature of the RFO product.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Expand Rivers/Tides in the Conditions tab. Select the checkbox next 
to River Flood Outlook.

About the data

These outlooks are issued by the NOAA Weather Prediction Center 
(WPC).

The polygon regions in the outlook are color-coded according to the 
general likelihood of flooding in a river basin over the next five days.

The maps are issued daily. Refer to the legend for the valid outlook 
time and date.

Significant river flooding implies the threat of property damage, disruption to transportation, or the 
possibility of evacuations from low-lying areas. Flash flooding, coastal flooding, and minor river flood
ing are not depicted.

No significant river flooding is forecast when the map is clear.

The following table describes the color-coded categories.

Category
Col
or

Meaning

Occurring or 
imminent

Red
Significant flooding is already occurring or 
is forecast to occur during the outlook peri
od.

Likely
Or
ange

Weather conditions indicate that signifi
cant flooding can be expected during the 
outlook period.
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Possible
Yel
low

Weather conditions indicate that signifi
cant flooding could occur. Such flooding is 
neither certain nor imminent.

[ NOTES ]        

River flood outlooks (RFOs) do not represent exact locales that will experience inunda
tion or small-scale flash flooding, so the maps are best interpreted on the regional 
scale. Refer to local NWS offices for the latest warnings.
This product will not depict minor river flooding, which entails minimal or no threat of 
property damage. Reference the nearby River Gages layers in the Conditions tab for a 
more detailed assessment.
RFOs are only available for the contiguous United States.
This layer only shows the latest outlook issued by the WPC. Previous outlooks are not 
shown in HURREVAC when a past advisory or archived storm is selected.

For more information

WPC Significant River Flood Outlook

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/nationalfloodoutlook/
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River Gages
Keep track of current and upcoming freshwater flood threats using the river gage layers in HURRE
VAC.

Example of Observed Water Level (left) and Forecast Water Level (right) in HURREVAC.

Color-coded points show the severity of flooding at a gage site, either from the most recent observa
tion or what is expected to occur in the forecast period.

Clicking on a gage opens a website from the NWS that displays recent trends and a variety of useful 
statistics and context for that location.
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Where to find it in HURREVAC

Expand Rivers/Tides in the Conditions tab.

Then, expand River Gages and click the radio button for Forecast Wa
ter Level or Observed Water Level. Only one layer can be viewed at a 
time.

About the data

Observed Water Level: Locations are represented by circles. Hold the 
pointer over a gage to quickly view the most recent observation and 
reference its flood stage. This is a current snapshot of conditions.

Forecast Water Level: Locations are represented by squares. Hold the pointer over a gage to see the 
forecast peak and reference its flood stage. This is the maximum level expected to occur during the 
valid forecast period, which can vary by gage and region.

Both layers use the same NWS-defined color categories, which are defined in the following table.

Category Color Meaning

No flood
ing

Green
The river or stream is below the lev
el where flooding is a concern.

Near flood 
stage

Yel
low

Water is higher than usual, and 
flooding becomes a concern. Some 
users may regard this as a trigger 
for public messaging or certain 
preparations.
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Minor 
flooding

Or
ange

Minimal or no property damage but 
possibly some public threat like in
undation of roads near the water
way.

Moderate 
flooding

Red

Some inundation of structures and 
roads near the waterway. Some 
evacuations of people and/or trans
fer of property to higher elevations.

Major 
flooding

Pur
ple

Extensive inundation of structures 
and roads. Significant evacuations 
of people and/or transfer of proper
ty to higher elevations.

The HURREVAC system routinely receives updates, so observations and forecasts are typically valid to 
within the past two hours.

When either a forecast or observed gage point is clicked, a new browser window opens. These NWS 
websites show a hydrograph and other data for the corresponding location.
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Hydrograph for the Wolf River above Gulfport, Mississippi, as Hurricane Ida approached on Aug. 
29, 2021. The gage was approaching minor flood stage at this time (blue line) and expected to rise 

(purple line) to major flood stage within 72 hours. 
NOAA's Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service (AHPS) is the source of this river gage data. The 

gage network is operated by a partnership of federal, state, and local agencies. 
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[ NOTES ]        

The observed layer shows more points than the forecast layer, because forecasts are on
ly issued for select gage sites.
Thresholds for flood categories are different for every point, based on the characteristics 
of the riverbank, presence of levees, or built environment in the area. The stage that 
constitutes moderate flooding for one town along a river could be either higher or lower 
than in a neighboring area.
The points may not capture every area along a waterway that will see 
inundation. Reference the other rainfall and flooding layers in the Conditions tab to get a 
complete picture of potential hazards and refer to local NWS offices for warnings.
Some coastal monitoring sites (tide stations) are also displayed in this layer because 
they have associated impact descriptions. Be careful when interpreting their height val
ues because the AHPS-generated charts use a different vertical reference than NOAA's 
tide station viewer.
Gage readings are only available for the United States, including Puerto Rico.
These layers only show the latest available forecasts and observations. Previous infor
mation is not shown in HURREVAC when a past advisory or archived storm is selected.

For more information

NOAA NWS Water Resources Information on the Web (PDF file)

https://www.weather.gov/media/owlie/Water%20Resources%20Web%20Products%20Manual.pdf
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Tide Stations
When storm surge is a threat, HURREVAC can quickly direct you to real-time data on tidal anomalies 
and upcoming tide cycles.

Tide stations can be displayed for the entire United States coastline, plus Caribbean and Pacific terri
tories. Click on a tide station to open a NOAA website that displays the latest water height observa
tions and predictions for that area.

Locations of available tide stations throughout the central and eastern United States, Puerto Rico, U.S. 
Virgin Islands, and Bermuda.
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Locations of available tide stations across California, Hawaii, Guam, and American Samoa.

Where to find it in HURREVAC

Expand Rivers/Tides in the Conditions tab. Then, expand River Gages 
and select the Tide Stations checkbox.

About the data

Tide stations are displayed on the map as blue triangles.

Hold the pointer over a station to see its name.

Click on a station to open a new browser window with a real-time data 
viewer from NOAA. The websites are operated by the Center for Opera
tional Oceanographic Products and Services (CO-OPS), part of the Na
tional Ocean Service (NOS).

Hold the pointer over the line graph to see a readout of the values for 
a particular time. Click and drag within the graph to zoom into a narrower window of time. The default 
range of the graph shows a 48-hour period covering the current day and previous day.
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Preliminary observations (red) and tidal predictions (blue) for Bay Waveland Yacht Club tidal station in 
Mississippi during Hurricane Zeta in October 2020. –NOAA Tides and Currents website

To turn a line on or off, click its name in the legend beneath the graph.

The red line represents the latest preliminary observations, which are updated every six minutes.

The blue line shows the predicted values for that station based on the NOAA Tidal Harmonics algo
rithm.

The (Observed - Predicted) line shows the tidal anomaly, which is often slower to change than the tide 
itself. This option is not selected by default (gray in the preceding chart) but displays in purple once 
clicked.

Use the options below the graph to change the dates displayed, units, time zone, datum, and other 
aspects of the information.

The color-coded lines to the right of the graph represent the various datums, which are local base ele
vations used as a reference to measure the height of water. Mean Higher High Water (MHHW) is the 
default datum shown, and the recommended reference for surge applications. Learn more at the 
NOAA Tidal Datums website.

https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/datum_options.html
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[ NOTES ]        

The raw observed data are considered preliminary.
The observations are only valid for the immediate vicinity of the tide station. Conditions 
could vary considerably for other sections of the coast.

For more information

NOAA Tides & Currents Products

https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/products.html
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Intentionally blank
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Introduction to Storm Simulator
 Storm Simulator lets HURREVAC users create a custom hurricane scenario to support planning, 

training and exercises.

Simulated storms look like the real-world storms in HURREVAC, and users can interact with them us
ing many of the program's features.

By using a statistical model based on past hurricanes, Storm Simulator transforms basic user 
inputs into a complete storm timeline with realistic forecast products.

Overview of steps

The Storm Simulator panel guides the user through several steps to build their storm.

In Step 1, users can choose to create a new storm, or import an existing storm from the HURREVAC 
archive and use that as the basis for their simulation. If the user opts to create a new storm, they 
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must enter some key characteristics: the storm's name, a date and time, the general storm track, and 
changes in strength along the way.

Next, the statistical model creates a more detailed track for the storm in Step 2. Advisories 
are plotted at six-hour intervals, which fills in the growth and decay of the winds. These details can be 
edited further, if necessary.

After the track is established, the model generates forecast tracks for each advisory point in Step 3. 
The difference between the forecast tracks and the actual track can also be adjusted by the user as 
a way to reflect the real-world potential for uncertainty or error. Users can fine-tune this model output 
to best meet their needs. Text advisories can also be created within the simulation.

In Step 4, the model generates wind products that are driven by the behavior of the storm and its 
forecast.

Once the simulation is saved in Step 5, the storm is available for later reference and editing or shar
ing between users.

Output and reports

Here is a list of the products that Storm Simulator can generate for each advisory:

Storm track: latitude, longitude, maximum sustained winds, wind gusts, wind category, central 
pressure, forward speed, and direction
Forecast track: predicted latitude, longitude, maximum sustained winds, wind gusts, and wind 
category
Potential Track Area (Error Cone)
Wind Field (wind ring)
Wind Swaths: past, deterministic forecast and probabilistic forecast
Graphical Wind Probabilities: tropical storm, strong tropical storm, and hurricane
Location-Based Wind Probabilities
Wind Watches and Warnings
Text Advisories: forecast advisories and wind speed probabilities (discussions and public advi
sories can be made manually)
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[ NOTE ]        Storm surge products, wind timing graphics and rainfall forecasts are not generat
ed for simulated storms.

The following   Reports can be generated for a simulated storm:

Closest Approach Report
Deterministic Wind Timing Report (with partial data)
Storm Statistics Report
Storm Summary
Wind History Report
Wind Probabilities Reports

[ NOTE ]        Storm Simulator is not designed to model an active storm. The tool does not take 
into account current environmental and ocean conditions; therefore, using Storm Simulator 
during a real-world storm threat is strongly discouraged. The official NHC, CPHC, or JTWC prod
ucts are recommended for emergency management decisions.
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Storm Simulator Step 1: Characterize the 
storm

Get to know the simulator panel

Click   Storm Simulator in the toolbox. The side panel that contains Storm Simulator then expands 
on the right side of the HURREVAC window.

Storm Simulator can be hidden by clicking the   small arrows in the title bar of the side panel. When 
the arrows are clicked again, the side panel reopens.

Click the   question mark to get help. The HURREVAC user guide opens in a separate browser tab or 
window.
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The steps for building a simulated storm progress from the top of the panel to the bottom, so the ta
ble is blank at first. All of the buttons following the table (like Save Storm and Start Over) are not en
abled until later steps.

The Messages box at the bottom of the panel displays status updates or error messages if there are 
any issues with the inputs or generation in later steps.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Before building a storm, be aware that all fields in the Storm Simulator 
panel refer to speeds in knots and distances in nautical miles, regardless of your settings in 

 User Preferences. 

If your preferences are set to miles per hour and statute miles, the tracking map and legend 
continue to label the storm in those units. But those labels on the map and legend do not 
match the fields in Storm Simulator unless you change the unit display settings to knots and 
nautical miles. 

For reference, this list shows sustained wind ranges in both miles per hour and knots. 

1 statute mile (mph) = 0.869 nautical mile (knots) 
1 nautical mile (knots) = 1.151 statute mile (mph) 

Tropical depression: less than 38 mph (33 knots) 
Tropical storm: 39 to 73 mph (34 to 63 knots) 
Category 1: 74 to 95 mph (64 to 82 knots) 
Category 2: 96 to 110 mph (83 to 95 knots) 
Category 3: 111 to 129 mph (96 to 112 knots) 
Category 4: 130 to 156 mph (113 to 136 knots) 
Category 5: 157 mph (137 knots) or higher

Decide how to build the storm

There are several ways to start building a track in Storm Simulator. This offers more flexibility, but al
so involves making some decisions about how much customizing you want to do. Each method is ex
plained in the following sections, and we encourage you to become familiar with all of the techniques 
and features.

Here are some suggestions for how to choose a method that best fits your objective.

If you are new to Storm Simulator and want to load an example that you can experiment with be
fore you make your own storm, read the use a pre-defined example section.
If you want to create a storm that is almost identical to one that occurred in recent years, but 
only change the name or date, focus on the section about how to import an existing storm and 
choose the option that imports forecasts. This involves the least amount of customization.
If you want to create a storm that is similar to one that occurred in recent years, but change 
some track or intensity details to make a "what if" scenario, read import an existing storm but 
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opt to import either Sample Waypoints or Track. Then, be ready to edit the waypoints and/or 
track.
If you want to create a unique storm, or one intended to resemble a historic storm that is not 
available in the HURREVAC database, the best choice is to manually add waypoints. This 
method allows for the most customization.

Name the storm

Enter a name for your simulated storm in the blank field at the top of the panel.

The name can still be changed in the following parts of Step 1, but a name is required for the model 
to generate a storm track.

The name cannot be a duplicate of another simulated storm already listed in your Storms tab.

Enter waypoints

Building a storm track starts with choosing waypoints. Waypoints are customizable map locations en
tered by the user to determine the key characteristics of the simulated storm, such as its general 
path, strength, speed, and timing,

Start by considering your goals for the simulation:

Where will the storm's track begin? End? Make landfall?
When and where will it strengthen from tropical depression (TD) to tropical storm (TS), then 
strong tropical storm (STS), and hurricane?
When and where will it reach peak intensity?

Then, keep these guidelines in mind:

At least three waypoints must be entered.
The first waypoint is the storm's point of origin as a tropical depression.
Place the final waypoint where you intend the storm track to end. It can end at any strength, but 
making it a tropical storm or tropical depression will yield the most realistic advisory products. 
It is not necessary to manually enter every detail of the storm's track in this step. Waypoints act 
to seed the model, which then fills in advisory positions at 6-hour intervals in the next step. Sev
eral waypoints are often sufficient, though a long-lived or complex hurricane scenario could in
volve placing more than a dozen.
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There are three ways to enter waypoints: using pre-made examples, importing an existing storm, or 
manually plotting a custom track.

Three buttons corresponding to those options are located following the name of the storm: Use Exam
ple, Import Current Storm, and Add Waypoints. 

Use a pre-defined example

Click Use Example to choose from a list of three pre-defined scenarios: Gulf of Mexico (like a weaker 
version of 2021's Hurricane Ida), Mid-Atlantic (resembling Hurricane Florence in 2018) and Florida 
(resembling Hurricane Wilma in 2005).

When one of these examples is selected from the list, it populates the map and table with default 
waypoints.

The Storm Import Options window also appears, which lets you change the storm's reference date. 
The storm name can also be changed, if needed. The current date appears by default.

To change this default, choose one waypoint, then use the menus to select a new date and hour. 
Click Confirm, then the other waypoints shift relative to your entry.

Import an existing storm

This option requires that an existing storm is already displayed on the map. You can use any storm 
listed in the Storms tab: archived (real-world) storms since 2005, an exercise storm, or another simu
lated storm.

Click Import Current Storm. A menu contains three options for how much information to import from 
the existing storm into the new simulated storm: Sample Waypoints, Track, and Forecasts.
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Sample Waypoints

Click this option to quickly generate waypoints based on the imported storm. 
Anywhere from three to 20 waypoints typically appear, which reflect key changes in storm direction, 
strength, and approximate landfall. 
This ultimately results in a model-created track that is slightly different from the original track, even if 
the waypoints are not edited.

Sample waypoints generated by importing Hurricane Rita (2005).

Track

Click this option to import the selected storm's track, strength, and wind fields. 
Storm Simulator only imports the regular advisory times issued by the NHC (at 6-hour intervals) and 
does not import the positions of any intermediate advisories.

[ NOTE ]        If a storm is imported from Track, you cannot click Go Back to adjust waypoints. 
Some track details can still be edited.
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Forecasts

If you click this option, the forecast tracks that were issued for each advisory are imported to the sce
nario in addition to the track, strength, and wind details of the storm (see preceding option).

[ NOTE ]        The track of a storm imported with the Forecasts option cannot be edited in later 
steps, except to shift its date.

Storm Import Options

The Storm Import Options window appears after clicking a choice from the menu.

The storm's reference date and name can be changed, as previously described in Use Example.

If your simulated storm is intended to be very similar to the one that already occurred, you can also 
select the Import text products checkbox to import the  Text Advisories originally issued by the 
NHC.

Manually add waypoints

Click Add Waypoints to start entering your own custom waypoints. The button changes to Done Way
points and is highlighted in blue.

By default, manually entered waypoints use the current date and advance by 24 hours with each 
click. Also, each waypoint initially appears as tropical depression (TD) strength. These default time 
and strength details are adjustable.
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Click within the map to place the first waypoint where you want your storm to originate. The cursor, 
which is now shaped like a waypoint, shows the average forward speed of the storm (in knots) during 
the next 24-hour period. Hold the cursor over different areas of the map and note how the forward 
speed changes along with the possible coordinates of your second waypoint.

Click again to set a new waypoint for each 24-hour interval, and repeat until the storm is at the end of 
the intended path. One row appears in the table for each waypoint.

When finished, click Done Waypoints.

If necessary, you can add more waypoints to the end of the existing track (and table) by repeating the 
Add Waypoints and Done Waypoints process.

To remove all waypoints and start over, click Clear.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]         Tropical storms in the Northern Hemisphere generally move slower at 
lower latitudes and move faster as they advance northward. 

Based on Atlantic hurricane history, the average forward (translational) speed for a storm in the 
tropics is about 10 knots (12 mph). Most storms move between 5 and 15 knots (6 and 17 mph) 
in the regions south of Florida's latitude. They rarely move faster than 20 knots (23 mph). 

When a storm veers toward the Mid-Atlantic, New England, or Canada, 15 to 25 knots (17 to 29 
mph) is a more typical pace and 30 to 35 knots (35 to 40 mph) is not uncommon. 

Forward speeds faster than 55 knots (63 mph) are rare for a tropical system, even in the North 
Atlantic. Storm Simulator displays a warning message that speeds above 60 knots are unrealis
tic. 

Though this example storm is in the Atlantic basin, a simulated storm can be built in other re
gions like the central or eastern Pacific. 

A useful resource is NHC's Tropical Cyclone Climatology website, which can guide you toward 
building a storm with realistic track characteristics for a particular region and time of year. 

If you would like to build a storm that resembles a historic hurricane (before 2005), we recom
mend visiting NOAA's Historical Hurricane Tracks website. There, you can search a storm by 
name, location, and/or year. You may be able to reference its interactive track map as you add 
waypoints for a similar-looking track in Storm Simulator.

Adjust the waypoints

Users can adjust several aspects of the waypoints: date, time, strength, map position, or coordinates.

The row numbers in the waypoint table are linked to the numbers on the waypoint icons on the map.

To select a waypoint, click on its row in the table. Note that the corresponding map icon changes col
or from black to red.

Two new buttons appear next to the selected row: Update and Cancel.

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
https://coast.noaa.gov/hurricanes/#map=4/32/-80
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After adjusting any values in a row, you must click Update for the changes to be stored, or click Can
cel to reset. 

Change the strength of a waypoint

Click a strength value in the table to choose a new option from the list. The options are TD (default), 
TS, STS (strong tropical storm), and Saffir-Simpson hurricane categories 1 through 5. Then, select Up
date or Cancel.
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[ NOTE ]        There is no restriction on how strength can vary from waypoint to waypoint, but it 
is unusual for a storm to increase or decrease by more than two levels in a 24-hour period (with 
the exception of a strong hurricane weakening after landfall). 

For example, the simulator could create a storm that intensifies from Tropical Depression to 
Category 5 in a single day, but the resulting wind products may be unstable. 

Storm Simulator does not take real-time environmental or ocean conditions into account. It is 
up to the user to apply realistic changes in strength based on the track they have created and 
the region and season in which the storm is meant to occur.

Change the location of a single waypoint

Click a  map marker (in the Move column of the table), then click the map at the location where you 
want that particular waypoint to move.

You also have the option of modifying the latitude (Lat) and longitude (Lon) values in the waypoint ta
ble. To do so, click on the existing text and enter a new value. Clicking out of the row without selecting 
Update resets the values.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        The Fwd Spd column in the waypoint table shows the average forward 
speed of the storm in knots. This calculation uses the time and distance between the waypoint 
of a given row and the one that follows it. The final row reads "0," because there is not another 
waypoint to use for a calculation. 

The column appears in gray because its values cannot be directly edited (read only). 

As you move waypoints, the forward speed values change. Monitor this column while editing 
waypoints to make sure that your storm has a realistic speed, as described in the previous 
HURREVAC Hint.

Shift all waypoints

The entire series of waypoints can be shifted in any direction. This is done by moving one waypoint as 
a reference. The other waypoints shift relative to it, but keep the same spacing and timing.

First, click Shift Track. This causes the heading of the table's Move column to flash in red.

Then, select a   map marker for the waypoint you want to move. On the map, the selected waypoint 
also changes from black to red.

Finally, move the cursor to the map and click to select a new location for that waypoint. The track 
then shifts, and the cursor resets. If you need to make more adjustments, click Shift Track again and 
repeat the process.

[ NOTE ]        Make sure that all waypoints still have a realistic strength after their locations 
have shifted. Pay particular attention to the waypoints surrounding the storm's new landfall lo
cation.

Change the date or time of a single waypoint

Select a row in the waypoint table, click a value from the Date or Time (UTC) columns, then make a 
new selection from the menu. Click Update to store changes, or click Cancel to reset.

Dates can be entered or selected from a calendar, and must be later than Jan. 1, 1970. The options 
for time are the standard advisory times of 03Z, 09Z, 15Z, or 21Z (UTC). All waypoints must have se
quential dates and times for Storm Simulator to build a track.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Editing the times and dates of waypoints causes the forward speed of 
the storm to change, so refer to the Fwd Spd column to make sure that the speed isn't distort
ed. 

For example, lengthening the elapsed time between two waypoints from one day to two days 
causes the storm's forward speed to be cut in half. 

We recommend the default 24-hour increments between waypoints.

Shift the dates for the entire storm

Click Shift Dates. The Shift Storm Date window appears.

First, choose the reference waypoint. Then, select a new date and hour from the menus and click 
Confirm. The date must be later than Jan. 1, 1970.

This shifts the waypoints on the calendar, but the relative timing between the waypoints does not 
change.

Delete a waypoint

Click the  trash can in the row you intend to delete. This does not shift the dates of any surrounding 
waypoints, so check that the overall track is still realistic.
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Completely reset and start new

Click Clear to remove all waypoints from the map and table.
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Storm Simulator Step 2: Build and edit the 
track

Build the storm track

Once the waypoints are ready, click Build Track in the Storm Track section of Storm Simulator.

The model then generates a full set of positions every 6 hours, for the standard advisory times of 
03Z, 09Z, 15Z, and 21Z (UTC). The model does not generate intermediate advisories.

Each advisory point has a location, peak sustained wind, central pressure, forward movement, and 
associated wind field.

The map populates with a track, advisory labels, and storm info box.  Wind Field and the past  
Wind Swath can also be displayed by selecting those layers from the Storm Tools bar, but the forecast 
wind swaths and error cones are not available until later steps.

This step lets you perform reports for Closest Approach, Storm Statistics, and Wind History.
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If the storm track needs refinement or correction, there are a few ways to make adjustments.

Click Go Back to reopen the waypoint table for editing. This is the 
fastest way to edit at the macro level.
Clicking Go Back and Build Track again results in a slightly differ
ent set of advisory locations and characteristics from the model. 
If you are satisfied with the overall track but want to smooth out 
an undesirable bend between advisories (like the track segment 
shown in the following image), repeating this sequence could be the fastest way to produce 
small adjustments. Every time Build Track is clicked, the model generates a unique storm track 
based on the waypoints, even if the waypoints are unchanged.
To manually modify the storm track or adjust details for a specific advisory, click Edit Track, and 
a new tab called Storm Editor appears in the side panel. The following section describes this in 
more detail.
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Using Storm Editor to adjust the track

[ NOTE ]        The options described in this section are not required to successfully build a 
storm. A beginning user may want to accept the default outputs and proceed to Step 3. 

Advanced users may want to become more familiar with how to make very specific changes to 
storm track and wind fields. 

If something does not look correct as you use Storm Editor, write to support@hurrevac.com for 
assistance.

The Storm Editor tab displays a table called Storm Fields containing characteristics for each advisory, 
followed by tools for manually editing the wind rings. Error messages appear in the bottom section.

mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=Storm%20Simulator%20Step%202%3A%20Storm%20Editor
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As with the waypoint editor in Step 1, selecting a row from the table brings up options to Update or 
Cancel any new values that you enter. Clicking out of the row without selecting Update resets the val
ues.

When a row is selected, the map displays the storm track up to that advisory point. You can navigate 
between different advisories with the Storm Status Bar above the map, or by clicking directly on the 
intended advisory point and selecting Navigate To from the advisory window. The visible map layers 
update as you make changes to the storm.

The Fwd Spd, Date, and Time columns in the Storm Fields table are shaded in gray. This means these 
values are shown for reference and cannot be edited.

Three buttons at the bottom of Storm Editor control your overall edits.

Click Undo to reset the most recent edit.
Click Save to lock in all edits made so far. This cannot be undone.
Clicking Done prompts you to save or decline edits, then closes the Storm Editor tab.

Change the location of a single advisory

Click within the Storm Fields table to manually enter a new Lat (latitude) and Lon (longitude) for an 
advisory. Clicking out of the row without selecting Update resets the values.

Or, select a   map marker in the Move column, then click within the map at the intended new loca
tion for that advisory.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        When trying to adjust an advisory in the middle of the track, it may 
help to make the entire storm track beyond that point visible as well. 

Open  Track and Swath Options in the Storm Tools bar to enable Actual Track Ahead for exer

cise storms (this applies to simulated storms, too). Select the radio button next to show for all 
storms. 

When the simulation is ready to use in an exercise, you may want to change this option to keep 
hidden for exercise storms so you do not prematurely reveal what happens with the scenario.
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Change wind characteristics

Click in the Max Wind or Max Gusts column of the Storm Fields table, enter a new value, and click Up
date to save any changes. Wind values are in knots, and must be entered as a multiple of 5 (for ex
ample, 50 or 115).

[ NOTE ]        Wind gusts must be greater than the maximum wind speed. Sometimes, a track 
imported from a real-world storm may not adhere to this and result in an error message. If this 
is the case, max gusts must be increased (or max wind lowered) to resolve the error.

Change wind rings

First, click a row in the Storm Fields table to display the default computer-generated wind field for 
that advisory. Details appear in the Wind Ring Editors table and Wind Ring Preview graphic.

Wind rings can only be edited for one advisory at a time.

The three rows in the Wind Ring Editors table represent the extent of 34-knot (tropical storm) winds in 
blue, 50-knot (strong tropical storm) in yellow, and 64-knot (hurricane-force) in red.

The columns show the distance (in nautical miles) those winds extend from the storm's center and 
are broken down into the NE (northeast), SE (southeast), SW (southwest), and NW (northwest) quad
rants.

Change values by clicking directly into the Wind Ring Editors table, entering edits, then clicking Up
date to save or Cancel to reset.

Wind rings naturally vary across quadrants but must be concentric overall and entered as a multiple 
of 5. For example, an error message appears if 50-knot winds exceed the range of 34-knot winds in a 
particular quadrant.
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The graphic adjacent to the table previews the changes. If the   Wind Field (wind rings) layer is dis
played on the map, their appearance also changes as edits are made.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Turning on the past   wind swath layer can be a helpful way to check 

the size and consistency of the wind field for all of the advisories at once. 

Storm Simulator generates wind rings that are reasonably close to climatological averages. 
If you intend to create a scenario with either an unusually broad or small hurricane, many edits 
will be necessary because wind rings must be adjusted one advisory at a time. 

Stronger peak winds do not always imply a larger storm size. A relatively weak Category 1 hurri
cane can sometimes affect a wider area than a compact major hurricane.

Save storm edits

When you are finished with track edits and ready to move to the next steps, click Save and/or 
Done at the bottom of the Storm Editor tab.

This does not save the entire simulated storm to your workspace. The overall project is still a work in 
progress at this stage. Clicking Save only stores project changes made in Storm Editor. 
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Shift the dates for the storm (optional)

Return to the Storm Simulator tab, and click Shift Dates to view the Shift Storm Date window.

First, choose one advisory to act as a reference (the others change relative to it). Then, select a new 
date and hour from the menus and click Confirm. The date must be later than Jan. 1, 1970.

This does not change the timing intervals between the advisories, but they all shift on the calendar.
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Storm Simulator Step 3: Build and edit the 
forecasts

Build the forecast tracks

This step focuses on the Forecasts section of Storm Simulator, where the user can build and edit 
forecasts for each advisory in the life of the simulated storm.

The Forecast Bias slider lets you control the amount of forecast error that the model introduces. By 
default, the slider is set to Centered, which means the generated forecasts roughly match the actual 
track of the storm. Sliding to the right or left generates a set of forecast tracks that stray farther from 
what actually occurs.

The direction and amount of forecast bias are introduced along the entire path of the storm, so each 
advisory errs in the same way. But if needed, the bias of an individual forecast can be manually ad
justed.

Click Build Forecasts to generate products.

To experiment with the amount of forecast bias or to start over, click Go Back. The Build Forecasts op
tion can be clicked again. If necessary, you can still go back to edit the original waypoints or track 
or shift the dates.

Once forecasts are generated, the storm's  Potential Track Area (error cone) and deterministic 
 Wind Swath can be viewed on the map for each advisory. Certain text advisory products are available 
from the toolbox.

This step lets you perform reports for   Storm Summary and Deterministic Wind Timing (with partial 
data).

If you want to make specific changes to the forecasts, click Edit Forecasts to open a new tab in the 
side panel called Storm Editor. The following section describes this in more detail.
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Note that two track lines appear on the map at this stage: the actual track built in Step 2 (solid black 
line) and a forecast track for the selected advisory (dashed black line). Control the visibility of these 

tracks in   Track and Swath Options.

Saving a draft of the simulated storm (optional)

Once forecasts are created, Save Storm is enabled in the Saving section. You may want to save at this 
point to pause, review, or share work before creating downstream products.

If saved, the storm is listed in the Simulated Storms folder under the Storms tab.

HURREVAC does not let you store multiple storms with the same name. If you want to save a draft at 
this point, we recommend giving it an alternate name (in this example, "ZEUSDRAFT").

To continue editing the draft or to complete the steps for making downstream products, you must im
port the storm (see: Step 1, Import Current Storm using Forecasts). But after doing so, you can no 
longer go back and edit that storm's waypoints. Then, you could rename the imported storm with the 
intended final name.
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Using Storm Editor to adjust the forecasts

[ NOTE ]        The options described in this section are not required to successfully build a 
storm. A beginning user may want to accept the default forecasts and proceed to Step 4. 

Advanced users may want to become more familiar with how to make very specific changes to 
forecast tracks, text products, and wind fields.

This Storm Editor tab appears similar to the one in Step 2 but has a few important differences when 
used in this step.

Rather than listing information for every advisory at once, the Forecast Fields table displays 
the forecast points for one advisory at a time.

To change the advisory shown in Storm Editor, navigate using the Storm Status Bar above the map.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        This panel contains more controls, so scrolling may be necessary to 
see any errors or tips in the Messages section. 
To adjust what is visible, use the   small arrows near the headings to expand or collapse the 

various sections.

Three buttons at the bottom of Storm Editor control your overall edits.

Click Undo to reset the most recent edit.
Click Save to lock in all edits made so far. This cannot be undone.
Clicking Done prompts you to save or decline edits, then closes the Storm Editor tab.
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Forecast Fields

Each row in the Forecast Fields table represents the expected positions for the storm at 9, 21, 33, 
45, 57, 69, 93, and 117 hours beyond the time listed in the selected advisory. If the storm is forecast 
to exist for a shorter time, fewer rows may be listed.

Click within a row to display the wind rings that are predicted for a particular time.

As in Step 2, you can edit values in the Max Wind, Max Gusts, Lat (Latitude), and Lon (Longitude) 
columns. Or, click the   map marker  and move a forecast point to a new location by clicking again 
on the map.

If a new value is entered in the table, click Update to save the changes, or Cancel to reset.

The wind columns are in units of knots and must have a value divisible by 5.

The Date and Time columns are shown in gray. These values are shown for reference and cannot be 
edited.

Forecast Rotation

The Forecast Rotation slider (following the Forecast Fields table) can pivot the entire forecast track of 
the selected advisory.

Rotation is the fastest way for you to shift the forecast track to the left or right, rather than editing all 
hourly positions in the table.
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Unlike the forecast bias slider in the main Storm Simulator tab (described in the previous section), 
which controls forecast behavior across the entire life of the storm, this slider only changes one advi
sory at a time.

First, click and hold the button centered on the slider.

As you drag the button along the slider, the map displays a preview of the rotated track as a solid red 
line (in the preceding image, this is the westernmost line).

A rotation to the left is labeled with a negative number, and a rotation to the right shows an increas
ingly positive number.

When you reach the desired rotation, release the slider and click Rotate to apply the changes. Or, 
click Cancel to reset.

After the rotation is applied, both the map and table reflect the updated forecast positions.

[ NOTE ]        Make sure that all forecast points still have a realistic strength after their loca
tions shift. Winds are expected to diminish after a storm makes landfall, so points that shift 
from water to land may be too strong, or vice versa.
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Text Products

HURREVAC's toolbox lets you view text advisories issued by the National Hurricane Center.

To replicate this, Storm Simulator provides realistic templates in the Text Products section of Storm 
Editor.

This is optional but convenient if you want to incorporate information about additional storm hazards.

Enter your wording directly into the Text Products field, or paste from another source.

[ NOTE ]        There is no undo or backtrack function specifically for text products. Entries are 
stored as written. Click Save at the bottom of Storm Editor to lock in any changes.

 

The Text Products section contains three tabs, one for each of the following products.

 

Public Advisory is based entirely on user input

User input required: "Changes with this advisory," "Summary of watches and warnings in effect," 
"Discussion and outlook," "Hazards affecting land" (storm surge, wind, rainfall, surf, and torna
does).
Storm Simulator only creates the headings and does not automatically generate details for the 
public advisory.
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Discussion involves a combination of user input and automated entries

User input required: message header and technical discussion regarding the storm behavior 
and forecast rationale. In the following image, "Test 12345" is entered.
Storm Simulator generates a summary list of forecast positions and maximum winds. These 
lines are not shown in the entry field and cannot be edited but do appear in the Forecast Dis
cussion tab of the   Text Advisories window.
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Forecast Advisory is mostly automated with minimal user input

User input required: watch and warning details.
Storm Simulator generates the header, current coordinates, present movement, current pres
sure, current winds, wind gusts, and current wind extents in each quadrant. It also generates 
the coordinates, sustained winds, wind gusts, and wind extents in each quadrant for each fore
cast point. These lines are not shown in the entry field and cannot be edited, but do appear in 
the Forecast Advisory tab of the   Text Advisories window.

Wind Speed Probabilities do not require user input. This product is generated in the following step.

Wind Ring Editors

 Wind Field (wind rings) can be edited in the same way as Step 2.
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To begin, click a row in the Forecast Fields table to show the wind rings generated by the model for 
that forecast time.

Updates appear in the Wind Ring Preview graphic and also on the map if the layer is turned on.

[ HURREVAC HINT ]        Turning on the deterministic   Wind Swath layer can be a helpful way 

to check the size and consistency of all the wind fields for a given advisory.

Save storm edits

When you are finished with forecast edits and ready to continue with the next steps, click Save and/ 
or Done at the bottom of the Storm Editor tab.

This does not save the entire simulated storm to your workspace. The overall project is still a work in 
progress at this stage. Clicking Save only stores project changes made in Storm Editor. 
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Storm Simulator Step 4: Generate wind 
products

Generate downstream products

After the forecasts are established, more wind-related map layers can be generated in the experi
mental Downstream Products section of Storm Simulator.

These products include the following:

 Graphical Wind Probabilities for tropical storm, strong tropical storm, and hurricane winds

 probabilistic Wind Swath

 Wind Watches and Warnings

 Location-Based Wind Probabilities

A text advisory for Wind Speed Probabilities is also automatically generated by the model. No user in
put is required for this product.

This step lets you generate Wind Probabilities Reports for the simulated storm. 

[ NOTE ]        These downstream products are considered experimental. Wind probabilities 
modeled by Storm Simulator are coarser than the real-world NHC products, so some unrealistic 
watch and warning extents may occur. If you encounter issues with wind product generation, 
write to support@hurrevac.com for assistance.

mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=Storm%20Simulator%20wind%20products
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To start, click Generate Wind Products.

The following notice appears: "Wind generation request received. You will be notified when the job is 
complete. As you wait, you may use other areas of HURREVAC. You may cancel the request by hitting 
the 'Cancel Generation' button under the 'executing' wait spinner."

The wind probability creation usually takes about 10 seconds per advisory. A storm with dozens of ad
visories could take several minutes to generate products.
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[ HURREVAC HINT ]        To save time, you can generate wind probabilities for a smaller range 
of advisories that would be most relevant to your exercise or demonstration, rather than the en
tire storm track. 

Change the Start Adv and End Adv values in the Downstream Products section to create the 
range of advisories in which products are generated.

Though other areas of HURREVAC are available to use while downstream products are being generat
ed, editing is not enabled for any Storm Simulator fields.

If necessary, click Cancel Generation to stop this step.

A notice appears when the generation is complete. If needed, you then have the option to click Go 
Back and edit the forecast data. Click Generate Wind Products again to create and view updated out
put.

If no action is taken after 30 minutes, or the HURREVAC browser is exited, the storm is automatically 
saved and listed in the Storms tab.
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Storm Simulator Step 5: Save, edit, and 
share

Save a simulated storm

A simulated storm does not exist in HURREVAC's database until it is saved.

After the downstream products are successfully created in Step 4, Save Storm is enabled again in the 
Saving section.

[ NOTE ]        Selecting Start Over completely resets all fields in Storm Simulator. Use this option 
carefully, as it will not prompt you to save the storm you are working on before clearing all of 
the entries.

Click Save Storm. A confirmation message appears.
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The newly created storm is now listed in the Storms tab under the 
Simulated Storms folder.

The map layers automatically clear when a storm is saved, so click the 
checkbox next to the storm's name to display it again.

If no action is taken for 30 minutes after the downstream products are 
generated (Step 4), the current simulated storm is saved automatical
ly. This storm can be removed, if necessary (see following section).

Edit an existing simulated storm

There are two ways to edit an existing simulated storm.

The first editing option is to right-click (or long tap on a touchscreen) 
on the name of a simulated storm listed in the Storms tab.

Select Edit Storm in the context menu to reopen the Storm Simulator 
tab.

Only two buttons are enabled: Edit Track and Edit Forecasts.

This option is intended for small tweaks, particularly changing the wording within the simulated NHC 
text advisories. You can overwrite existing text, or enter additional information.

A storm imported from another user (see the next section) cannot be edited with the right-click op
tion.
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[ NOTE ]        Keep in mind that Storm Simulator generates a scenario in step-by-step fashion. 
Editing some details — especially the track — means that other downstream products must be 
regenerated for the scenario to be consistent. 

Other properties like wind speeds, position, and wind rings can also be modified, but use cau
tion when doing so. Track details may become inconsistent with the associated forecasts.

The second editing option is to import any already created simulated storm via its track or forecast 
(see Step 1).

This is the better option if you intend to make a more substantial change, regenerate the full suite of 
products, or base a new scenario on a storm created by another user. This creates a new storm ID 
(see the following section).

If the storm is imported via the Track option, the track and characteristics can still be edited, 
but all forecasts and wind products must be generated again (see Step 4).
If the storm is imported via the Forecasts option, the track cannot be edited. Forecasts can still 
be edited, and wind products must be generated again. 

Sharing simulated storms

Initially, a simulated storm is only available to the user who created it. To share or add a storm, you 
must first know its Storm ID. This is the unique string of letters and numbers that follows the name of 
the storm in the Storm Info Box. Parentheses contain the Storm ID, but are not a part of it (for exam
ple, "al00B77S" in the following image).

To share a simulated storm with another user

Right-click (or long tap on a touchscreen) on the name of a simulated storm listed in the Storms tab.
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Click Share by Storm ID in the context menu. A small notification window contains the Storm ID in 
bold type.

Copy and send the Storm ID to another user. They can add it to their list of simulated storms using 
the following method.

To add a simulated storm created by another user

Right-click (or long tap on a touchscreen) directly on the name of the Simulated Storms folder in the 
Storms tab. Make sure you select the folder heading, not any of the storms it contains.

Select Add a shared simulation by Storm ID from the context menu. The Load Storm window appears. 
Enter or paste the shared storm's ID and click Confirm.

This new storm appears in the Simulated Storms folder with an asterisk at the end of its name (for ex
ample, "SATURN*"), which indicates it is a shared storm.

Remove a simulated storm

Right-click (or long tap on a touchscreen) on the name of a simulated storm listed in the Storms tab.
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Click Remove from profile in the context menu, and a window appears to confirm your selection. 
Click Yes to remove the storm or No to leave it in the folder.

If a storm has been shared with and added by other users, they still have access to it.
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Storm Simulator FAQ
If you have used Storm Simulator to support hurricane planning, training or exercises, we would like 
to hear from you. Tell us how you used the tool, what worked, or what could work better. Contact 
support@hurrevac.com with questions or feedback.

These frequently asked questions may address an issue you have encountered.

Building storms

When I generate a track from waypoints, the track seems to have some points too close together, or 
the strength rises/drops unexpectedly. How do I fix that?

Sometimes, this can be resolved by clicking Go Back and Build Track again (see Step 2). The statisti
cal model always generates a slightly different combination of advisory locations and strengths, so 
another attempt may yield a more suitable track.

To make a more substantial change, you can adjust the spacing or strength of the waypoints.

What does the import warning about "incorrect values" mean?

When importing an archived (real-world) storm to Storm Simulator, some of the original values may 
produce error messages.

For example, a particular advisory may list peak wind gusts as lower than the maximum sustained 
winds. Or it may contain a wind value not divisible by 5, or there is some irregularity related to the 
wind rings.

Such a storm can still be imported, but before you can generate wind products you must use Storm 
Editor to modify the incorrect winds and save the new values (see Step 2). The Storm Fields table 
shows incompatible values shaded in red.

If advisories are missing from the original storm, it may be necessary to import it using waypoints 
(see Step 1).

Is there a limit to the number of storms I can create?

You can have up to 50 simulations (including shared storms created by other users) listed under Sim
ulated Storms in the Storms tab.

mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=Storm%20Simulator%20feedback
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My simulated track/forecasts/downstream products just don't look right and I am having trouble de
termining what needs editing. What should I do? 

If you have attempted to troubleshoot with the HURREVAC user guide and still find discrepancies, 
contact support@hurrevac.com for additional assistance.

Is Storm Simulator limited to certain regions?

No, you can build a storm in any ocean basin. We recommend referencing the NHC's Tropical Cyclone 
Climatology website to make sure you are building a storm with realistic track characteristics.

Can I build multiple storms at a time?

No, Storm Simulator cannot model multiple storms simultaneously. Each use of the tool generates 
only one storm. But you can generate multiple storms one at a time.

I would like to base my simulated storm off of a historic hurricane, but the storm archive only goes 
back to 2005. How can I bring that track into Storm Simulator?

A storm track cannot be imported into HURREVAC from an external source. To base a simulated storm 
off a pre-2005 hurricane, we recommend visiting NOAA's Historical Hurricane Tracks website. There, 
you can search a storm by name, location, and/or year. You may be able to reference its interactive 
track map as you add waypoints for a similar-looking track in Storm Simulator. 

If you would like more precise information to help you place coordinates, click "View Storm 
Details" (the "i" icon) near the heading once you have selected a storm on NOAA's Historical Hurricane 
Tracks site. That opens a new browser tab containing a table with the exact times and coordinates for 
each position of the historic storm.

Does Storm Simulator take real weather patterns or ocean conditions into account?

No. Storm Simulator only uses inputs provided by the user. A simulated storm can only reflect envi
ronmental influence to the extent that the user wants it to appear (for example, strengthening over 
warmer waters, weakening over cooler waters or land, or taking a realistic track in relation to other 
weather features like highs and the jet stream). 

Storm Simulator is partially informed by climatology, but it does not have an automatic way to ac
count for current conditions. We recommend referencing the NHC's Tropical Cyclone Climatology web
site to make sure you are building a storm with realistic characteristics for that region and time of 
year.

Can Storm Simulator help me figure out what a current storm will do?

No. The official NHC, CPHC, or JTWC products are recommended for emergency management deci
sions. Storm Simulator is not designed to model an active storm. The tool does not take into account 
current environmental and ocean conditions, therefore using Storm Simulator during a real-world 
storm threat is strongly discouraged.

mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=Storm%20Simulator%20help
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
https://coast.noaa.gov/hurricanes/#map=4/32/-80
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
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Map layers and wind products

When I click Generate Wind Products, the "Executing" spinner takes too long and/or I don't get a 
"generation complete" notice. What should I do to avoid losing my work?  

Click Cancel Generation if the spinner is still going, then click Save Storm to keep your work so 
far. Then, contact support@hurrevac.com and provide the storm ID for further assistance.

The database may have already generated your products even though a notification did not appear. 
This can sometimes be the result of using HURREVAC on an unstable connection or via a VPN. 

Why can't I see wind timing products?

Some wind timing products are not generated by Storm Simulator. Therefore, the Wind Timing Graph
ics (Most Likely Arrival or Earliest Reasonable Arrival) and Probabilistic Wind Timing Report are not 
available for simulated storms. The Deterministic Wind Timing Report is available.

Why can't I see storm surge products?

Storm surge products are not generated by Storm Simulator. The   Storm Surge (SLOSH) 
Explorer can be used to display potential inundation from a hurricane with a similar strength, direc
tion, and speed as the simulated scenario. 

Why can't I see rainfall or inland flooding products?

Rainfall forecasts are not generated by Storm Simulator. The weather-related map layers in the Condi
tions tab only show the latest observations and forecasts and do not depict the effects of any simu
lated storms.

Why can't I see wind probability, wind watches and warnings, location-based wind probability, or 
wind-related reports?

These products are only available after you have successfully completed Generate Wind 
Products (see Step 4).

Even so, they may not appear for some advisories if the wind products were generated for a particu
lar range of advisories (rather than the entire life of the storm).

If you are working with a storm that was saved prior to that step, re-import it and click Generate Wind 
Products.

mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=Storm%20Simulator%20help
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Why do wind probability grids seem coarser than those produced by the NHC?

The simplified model in Storm Simulator generates wind probability fields by transforming the wind 
rings. This feature is still experimental, so it is only intended to be an approximation. The details of 
the output may be unrealistic compared to real-world storms, but the general pattern helps to drive 
the other wind products. 

Can I edit the watches and warnings generated by Storm Simulator?

No. To avoid automatic generation of watches and warnings as a map layer, save the storm without 

completing Step 4.

Or, you can manually enter custom watch and warning details into the text products for each advisory 
(see Step 3) and not display the model-generated watches and warnings on the map. Adding those 
details in text form does not create custom maps or alter the existing ones, however.

Saving and accessing storms

How long will my simulated storm be saved?

A storm is maintained in the HURREVAC database as long as you or someone else keeps it listed in 

the Storms tab.

Can I download GIS files for a simulated storm?
Yes, HURREVAC's  GIS Export tool lets you download storm track and forecast details for an adviso
ry as a zipped folder containing GeoJSON files. Location-Based Wind Probabilities and Wind Watches 
and Warnings will also be available if wind products are generated for the advisory.

What does it mean when a simulated storm name has an asterisk at the end?

An asterisk at the end of a simulated storm name means it was added to your Storms tab using a 

shared storm ID. You cannot edit a storm created by another user (see Step 5).
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What is the difference between the "Simulated Storms" and "Exercise Storms" folders?

Storms created using the Storm Simulator tool are only saved to and shared from the Simulated 
Storms folder.

In the Storms tab, the Exercise Storms folder contains storms that are being used for live exercises. 
These storms are managed by HURREVAC's administrators, so you cannot add, edit, or remove 
them from your workspace.

An exercise storm may be generated with the Storm Simulator tool or created by the NHC using 
more sophisticated models. 

When I remove a simulated storm from my profile, is it permanently deleted? Can I get it back?

If you have already shared the storm ID with another user and the storm is actively listed in 
their Simulated Storms folder, it is not deleted even if you can no longer see it.

(If other users have already imported a storm you created and you would like to completely remove 
it, contact support@hurrevac.com for assistance.)

The database is periodically checked for simulated storms that are not in the workspaces of any 
users. Only then is the Storm ID and its associated data removed from the system.

If only a short time has passed since the storm was removed from your workspace and you know its 
Storm ID, it may be restored with Add a shared simulation by Storm ID (see Step 5).

In any case, a storm added using its Storm ID shows an asterisk at the end of its name. Therefore, 
its downstream products can no longer be edited and you must import the storm again to alter the 
scenario (see Step 1).

What happens if I import a shared storm with the same name as one I already have? Will it 
overwrite my existing storm?

If you add a storm created by another user and it has the same name as one you have already creat
ed, the imported storm will have an asterisk at the end of its name. It will not replace your existing 
storm with the same name. Each storm also has a unique storm ID. 

mailto:support@hurrevac.com?subject=Storm%20Simulator%20help
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Glossary
actual track

A line created from multiple advisories by connecting the storm center's initial position at each previ
ous advisory. Also referred to as the "past track."

advisory

A collection of various products issued by a tropical cyclone forecast center on a single storm at a sin
gle point in time. Advisory packages are sequentially numbered and typically issued at 6-hour inter
vals. Additional intermediate advisories (designated by an A) are issued at 3-hour intervals whenever 
watches or warnings are in effect. Advisories are also issued for potential tropical cyclones and sub
tropical cyclones.

AHPS

Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service; a National Weather Service clearinghouse for information 
and graphics related to rivers and streams, along with flood warnings.

basins

Oceanographic regions used to describe the general locations of tropical systems. HURREVAC orga
nizes tropical systems into the following basins: Atlantic (AL), Eastern Pacific (EP), Central Pacific (CP), 
West Pacific (WP), South Pacific (SP), Arabian Sea (IA), Bay of Bengal (IB), and South Indian Ocean 
(SI).

basins (SLOSH)

Local coastal regions delineated for storm surge modeling using SLOSH. SLOSH basins cover the en
tire Atlantic and Gulf coastlines of the United States, plus Southern California, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, Hispaniola, and the Yucatán Peninsula.

category

The Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale is a 1 to 5 ranking of hurricanes by sustained wind speeds. 
Categories 3, 4, and 5 are considered major hurricanes.

center

In advisory products, this refers to the center position of a tropical cyclone at the surface. It is usually 
defined by the location of minimum wind (around which the stronger winds occur) or minimum pres
sure. The center can be determined by reconnaissance aircraft, satellite, radar, or surface weather 
observations. The cyclone center position can vary with altitude.

clearance time

The amount of time (in hours) it takes to move the threatened population to safety. Hurricane Evacua
tion Studies (HES) determine these scenarios based on various storm parameters and local condi
tions, such as tourist occupancy and public responsiveness.
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closest point of approach

This refers to the calculation by HURREVAC of the direction, distance, and time at which the storm will 
pass closest by a specified county or parish.

CPHC

Central Pacific Hurricane Center. The CPHC is responsible for the Central Pacific (CP) basin from 140 
to 180 degrees west longitude and north of the Equator. Some storms that affect this basin can origi
nate in the Eastern Pacific, and may have some NHC-generated products and EP basin designation. 
CPHC products generally have the same formats, definitions and availability as those issued by the 
NHC.

deterministic forecast

A forecast presenting a single best guess estimate without any representation of the likelihood of 
that outcome.

disturbance (or tropical disturbance)

A tropical weather system that is discrete, has organized convection, a non-frontal migratory charac
ter, and maintains its identity for 24 hours or more. Not all disturbances will develop into a tropical cy
clone, but many tropical cyclones originate from disturbances.

evacuation start time

The last possible time at which a particular evacuation scenario could be started to allow sufficient 
time to complete the relocation of the vulnerable population before tropical storm winds begin. In 
HURREVAC, the evacuation start time is calculated by subtracting the number of hours in the clear
ance time scenario from the arrival time of tropical-storm-force winds.

extratropical

A term used in advisories and tropical summaries to indicate that a cyclone has lost its tropical char
acteristics. This is usually associated with storms that are moving into the North Atlantic. Extratropical 
cyclones can still retain tropical-storm-force or hurricane-force winds, but their energy source is the 
temperature contrast between warm and cold air masses rather than the release of latent heat of 
condensation.

eye

The roughly circular area of comparatively light winds often found at the center of a severe tropical cy
clone (usually a hurricane). The eye is either completely or partially surrounded by the eyewall cloud.

eyewall

The organized band or ring of thunderstorms surrounding the eye of a tropical cyclone (usually a hur
ricane). This is typically where the strongest winds occur in a hurricane.

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency
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forecast period

The length of time included in a forecast. Tropical cyclone tracks are forecasted to 120 hours (5 days) 
after the synoptic time.

forecast track

A line created for a single advisory by connecting the storm center's initial position with its 12-, 24-, 
36-, 48-, 60-, 72-, 96-, and 120-hour forecast positions.

forward speed

Speed at which the storm center is moving along its track. Not to be confused with wind speeds. 

GIS

Geographic Information System; a class of software programs that manipulate, analyze, and present 
map-based information. HURREVAC includes a GIS Export Tool for transferring storm related informa
tion into GIS programs.

HES

Hurricane Evacuation Study; a program of the National Hurricane Program to assess the vulnerability 
of populations in coastal hurricane-prone states and provide critical planning factors that guide state, 
local, tribal and territorial governments in hurricane evacuation and response plans. These studies 
establish the evacuation zones and clearance times found in HURREVAC.

hurricane

A tropical system with maximum sustained surface winds of 64 knots (74 mph) or more. This term is 
used for systems occurring in the Atlantic, Eastern Pacific, and Central Pacific basins.

hurricane season

The portion of the year having a relatively high incidence of hurricanes, which varies by basin. For the 
Atlantic (including Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, hurricane season runs from June 1 to Novem
ber 30. Tropical cyclones occasionally form just outside of hurricane season, usually in May or De
cember. For the Eastern Pacific, the season runs from May 15 to November 30. For the Central Pacif
ic, the season runs from June 1 to November 30.

hydrograph

A graph showing the water level (stage) or discharge of a river or stream with respect to time. NOAA's 
hydrographs also display the thresholds for flood stage at each gage.

initial position

Position of the storm center at the time of advisory issuance.

intensity

A storm's strength in terms of maximum sustained winds or Saffir-Simpson wind category.
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inundation

The flooding of normally dry land, expressed in height above ground level. In HURREVAC, inundation 
chiefly describes the effects of storm surge, but it can be influenced by a combination of factors in
cluding heavy rainfall.

JTWC

Joint Typhoon Warning Center. The JTWC is a joint command of the United States Navy and United 
States Air Force based in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The JTWC has large area of responsibility that in
cludes the West Pacific (WP), Arabian Sea (IA), Bay of Bengal (IB), South Pacific (SP), and South Indi
an Ocean (SI) basins. Storms tracked by JTWC come with a limited set of map layers and text prod
ucts in HURREVAC.

landfall

The intersection of the center of a tropical cyclone with a coastline. For hurricanes, this is typically 
the eye. Because the strongest winds in a tropical cyclone are not located precisely at the center, it is 
possible for a cyclone's strongest winds to be experienced over land even if landfall does not occur. 
Similarly, it is possible for a tropical cyclone to make landfall and have its strongest winds remain 
over water.

MEOW

Maximum envelope of water; a composite SLOSH model output describing the maximum storm surge 
value throughout a basin given certain storm characteristics, but an uncertain landfall location. ME
OW output is not storm-specific, rather the worst-case surge for a particular location based on paral
lel tracks of a particular storm category, forward speed, and angle of approach.

MOM

Maximum of MEOWs; a composite SLOSH model output describing the maximum storm surge value 
that could be produced by storms of a single Saffir-Simpson category and intended for planning pur
poses. MOMs take into account all angles of approach, sizes, and forward speeds depicted by MEOW 
output. It is a worst-case scenario for a given category, and no single hurricane will produce the re
gional flooding depicted on maps of MOM.

NHC

National Hurricane Center. The NHC is based in Miami, Florida and is part of NOAA. The NHC is re
sponsible for tropical cyclone forecasts in the Atlantic (AL) basin (including the Caribbean Sea and 
Gulf of Mexico), and the Eastern Pacific (EP) basin that extends to 140 degrees west longitude.

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; U.S. government agency that is parent to the 
NWS, NHC, and CPHC.

NWS

National Weather Service; the official U.S. government agency for weather, hydrologic, and climate 
forecasts. The NWS is the parent agency of the NHC and CPHC.
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past track

A line created from multiple advisories by connecting the storm center's initial position at each previ
ous advisory. Also referred to as the "actual track."

post-tropical cyclone

A former tropical cyclone. This generic term describes a cyclone that no longer possesses sufficient 
tropical characteristics to be considered a tropical cyclone. Post-tropical cyclones can continue carry
ing heavy rains and high winds. Two classes of post-tropical cyclones are former tropical cyclones 
that have become fully extratropical, as well as remnant lows.

potential tropical cyclone

A term used in NHC advisory products to describe a disturbance that is not yet a tropical cyclone, but 
which poses the threat of bringing tropical storm or hurricane conditions to land areas within 48 
hours. This generally implies that watches (or warnings) are also issued, and intermediate advisories 
will be issued for the system. In some cases, a potential tropical cyclone can have sustained winds 
well above the tropical storm threshold, but lack sufficient organization to be classified as such.

probabilistic forecast

A forecast presenting the likelihood of various outcomes.

rapid intensification

An increase in the maximum sustained winds of a tropical cyclone of at least 30 knots (35 mph) in a 
24-hour period.

remnant

A post-tropical cyclone that no longer possesses the convective (thunderstorm) organization required 
of a tropical cyclone and has maximum sustained winds less than 34 knots (39 mph). Remnants 
may still be capable of inland flood hazards.

SLOSH

Sea, Lake, and Overland Surge from Hurricanes; the computer model used by the National Hurricane 
Center to estimate storm surge heights resulting from historical, hypothetical, or real-world predicted 
hurricanes.

storm ID

The storm ID is a unique alphanumeric identifier for a simulated storm in HURREVAC. This allows a 
storm scenario to be shared between users. The ID can be found next to the storm's name in the 
Storm Info Box (Legend) or by right-clicking on a simulated storm's name in the Storms Tab.

storm surge

An abnormal rise of water generated by a hurricane or intense storm, over and above the predicted 
astronomical tide. Storm surge is usually expressed in terms of height above normal tide levels. The 
actual height of water caused by the combination of storm surge and astronomical tide is called 
storm tide.
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subtropical cyclone

A non-frontal low pressure system that has characteristics of both tropical and extratropical cyclones. 
A subtropical depression has sustained winds below 34 knots (39 mph), and is not named. A sub
tropical storm has winds at or above 34 knots (39 mph) and receives a name from the NHC. In com
parison to tropical cyclones, these systems generally have a wide but asymmetric wind field. 
Thunderstorms and rain are often disproportionately on one side of the circulation.

synoptic time

Time that weather observations are collected and many weather models are initiated. This is stan
dardized around the world at 6-hour intervals: 0000Z, 0600Z, 1200Z, and 1800Z (UTC). In the con
text of hurricanes, the synoptic times are 3 hours before the regular advisory times.

tropical cyclone

The generic term for a type of low pressure that derives its energy from ocean heat, is non-frontal, 
has organized deep convection (thunderstorms), and a closed surface wind circulation. In the Indian 
Ocean and South Pacific basins, mature systems are typically referred to as tropical cyclones rather 
than hurricanes or typhoons.

tropical depression

A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of less than 34 knots (39 mph).

tropical storm

A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of at least 34 knots (39 mph) but less than 64 
knots (74 mph).

typhoon

A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of at least 64 knots (74 mph). Term used for sys
tems occurring in the West Pacific basin that are equivalent to hurricane intensity.

USACE

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

warning

A hurricane, tropical storm, or storm surge warning means that those conditions are expected some
where within the specified warning area within 36 hours. A warning is more urgent than a watch.

watch

A hurricane, tropical storm, or storm surge watch means that those conditions are possible some
where within the specified warning area within 48 hours. A watch may be the precursor to a warning.

waypoint

In HURREVAC's Storm Simulator, waypoints are customizable map locations created by the user. 
Waypoints are a tool for building the general outline of a storm scenario, both in terms of its path 
and strength. The model then builds a more detailed track based on that user-generated input.
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wind field

Also referred to as wind extents, wind radii, wind ranges or wind rings. The extent of 34-, 50-, and 64- 
knot winds surrounding the storm center. Advisories from NHC, CPHC, and JTWC provide wind extents 
by quadrant (NE, SE, SW, NW) for the initial position and forecast positions out to 72 hours.

WPC

Weather Prediction Center (formerly known as the Hydrometeorological Prediction Center), part of the 
National Weather Service that prepares many of the precipitation-related maps and products used in 
HURREVAC.

WSP

Wind Speed Probabilities
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